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Magnetic materials provide an intellectually rich arena for fundamental scientific discovery and for the invention of faster, smaller, more energy-efficient technologies. The effects of spin-orbit coupling and symmetry breaking at the interface between a magnet and nonmagnet are of particular interest and importance. The discovery, three decades ago, of giant magnetoresistance (Baibich et al., 1988; Binasch et al., 1989) highlighted the intimate relationship of charge transport and magnetic structure, including the importance of interfaces and layered structures, and brought about the now flourishing field of spintronics (Zutic, Fabian, and Das Sarma, 2004). Recent focus turned to the significant role played by spin-orbit coupling at interfaces and how this affects the interplay between charge, spin, orbital, and lattice degrees of freedom; quantum confinement; interface and surface states; energies of competing ground states, including exotic spin states; and the effects of strong electron correlations, disorder, and frustration.

From a technological perspective, the static and dynamic magnetic properties of condensed matter are at the heart of spin-based information and sensing technologies, and are essential for both information storage and power generation and conditioning. Magnetic systems offer various types of manipulatable states for information storage and computation, and their inherent nonvolatility makes them central to energy-related research and associated technologies. Interfaces play a fundamental role in these technologies; recent discoveries suggest they can create new types of magnetic states and new means for their rapid manipulation (Hoffmann and Bader, 2015). An improved basic understanding of the interplay between the (exchange) spin-spin and (relativistic) spin-orbit interactions at interfaces should result in increased energy efficiency, improved functionality, reduced size, and increased speed of a range of magnetically based devices.

This article reviews what is currently known about static and dynamic interfacial effects in magnetism, focusing particularly on the recent explosion in interfacially driven magnetic phenomena associated with spin-orbit coupling and intrinsic symmetry breaking at interfaces, and identifying the most exciting new scientific results and anticipating areas for future research, as summarized in Fig. 1. We highlight recent discoveries of emergent magnetic properties at interfaces and in heterostructures, interface-induced noncollinear spin textures, out-of-equilibrium spin and charge response engendered by interfaces, and interfacial effects in ultrafast magnetization dynamics, while providing references to existing review literature on the more established interfacial phenomena such as exchange bias, exchange-spring magnets, the spin Hall effect, and topological insulators. The intent is to provide pedagogical material and background literature so that graduate students or researchers interested in entering this field can use this article as a reference, and both experts and nonexperts can gain an understanding of the current state and future potential of this exciting field.
II. EMERGENT MAGNETISM AT INTERFACES

This section provides an overview of magnetic phenomena at interfaces, focusing on static, equilibrium effects that are influenced or even created by the interface, leading to the term “emergent.” Section II.A presents a brief review of bulk magnetism to provide necessary background, followed in Sec. II.B by a discussion of physical phenomena that arise at magnetic interfaces, particularly due to their intrinsic symmetry breaking. Section II.C summarizes the current status and recent developments in magnetic heterostructures followed by Sec. II.D which focuses on magnetic oxide heterostructures, using perovskite oxides as an illustrative example. Following this discussion of intrinsic interfacial magnetic phenomena, Sec. II.E then discusses extrinsic effects in magnetic films and heterostructures, such as defects, interdiffusion, and roughness, including those produced by intrinsic lattice mismatch, and briefly covers the structural, chemical, and magnetic characterization methods that are crucial to contemporary research in this field. Finally, Sec. II.F provides comments on open frontiers and opportunities in thin film, interfacial, and heterostructure magnetism.

A. Overview of bulk magnetism including finite thickness and surface effects

1. Magnetic moments, exchange, and dipolar interactions

In bulk magnets, the dominant magnetic energies derive from the exchange interaction, the interaction between orbital wave functions and the local electric fields from neighboring ions (referred to as crystal fields), spin-orbit coupling, and the magnetic dipolar interaction (Fulde, 1995; Wahle et al., 1998; Coey, 2010). The relative values of these energies, as well as the electron kinetic energy (related to bandwidth), fundamentally determine both static and dynamic properties of the magnetic state. The exchange interaction, whether intraatomic or interatomic, is the quantum-induced manifestation of the charge-charge interaction between electrons. It stabilizes the magnetic moments in both isolated atoms (via Hund’s rules) and solid materials. In solid materials, s- and p-shell electron wave functions are typically hybridized into bands or covalent or ionic bonds and do not contribute to magnetization, but the less spatially extended d- and f-shell wave functions retain a more localized nature, with a degree of hybridization that depends on the details of the chemical bonding. Depending on this degree of hybridization (and in
turn the bandwidth), either a local-moment model or a band model of magnetism is more appropriate.

The local-moment description is exemplified by rare-earth metals and insulators, and by some transition-metal systems, particularly insulators but also metals with limited overlap of \(d\)-wave functions and resulting narrow \(d\)-electron bands; examples of the latter are discussed in Sec. ILD on oxides. For isolated atoms, with one or more outer shell electrons, the intra-atomic exchange interaction leads to the Hund’s rule splitting of electron energies, with resulting spin, orbital, and total angular momentum \(S, L,\) and \(J = L + S\), respectively (capital letters refer to the combined angular momenta of the one or more outer shell electrons of each atom or ion). Spin-orbit coupling (discussed later) results in a ground state in which spin and orbital moments are either parallel or antiparallel. This is captured in Hund’s third rule which states that for orbitals that are less than half full (e.g., fewer than seven electrons in the \(f\) shell), \(S\) and \(L\) are antiparallel resulting in total angular momentum \(J = |L - S|\), while for orbitals that are more than half full, they are parallel and \(J = L + S\), and for a half-filled orbital, \(L = 0\), hence \(J = S\). The magnetic moment per atom is \(gJ\mu_B\) with \(\mu_B\) the Bohr magneton and \(g\) the Landé \(g\) factor:

\[
g = \frac{3}{2} \frac{S(S + 1) - L(L + 1)}{2J(J + 1)}.
\]

In a local-moment picture of a solid, the isolated atom wave functions are no longer exact solutions due to the nonspherically symmetric electric fields of neighboring ions (called “crystal fields,” although also important in amorphous materials). The relatively weak effects on \(f\)-shell electrons leaves the isolated atom wave functions (with \(S, L, J,\) and \(M_J\) quantum numbers) as a good approximation for rare-earth elements, but lifts the degeneracy of the \(J\) manifold of orbitals (even in zero magnetic field) to produce singly or doubly degenerate low-lying energy states, depending on even versus odd numbers of electrons. For even numbers there are a singlet and a series of doublet states, whose energy depends on the crystal field interaction, including its symmetry, while for odd numbers, there are only doublets (known as the Kramer’s doublets). The doublet states are then split by magnetic field or by interatomic exchange interactions. Depending on the symmetry of the crystal structure, the lowest energy state may have magnetic moment per atom of \(gJ\mu_B\), as for isolated atoms, or it may have small or even no moment but a large magnetic susceptibility (Coey, 2010).

By contrast, the relatively strong crystal field effects (stronger than spin-orbit coupling) on \(d\) orbitals cause mixing of the five \(d\) orbitals of the original radially symmetric atom, causing \(J\) to no longer be a “good” quantum number. In this limit, the orbital angular momentum is largely quenched, which can be understood classically as due to precession of the orbital momentum direction in the nonuniform electric field, or quantum mechanically as a mixing of wave functions with different orbital-angular-momentum directions. The new \(d\) orbitals depend on the symmetries of the structure and are given names, e.g., \(t_2g\) \((d_{2x^2-r^2}, d_{3y^2-r^2})\) and \(e_g\) \((d_{x^2-y^2}, d_{xy}, d_{yz})\) for octahedrally coordinated atomic sites in materials with cubic symmetry; hybridization of these orbitals between neighboring atoms results in either metallic or insulating bands depending on their occupation and the magnitude of electron-electron interactions. The moment per atom is \(\approx 2S\mu_B\), where the value of \(S\) is determined from the total number of electrons and the order in which these \(d\) orbitals are occupied, which in turn depends on the crystal field splitting relative to the Hund’s rule exchange splitting (see low spin–high spin transitions as an example).

In a local-moment model, the exchange interaction between electrons on different atoms leads to magnetic order; without this interatomic exchange, the material would be paramagnetic, with a Curie law susceptibility. The interatomic exchange interaction couples the total spin \(S\) (or, when appropriate, angular momentum \(J\)) of two nearby atoms (labeled \(i\) and \(j\)) via an interaction which, despite its underlying complexity involving overlap of wave functions and Coulomb interactions, can be shown to have a relatively simple form as the leading term \(-J_{ij}S_i \cdot S_j\), where \(J_{ij}\) is the exchange integral or exchange constant. If \(J_{ij}\) is positive, \(S_i\) and \(S_j\) couple ferromagnetically, whereas if it is negative, antiferromagnetic coupling results. In rare-earth metals, the interatomic exchange is dominated by an indirect exchange, mediated by \(sp\)-band conduction electrons, known as the RKKY interaction (Ruderman and Kittel, 1954; Kasuya, 1956; Yosida, 1957). In compounds such as oxides, there are other indirect exchange mechanisms, such as superexchange and double exchange (see Sec. ILD).

The band description is exemplified by metallic transition-metal ferromagnets and antiferromagnets such as Fe, Co, and Mn, where the \(d\) electrons responsible for magnetism are themselves strongly hybridized. To a first approximation, these electrons can be thought of as weakly interacting and independent. In this limit, polarizing the electrons to form a net magnetic moment requires removing a minority electron and adding a majority electron to a state with higher single-particle energy. The ferromagnetic ground state arises when the energy is reduced more by the exchange interaction (a Coulomb interaction at its core) between its polarized electrons than the increased kinetic energy associated with occupying states with higher single-particle energies. In most metals the exchange energy reduction is less than the increased kinetic energy, and there is no spontaneous magnetization, but in certain transition metals and their alloys the net energy is reduced, as captured first by Stoner (1938) and Hubbard (1963) and more completely by mean-field calculations (Moruzzi, Janak, and Williams, 1978) based on the local spin density approximation (Kohn and Sham, 1965; von Barth and Hedin, 1972; Gunnarsson and Lundqvist, 1976; Jones and Gunnarsson, 1989). The energy achieves a minimum value at the saturation magnetization \(M_s\), where the moment per atom calculated from \(M_s\) is typically not simply related to the number of \(d\) electrons of the atom, and is a noninteger number of Bohr magnetons. The interatomic exchange in such metallic systems is described as direct exchange, associated with direct overlap of neighboring atoms’ \(d\) orbitals. While these systems are frequently modeled using near neighbor pairwise exchange interactions (between noninteger local moments) as done for local-moment systems, this description of the exchange interaction is only approximate. In some materials, particularly the metallic oxides
highlighted later in this section, more sophisticated treatments of electron-electron interactions are necessary. Band antiferromagnetism (as in Cr, Mn, FeMn, etc.) is best described in reciprocal space, using the framework of a spin-density-wave model, although it is common to project this onto a local-moment-like model with alternating up and down spins on each site.

In a weakly interacting, independent electron model of a band magnet, there would only be spin moments. However, spin-orbit coupling typically gives these materials a small orbital moment, which proves to be extremely important to their properties. The contribution of the orbital moment to the total moment in band ferromagnets is complicated (Kittel, 1949; Van Vleck, 1950). It is frequently described in terms of g factors, but there are two definitions of “g factors,” arising from two ways to measure these. Measurements of the ratio of the total magnetic moment to the total angular momentum determines the magnetomechanical ratio g which is closely related to the Landé g factors of free ions with a partially filled shell, as mentioned previously. Measurements of the precession frequency determine the spectroscopic splitting factor g, which is the ratio of the total magnetic moment to the spin angular momentum. These two g factors are related; the latter proves most relevant to magnetization dynamic effects. In the absence of band structure effects, 1/g + 1/g' = 1. For L = 0, spin-only atoms, g = g' = 2, but when L ≠ 0, g' < 2 and g > 2 (for transition metals, g is typically 2.1 to 2.4) (Min and Jang, 1991; Morrhiss, 2001). Notably, in the Landé g factors of free ions there is no orientation dependence, but in solid materials both g and g' become dependent on the direction due to crystal field effects.

The effect of the band structure on the spectroscopic g factor can be dramatic. In transition-metal ferromagnets, these effects are typically small because the energy associated with the magnetic field is small compared to exchange splitting. Exceptions occur near avoided band crossings where there can be strong mixing of spin states across these gaps. In ferromagnetic metals, such regions account for a small fraction of the electronic states and their net contribution is still small. However, in semiconductors, these effects can be quite large. In such systems there is typically no spin splitting, the total number of electrons is small, and they can all be at the conduction band minimum. In narrow gap semiconductors, there can be strong mixing between the s-like states at the conduction band minimum and the p-like states at the valence band maximum (in topological insulators, this coupling is strong enough to cause band inversion). In this case, spin-correlated circulating orbital currents, with large orbital moments, are induced by the spin-orbit interaction, such that the spectroscopic g factor can be as large as 50, can change sign, and is tunable by band gap engineering and/or electrostatic tuning, leading to spintronics-

allowed to vary. At finite temperatures, the magnetization direction fluctuates. In a long wavelength description, the long wavelength fluctuations are treated explicitly as fluctuations in the direction of M and short wavelength fluctuations treated implicitly by reducing Ms, making M, a temperature-dependent constant.

These spatially varying fluctuations propagate as spin waves, with corresponding quasiparticles called magnons. Magnons, similar to phonons, obey boson statistics. With increasing temperature, the spatial variations in M become larger, indicating an increased population of magnons with higher average energy. When the energy in these fluctuations becomes comparable to the exchange energy, the Gibbs free energy of the paramagnetic state is equal to that of the magnetic state, and a thermodynamic phase transition between the two occurs at the Curie temperature TC. For antiferromagnets, with negative Jij, similar effects cause a Neél transition at TN, although competing antiferromagnetic interactions make the connection between Jij and TN more complex than is typically the case for ferromagnets. In the absence of strong coupling to the atomic structure, these transitions are second order, with associated fluctuations of M (or the staggered magnetization vector N of an antiferromagnet) near Tc (TN), but there are many instances of first-order transitions, typically with discontinuities in lattice constants and in Ms (or N). In Sec. VI, we discuss experiments where strong laser pulses excite materials sufficiently so that Ms is significantly changed from its equilibrium value.

Because the exchange interaction is fundamentally linked to the overlap of electron wave functions and electron-electron Coulomb interactions, it is intrinsically short ranged. The magnetic dipolar interaction between spins is much weaker than the exchange interaction at short range, but because it falls off only as 1/r³, it is longer ranged and is quite important in ferromagnets. It is this interaction that leads materials to have zero net moment due to formation of magnetic domain structures, despite the cost of added exchange energy due to the noncollinear spins at domain boundaries. While the consequences of this dipolar interaction can be complicated and strongly dependent on sample geometry (Hubert and Schäfer, 1998) and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy to be discussed later, there are some simple trends. One such trend is that the dipolar energy is lowest when M lies along the longest dimension of the sample, such as in the plane of a thin film or along the length of an ellipsoid or needle, as this minimizes the magnetization perpendicular to the sample boundaries and the resulting magnetic field outside the sample. The variation of dipolar energy with the orientation of M is often referred to as shape anisotropy (e.g., μ0M∥^2/2 for thin films) and is quantified by demagnetizing factors (O’Handley, 2000). Care must be taken in considering this to be in the same form as magnetocrystalline anisotropy, as it only takes this simple form for uniform M. For example, in thin films, dipolar energy is often minimized by a nonuniform magnetization such as magnetic domains or a wandering magnetization in the plane of the film (Hubert and Schäfer, 1998).

2. Spin-orbit coupling

Spin-orbit coupling is a relativistic effect that occurs because, at large electron orbital velocity, the electric field...
due to the positive nucleus is transformed into a magnetic field that couples to the electron spin. This contribution to the Hamiltonian can be approximated in terms of the coupling between the spin and orbital motion of the electrons,

$$\mathcal{H}_{so} \approx \frac{g_e}{2} \frac{e}{m c^2} \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial V(r)}{\partial r} \mathbf{s} \cdot \mathbf{l}, \quad (2.1)$$

where $e$ and $m$ are the electronic charge and mass, $c$ is the speed of light, $V(r)$ is the Coulomb potential of the core, $g_e$ is the electron $g$ factor $\approx 2.002$, and $\mathbf{l}$ and $\mathbf{s}$ are the orbital and spin angular momenta of an electron of a given atom. The strength of spin-orbit coupling for individual electron orbitals depends on the matrix elements of this potential with the radial wave functions of the orbital $\phi_{nl}(r)$ and can be estimated by

$$\lambda_{nl} \approx \frac{g_e}{2} \frac{\hbar^2 e}{2 m c^2} \int_0^\infty dr \phi_{nl}^2(r) \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial V(r)}{\partial r}, \quad (2.2)$$

where $\lambda_{nl}$ is the spin-orbit coupling strength for individual orbitals with quantum numbers $n$ and $l$. The spin-orbit coupling thus depends on $\partial V(r)/\partial r$ which increases as the nuclear charge increases, but there is a competing effect associated with specificities of the orbitals. For example, based simply on nuclear charge scaling, one would expect 4$d$ transition metals to have much stronger spin-orbit coupling than 3$d$; simple arguments based on the hydrogen atom wave functions lead to a $Z^2$ dependence. However, 4$d$ orbitals have a node in the radial wave function and so have lower amplitude deep in the core, where the spin-orbit coupling potential is highest. As a result, 4$d$ elements in the left part of the periodic table have lower spin-orbit coupling than 3$d$ elements in the right part (see Fig. 2), even though in each column of the periodic table the 4$d$ element has stronger spin-orbit coupling than the corresponding 3$d$ element. The connection between $\lambda_{nl}$ and the effects of spin-orbit coupling in solids is complicated and generally requires band structure calculations. Nonetheless the overall statement holds that the difference in the effects of spin-orbit coupling energy between 3$d$, 4$d$, and 5$d$ elements is far smaller than the $Z^4$ dependence naively expected (Tanaka et al., 2008). Spin-orbit matrix elements are generally dominated by the Coulomb potential of the ionic core even in solids with strong interfacial electric potentials or when electric fields are applied, but interfacial or applied electric fields modify the wave functions which then modify spin-orbit effects (Shanavas, Popović, and Satpathy, 2014).

For transition metals with unfilled $d$ orbitals, the electric fields from neighboring ions (crystal fields) are strong enough to largely (although typically not entirely) quench the orbital angular momentum. The orbital moments that remain are generally small, and spin-orbit coupling energies are thus smaller than in isolated atoms. The net moments in many transition-metal ferromagnets have contributions from orbital moments $\approx 5\%$ to $10\%$ of the spin moments (Meyer and Asch, 1961), and typical spectroscopic $g$ factors $\approx 2.1$. By contrast, in rare-earth (unfilled $f$-band) materials, the spin-orbit coupling energy is typically larger than the crystal field energy; they often have large moments with large orbital contributions, and with $g$ given by the Landé $g$ factor [neglecting complexities including directional dependence due to crystal field interactions (Marfunin, 1979, p. 92; Jensen and MacKintosh, 1991)]; and lower $T_c$ due to the weaker indirect exchange interactions of the more shielded $f$ electrons compared to the direct exchange of $d$ electrons.

An important consequence of spin-orbit coupling is that it connects the magnetization direction to the crystal lattice. Crystal fields together with spin-orbit coupling causes preferred directions of $\mathbf{M}$, and the resulting variation of energy with the (local or global) orientation of $\mathbf{M}$ is referred to as magnetocrystalline anisotropy (Néel, 1954; Daalderop, Kelly, and Schuurmans, 1990; Johnson et al., 1996). This anisotropy is typically weak in materials with cubic symmetry due to the large number of symmetry axes, but can be quite large in materials with large spin-orbit coupling and uniaxial symmetry. In this case, the energy takes the form $-K_i(\mathbf{S} \cdot \mathbf{u})^2$, where $\mathbf{u}$ is the unique axis.

In a local-moment description and in the absence of magnetic anisotropy, spins (whether ferromagnetically or antiferromagnetically coupled) can be oriented in any direction and are referred to as Heisenberg spins. In the presence of anisotropy, if spins are largely restricted to a plane or along an axis, depending on the sign of $K_i$, the spins are referred to as $x$-$y$ or Ising spins, respectively. Cubic or other symmetries require similar suitable restrictions in simulations.

Importantly, particularly for phenomena discussed in Sec. IV, in materials that lack inversion symmetry (whether due to underlying crystal structure in bulk materials or a bilayer of dissimilar materials), spin-orbit coupling can combine with the exchange interaction to generate an antisymmetric exchange interaction that favors a chiral arrangement of the magnetization. This interaction has the form of a

---

FIG. 2. Dependence of the individual orbital spin-orbit coupling strength $\lambda_{nl}$ for atoms as a function of their atomic number $Z$. Calculated results (Herman and Skillman, 1963) using the Hartree-Fock method (solid lines) are compared to the hydrogenic $Z^4$ dependence (upper dashed line), which is computed for the 3$d$ series. For the outermost electrons (indicated by the circles and the shaded area), which are the relevant electrons in the solid, the quantum numbers $n$, $l$ change with $Z$ and the spin-orbit interaction increases much more slowly, roughly following the Landau-Lifshitz $Z^2$ scaling (lower dashed line), although within each series, the dependence remains closer to $Z^4$. Adapted from Shanavas, Popović, and Satpathy, 2014.
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction (Dzyaloshinskii, 1957; Moriya, 1960a, 1960b), written as $D_{ij} \cdot (S_j \times S_i)$, where $D_{ij} = (-D_{ji})$ depends on details of electron wave functions and the symmetry of the crystal structure (Moriya, 1960a; Bogdanov and Hubert, 1994). The inversion symmetry breaking of a bilayer gives rise to one particular form, shown in Fig. 3, which illustrates how broken inversion symmetry of a bilayer, where (at least) one layer has strong spin-orbit coupling, gives rise to a DM interaction with vector $D_{ij}$ lying in the plane of the interface.

Inversion symmetry breaking, whether due to underlying crystal structure or interfaces, together with spin-orbit coupling also causes terms in the Hamiltonian of the charge carriers that are antisymmetric in carrier momentum. This effect was first described by Dresselhaus (1955), Rashba and Sheka (1959), and Rashba (1960) for systems with broken bulk inversion symmetry and by Okawa and Uemura (1974), Vasil’ko (1979), and Bychkov and Rashba (1984) for systems with interfacial or surface inversion symmetry breaking, and leads to various significant spin-dependent transport phenomena. This inversion symmetry breaking effect is commonly referred to as “Rashba splitting” and/or the “Rashba effect”; for a historical review of this topic, see Bihlmayer, Rader, and Winkler (2015).

3. Thin film and surface effects

While this section (II.A) focuses on bulk magnetic properties, there are a number of effects related to finite thickness that we also briefly cover here. The effects of the surface on magnetic systems, including the critical behavior near the transition temperature, have been extensively investigated over the past decades (Mills, 1971; Binder and Hohenberg, 1974; Binder, 1983; Diehl, 1986; Binder and Landau, 1990; Dosch, 1992; Binder and Luijten, 2001). It is common to see a change in $T_C$ or $T_N$ as film thickness is reduced (Farle et al., 1993; Huang et al., 1994; Abarra et al., 1996; Ambrose and Chien, 1996; Vaz, Bland, and Lauhoff, 2008; Charilaou and Hellman, 2013, 2014). This can be due to structural changes with thickness or interfacial effects such as interdiffusion, roughness, and strain, which will be discussed later, but there are also intrinsic finite size effects. Such intrinsic effects can be due to the fewer neighbors for surface and near-surface atoms, changes in crystal fields (Poithuizen, Cohen, and Sawatzky, 1995), spin-orbit coupling (Marynowski et al., 1999), or correlation effects (due to reduced coordination), which modify the underlying electronic band structure (Essenberger et al., 2011) and can cause either reduced or enhanced $J_{ij}$ (Pleiman and Selke, 1998; Tucker, 2000; Pleiman, 2004). As examples, EuTe(111) films exhibit strongly reduced magnetization near the film surface (Schierle et al., 2008), the magnetization of NiO(111) and NiO(100) films is stronger at the surfaces, such that surface order persists even above $T_N$ of bulk NiO (Marynowski et al., 1999; Barbier et al., 2004), while KMnF$_3$(110) (Sinkovic, Hermesseimer, and Fadley, 1985) and MnO(001) (Hermesseimer et al., 1989, 1990) surfaces exhibit ordering at temperatures that are twice as high as bulk $T_N$. For antiferromagnets, the consequences of surface exchange modifications can be particularly dramatic, since the net spontaneous moment of the material is dominated by surfaces and defects (Charilaou and Hellman, 2014, 2015a, 2015b).

Quite generally, the magnetic properties of a material ($M_s$, $T_C$, etc.) are modified whenever its dimensions become comparable to the relevant magnetic correlation length. As a final comment, since isolated atoms are often magnetic where the associated solid is not, reduced coordination at steps, kinks on steps, and isolated adatoms at surfaces or interfaces between thin films are likely to have significantly different moments (including increased orbital moments) and magnetic anisotropy than interior atoms (Freeman and Wu, 1992; Ney et al., 2001; Charilaou et al., 2016).

4. Micromagnetic modeling, magnetization dynamics, and Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert phenomenology

In a long wavelength approach known as micromagnetics (Brown, 1963; Hubert and Schäfer, 1998; Fidler and Schrefl, 2000), used to describe the statics and dynamics of magnetic structures at length scales large compared to the lattice spacing, the magnetic moment density is replaced by a continuous vector field, similar to the coarse graining approach of Maxwell’s equations in matter. At temperatures sufficiently below the critical (ordering) temperature, the modulus of this vector field is fixed at $M_s$, leaving the local magnetization direction $\mathbf{m}(\mathbf{r}, t)$, a unit vector, as the only degree of freedom. The energy density is then constructed from the microscopic terms through a long wavelength Taylor expansion. For example, the interatomic exchange energy density can be written as $A_{ex} \nabla^2 \mathbf{m}(\mathbf{r}) \cdot \nabla \mathbf{m}(\mathbf{r})$, where repeated indices are summed over and $A_{ex}$ (proportional to $J_{ij}$) is referred to as the exchange constant (or stiffness). Uniaxial anisotropy energy $-K_u(S_i \cdot \mathbf{u})^2$ is represented as $-K_u |\mathbf{m}(\mathbf{r}) \cdot \mathbf{u}|^2$; related forms exist for cubic and other symmetries. Note that large uniaxial anisotropy also occurs in important noncrystalline (amorphous) materials, where single ion anisotropy $K_i$ is not expected to lead to net $K_u$. 

FIG. 3. The 3-site mechanism for generating an interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. Spins $S_1$ and $S_2$ in the ferromagnetic (gray, upper) layer couple to each other through overlap of their wave functions with an atom with large spin-orbit coupling (blue, lower layer). This overlap gives rise to a contribution to the energy of the form $D_{12} \cdot (S_1 \times S_2)$, where $D_{12}$ lies in the plane of the interface, in the direction normal to the plane defined by the three atoms. These qualitative properties are dictated by symmetry and identical to those predicted by more detailed nonlocal band models, e.g., Heinze et al. (2011) and Dupé et al. (2014). From Fert, Cros, and Sampaio, 2013.
due to the lack of global symmetries expected in amorphous materials; subtle structural anisotropy is, however, produced in thin films by the inherent asymmetry of vapor deposition growth which leads to large uniaxial perpendicular \( K_u \) \( (\text{Gambino, Ziegler, and Cuomo, 1974; Hellman and Gyorgy, 1992}) \). The representation of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction \( \mathbf{D}_{ij} \cdot (\mathbf{S}_i \times \mathbf{S}_j) \) in the micromagnetic formalism relevant to interfacial phenomena will be discussed in Sec. II.B and further developed in Sec. IV.B.

Frequently, magnetic phenomena are investigated through their dynamic behavior. The magnetization is perturbed or driven and its response measured. With few exceptions, the samples are large enough that a micromagnetic description is more appropriate than an atomistic one. The micromagnetic description is based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation

\[
d\mathbf{M}/dt = -\gamma_0 \mathbf{M} \times \mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}} + \frac{\alpha}{M_s} \mathbf{M} \times d\mathbf{M}/dt
\]

where \( \gamma_0 = \mu_0 c/\hbar, \gamma \) is the gyromagnetic ratio \((= g \mu_0/\hbar)\), \( \alpha \) is the Gilbert damping parameter, and the effective field \( \mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}} = -(1/\mu_0) \nabla \mathcal{E}(\mathbf{M}) \) has contributions from all terms that contribute to the energy density of the magnetization \( \mathcal{E}(\mathbf{M}) \) (including interaction with an applied field, interatomic exchange, magnetostatic dipole-dipole interaction, magneto-crystalline anisotropy, or Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction).

The first part of Eq. (2.3) is written with the damping in the Gilbert form (Gilbert, 2004); the second is in the original Landau-Lifshitz form \( \text{(Landau and Lifshitz, 1935)} \). These two forms are mathematically equivalent with the substitution \( \gamma_0' = \gamma_0/(1 + \alpha^2) \). While the nomenclature is somewhat inconsistent in the literature, here we refer to the first term as a fieldlike torque (meaning that it includes both the actual applied field and the other terms in the effective field just described) and the second as a damping torque. The two terms in the Landau-Lifshitz form have the same form as spin-transfer and spin-orbit torques introduced in Sec. III, leading to those terms being referred to as fieldlike torques and dampinglike torques, respectively. While the two forms of the equation of motion for \( d\mathbf{M}/dt \) [Eq. (2.3)] are equivalent and remain equivalent when other torques are introduced, care is required because the additional terms will have slightly different forms in either approach. These equations are frequently written using only the orientation of magnetization with unit vector \( \mathbf{m} = \mathbf{M}/M_s \), replacing \( \mathbf{M} \) and all factors of \( M_s \) dropped.

In general, magnetization \( \mathbf{M} \) (or \( \mathbf{m} \)) varies spatially, and Eq. (2.3) is solved numerically for specific parameter values. These solutions are facilitated by the growing availability of easily accessible codes \( \text{(Donahue and Porter, 1999; Fischbacher et al., 2007, Vansteenkiste et al., 2014)} \). They require a complete description of the sample, including its geometry and appropriate micromagnetic parameters, and a description of the external driving torques such as those from electrical currents. The introduction of the main micromagnetic parameters from extended Heisenberg models, as previously mentioned, leads to the first approach for determining the parameters based on electronic structure calculations whose results are mapped to a Heisenberg model \( \text{(Heinze et al., 2011; Dupé et al., 2014)} \). Recent progress has been particularly dramatic for estimates of the Gilbert damping constant \( \text{(Starikov et al., 2010; Mankovsky et al., 2013; Y. Liu et al., 2015)} \). A shortcoming of this approach is that materials are never perfect, and the differences from those considered in the electronic structure calculations can be important. The second, phenomenological, approach fits the micromagnetic parameters to experiments, a recent example being \( \text{Romming et al. (2015)} \). Over the years, the community has developed a series of experimental techniques to “measure” the micromagnetic parameters, with an accepted reliability for each parameter. We refer the interested reader to reviews for parameters such as interfacial anisotropy \( \text{(Johnson et al., 1996)} \) and interlayer exchange coupling \( \text{(Stiles, 1999, 2004)} \). The community has not yet settled on approaches to measure parameters that have more recently become of interest such as interfacial micromagnetic energies and interfacial torques. Section III illustrates this debate for the various torques associated with electrical current and their thickness dependencies. For the interfacial DM interaction, the situation is similar. Estimates are presently obtained through domain-wall dynamics experiments, by direct observation of domain-wall structures, or by a spin-wave technique. All techniques give similar results, but there are cases of disagreement \( \text{(Soucaille et al., 2016)} \).

As these numerical simulations can be rather intensive, several approaches are taken to simplify calculations. One approach is the macrospin approximation, in which the magnetization is assumed to be spatially uniform. In this case the LLG equation simplifies to two coupled differential equations and considerable progress can be made analytically.

An alternate approach for situations in which spatial variation is important, e.g., in domain walls, is to make an ansatz for the form of the spatial variation \( \text{(Schryer and Walker, 1974)} \) and then find the solutions of motion for the few degrees of freedom that characterize the ansatz. This approach enables the connection between topology and magnetization dynamics via the so-called Thiele equation, discussed in Sec. IV.C.

### B. Interfacial magnetic phenomena

The focus of this article is magnetic behavior that originates at or near interfaces, particularly those between thin films. Many such phenomena arise from the fact that interfaces and surfaces break translational and inversion symmetry, which produces a variety of effects. We focus first on ideal, perfect interfaces and then turn in Sec. II.E to disorder effects, e.g., interdiffusion, roughness, strain, defects, etc. The discontinuity in atomic structure and consequently in electronic band structure leads to an enormous number of effects at interfaces, particularly if all combinations of metals, semiconductors, and insulators are included. As discussed in Sec. II.A, the surface of a magnet can have significantly different moments than the bulk. Interfaces can create new magnetic states, including creating magnetic moments from nonmagnetic materials at local coordination and/or band structure are modified. Dramatic (and in some cases controversial) examples of this are found in oxide heterostructures, as discussed in Sec. II.D.

We first focus on combinations of most topical relevance: metallic and insulating ferromagnets interfaced with...
nonmagnetic metals, particularly those with large spin-orbit coupling such as Pt, Ir, and Ta. An example phenomenon is proximity-induced magnetism at the interface between a nonmagnet and a ferromagnet, in which ferromagnetic order in one layer induces a moment in the neighboring nonmagnetic layer, which decays away from the interface. In nonmagnetic materials that are already close to a ferromagnetic instability, such as Pt or Pd, this induced moment can be substantial, although its magnitude is presently somewhat controversial (Wilhelm et al., 2000; Wende, 2004; Geprägs et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2012; Kuschel et al., 2015; Zhang, Jungfleisch, Jiang, Liu et al., 2015; and Klewe et al., 2016).

This effect is related to the “giant moments” known to exist in Pt and Pd with very dilute Co or Fe substitution (Crangle and Scott, 1965). Interdiffusion between the layers, as discussed later, modifies the idealized proximity effect discussion. The magnitude of the induced moment, particularly its orbital component, complicates the interpretation of some experiments discussed in Secs. III.B and III.C, relating to spin caloritronic and spintronic phenomena.

1. Interface-induced magnetic anisotropy

An important interfacial magnetic phenomenon occurs because the breaking of inversion symmetry at interfaces (“up” is different than “down” at any bilayer) creates a unique axis perpendicular to the interface, which can in turn induce a uniaxial anisotropy associated with the surface $-K_i(S_i \cdot n)^2$, where $n$ is the interface normal. For $K_i > 0$, this energy produces perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, favoring a magnetization perpendicular to the interface and counteracting the dipolar-induced shape anisotropy of planar films. This perpendicular anisotropy has been observed in bilayers and superlattices of Co/Pd (Carcia, Meinhardt, and Suna, 1985), Co/Pt (Carcia, 1988; Engel et al., 1991), Co/Ir (den Broeder, Hoving, and Bloemen, 1991), and Co/Au (Chappert et al., 1986), the fundamental origin being the anisotropy of the interfacial orbital angular momentum induced by the lowered symmetry (Gay and Richter, 1986; Daalderop, Kelly, and Schuurmans, 1994; Weller et al., 1995; Stöhr, 1999). The presence of nonmagnetic heavy metals at such interfaces modifies the interfacial orbital angular momentum of the transition metal and enhances its spin-orbit interaction, thereby increasing perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. Perpendicular anisotropy is also found in some superlattices involving only transition metals, such as Co/Ni (Daalderop, Kelly, and den Broeder, 1992), and at interfaces between transition-metal ferromagnets and nonmagnetic oxides such as MgO and AlOx, attributed to the nature of the bonding between the metal and oxygen atoms at the interface (Monso et al., 2002; Rodmacq et al., 2003, 2009; Yang et al., 2011).

Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy has been employed in magnetic recording media for several years and has seen a recent resurgence in interest due to its application in a variety of spintronic heterostructures exploiting effects such as spin torque (see Sec. III).

It was recently discovered that interfacial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy can be modulated by applying an electric field normal to the interface. Carrier accumulation created at a magnetic metal/nonmetal interface by an applied electric field modifies the chemical potential, leading to an unequal change in the occupied density of states for spin up and spin down bands, thus altering the interfacial magnetization (Rondinelli, Stengel, and Spaldin, 2008). This change in occupancy includes local changes in the occupancy of d orbitals with different symmetry, in turn changing the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, as has been demonstrated in Fe-Pd and Fe-Pt alloy films “gated” with an electrolyte (Weisheit et al., 2007), or Fe/MgO heterostructures (Maruyama et al., 2009; Niranjan et al., 2010). This method of tuning anisotropy via an applied voltage is promising for energy-efficient switching of magnetization in magnetic memories, as has been demonstrated in tunnel junctions based on CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB (Wang et al., 2011; Shiota et al., 2012). First-principles calculations capture the near-linear change in magnetocrystalline anisotropy with interfacial charge density (Duan et al., 2008; Tsujikawa and Oda, 2009), highlighting the key role played by the occupation of selected 3d minority spin orbitals (Nakamura et al., 2009).

Applied biases not only lead to modifications of electronic properties, but can also drive ionic motion, providing an additional route to the reversible control of interfacial magnetism. An illustrative example from this nascent field of “magnetoionics” comes from the Co/GdOx interface (Bauer, Saihoh, and van Wees, 2012; Bi et al., 2014; Bauer et al., 2015). The application of an electric field drives reversible oxidation and reduction of a thin Co layer (< 1 nm) through migration of O2 ions within the GdOx layer. Oxidation of the Co suppresses magnetization, while reduction of CoOx back to Co, induced by changing the electric-field direction, restores the Co moment and can drive the anisotropy from perpendicular to in plane. These voltage-driven ionically controlled effects are nonvolatile and can be spatially patterned via local laser-induced heating (Bauer et al., 2015).

2. Interface-induced Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction

The breaking of inversion symmetry at interfaces, as previously mentioned, can also give rise to an interfacial DM interaction (Fert and Levy, 1980; Fert, 1990; Crépieux and Lacroix, 1998), which plays an important role in much of the physics discussed in this review (e.g., noncollinear spin textures in Sec. IV). Interfaces between magnetic materials and materials with large spin-orbit interactions offer promise for giant interfacial DM interactions. The interfacial DM interaction energy, proportional to $(n \times r_{ij}) \cdot (S_i \times S_j)$ in a local-moment model (shown in Fig. 3), favors canting of spins toward each other around the direction perpendicular to the separation between them $(r_{ij})$ and the interface normal $(n)$, thereby promoting noncollinear spin textures. DM interactions also occur naturally in band models with broken inversion symmetry and spin-orbit coupling, or out of the spin-polarized Rashba model. In the micromagnetic formalism, the DM interaction has the form $D_m [\{\hat{z} \times \hat{x}\} \cdot (m \times \partial_i m) + \{\hat{z} \times \hat{y}\} \cdot (m \times \partial_i m)]$ for an interface parallel to $\hat{z}$. This interaction favors magnetic textures in which the magnetization spirals around an axis perpendicular to the direction of variation and the interface normal.

DM interactions have been computed from a variety of approaches; e.g., Moriya (1960a, 1960b) computed the DM interaction from the effect of spin-orbit coupling at magnetic...
atoms involved in a superexchange interaction. Several groups (Fert and Levy, 1980; Imamura, Bruno, and Utsumi, 2004; Mross and Johannesson, 2009; Tserkovnyak, Pesin, and Loss, 2015) have computed the DM interaction analogously to the RKKY exchange interaction in a variety of models. *Ab initio* calculations of DM interactions at interfaces have also been carried out for finite (Bormemann et al., 2012) and infinite systems (Freimuth, Blügel, and Mokrousov, 2014a). These calculation schemes introduce spin-orbit coupling either as a perturbation or include it *a priori*. The first approach computes the energies of static spin waves with wave vectors close to zero, i.e., for deliberately long periods, giving access to exchange or DM interaction coefficients that treat the same length scales as in micromagnetic structures (Heide, Bihlmayer, and Blügel, 2009). The second approach computes the energies of short period spin waves (Yang et al., 2012, 2015). Such calculations give a deeper understanding of the nature of the interfacial DM interaction and its dependence on alloying or oxidation.

It is important to note that, like the exchange interaction, the DM interaction is only measured indirectly via its effect on statics and dynamics of spin structure. If the DM interaction is strong enough relative to other interactions, it can lead to chiral ground state structures for the magnetization, including spiral states and skyrmion lattice states. Experimental evidence of significant interfacial DM interactions has been deduced from such ground state magnetic configurations in bilayer and trilayer systems such as Mn/W(110), Fe/Ir(111), Pd/Fe/Ir(111) (Bode et al., 2007; von Bergmann et al., 2014), and in pairs of individual Fe adatoms on Pt(111) surface via low-temperature inelastic scanning tunneling spectroscopy (Khajetoorians et al., 2016). Even when not strong enough to influence the ground state magnetization configuration, the DM interaction can be strong enough to affect the spin-wave dispersion (Udvardi and Szunyogh, 2009; Costa et al., 2010) seen as an asymmetry in the energies of forward- and backward-moving spin waves, which can be measured via spin-polarized electron energy-loss spectroscopy (Zakeri et al., 2010) or Brillouin light scattering (Cho et al., 2015; Di et al., 2015; Nembach et al., 2015).

### C. Magnetic heterostructures: Bilayers, trilayers, and multilayers

An important phenomenon occurring at the interface between ferromagnets and antiferromagnets is exchange bias which modifies the response of the ferromagnet to an applied magnetic field (Meiklejohn and Bean, 1956; Berkowitz and Takano, 1999; Nogues and Schuller, 1999). Typically, for small applied field, the spin order in the antiferromagnet does not significantly change, so the exchange coupling shifts the hysteresis loop of the ferromagnet in one field direction, resulting in *unidirectional* anisotropy. This behavior is useful for pinning the magnetization of magnetic layers, such as in “spin-valve” heterostructures (Diény et al., 1991), in which one ferromagnetic layer has its magnetization pinned by exchange bias and the other layer is free to rotate at low fields. This effect is currently used in read heads in hard disk drives, memory elements in magnetic random access memory (MRAM) (Tehrani et al., 1999; Zhu and Park, 2006; Ando et al., 2014), and other applications. The behavior and consequences of the exchange bias and the wealth of related phenomena induced at antiferromagnet/ferromagnet interfaces are found to be remarkably rich and complicated (Berkowitz and Takano, 1999; Nogues and Schuller, 1999; Nogues et al., 2005) and are strongly influenced by many forms of structural disorder, as touched upon in Sec. II.E. Notably, the exchange bias in some ferromagnet/antiferromagnet bilayers, such as Fe$_3$O$_4$/Co and Co/IrMn$_3$(111) (Ijiri et al., 2007; Yanes et al., 2013), has been explained by an interfacial DM interaction.

Moving beyond a single interface, there are a variety of important effects associated with *multiple* interfaces in magnetic thin films (such as in trilayers or multilayers of ferromagnetic layers separated by nonmagnetic metallic layers). The most obvious of such effects is giant magnetoresistance (GMR), discovered by Baibich et al. (1988) and Binasch et al. (1989) in Fe/Cr trilayers and multilayers, for which Fert and Grünberg received the 2007 Nobel Prize, and subsequently extended to a number of magnetic/nonmagnetic heterostructures. GMR is based on the transport of spin-polarized electrons through a nonmagnetic layer from one interface between a nonmagnet and a ferromagnet to another such interface (Camley and Barna, 1989; Valet and Fert, 1993; Diény, 1994). This transport depends on the relative orientations of $\mathbf{M}$ in the ferromagnetic layers and is discussed in more detail in Sec. III.

While the existence of GMR does not depend on exchange coupling between the ferromagnetic layers, its study nevertheless led to the observation in transition-metal systems (Parkin, More, and Roche, 1990) of oscillatory interlayer exchange coupling as a function of the thickness of the nonmagnetic layer (Slonczewski, 1995; Stiles, 1999). Earlier studies had seen related effects in rare-earth systems (Majkrzak et al., 1986; Salamon et al., 1986). The theoretical description of the interlayer exchange coupling (Bruno and Chappert, 1991; Edwards et al., 1991) relates this to quantum well states that have been explicitly measured in the nonmagnetic layers by photoemission (Ortega and Himpel, 1992; Carbone et al., 1993; Garrison, Chang, and Johnson, 1993), and more generally to the band structure of the two ferromagnetic layers (which may be different) and the nonmagnetic layer. Calculations and measurements of interlayer exchange coupling have now matured enough to enable quantitative comparison between experiment (Unguris, Celotta, and Pierce, 1997) and calculation (Opitz et al., 2001) for the Fe/Au/Fe system, one of the very few systems with close enough lattice matching to allow quantitative comparison. Measurement of the interlayer exchange coupling depends on measurement of the required applied switching field of the layered structure. These indirect exchange interactions and others, such as dipolar coupling, can combine with disorder, discussed in Sec. I.E, to give a wide variety of coupling behavior (Néel, 1962a, 1962b; Slonczewski, 1991; Demokritov et al., 1994; Demokritov, 1998; Stiles, 2004).

As a final comment, some true *superlattice* effects have been observed in magnetic heterostructures, meaning phenomena that occur only in a structurally coherent multilayer and vanish as the number of bilayers is lowered to unity. Examples include superlattice Bragg peaks in x-ray diffraction (Schuller, 1980), collective behavior of magnons in...
ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic superlattices (Grimsditch et al., 1983), the opening of superlattice gaps in electronic band structure (Miller and Chiang, 1992), and oscillatory transport behavior with Ni and/or Co layer thicknesses in Co/ Ni superlattices (Gallego et al., 1995). The latter constitutes direct experimental observation of superlattice effects in transport, confirming a scattering process that exists only in superlattices (Kobayashi et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1996).

D. Complex oxide films, interfaces, and heterostructures

The majority of the preceding discussion focused on films, interfaces, and heterostructures based on metals and metallic alloys, with simple insulating oxides playing a limited role (as in AlOx and MgO-based tunnel junctions, or antiferromagnetic oxides in exchange-bias structures). The wealth of discoveries in these metallic systems stimulated investigation of magnetic heterostructures based on other constituents, including magnetic semiconductors and oxides. The latter includes binary oxides [see, for example, the large bodies of work on Fe3O4, CrO2 (Fong, Pask, and Yang, 2013), V-O insulator-to-metal transition systems (de la Venta et al., 2014), artificially structured magnetic semiconductors using CoO/ZnO multilayers (H.-J. Lee et al., 2013), or EuO (Coey, Viret, and von Molnar, 1999)], but a wealth of remarkable behavior is found in complex oxides, concurrent with a general rise in interest in heterostructures and interfaces of these materials (Ramesh and Schlam, 2008; Chakhalian, Millis, and Rondinelli, 2012; Hwang et al., 2012; Bhattacharya and May, 2014; Stemmer and Allen, 2014; Sulpizio et al., 2014). We provide a brief review, focusing on the perovskite-structured magnetic oxides that serve as model systems.

I. Bulk perovskite oxides

Complex transition-metal oxides including perovskites are based on multiple cations bonded with oxide ions and form in remarkably diverse and adaptable structures (Muller and Roy, 1974) [when the anion referred to is, for example, O2–, the correct terminology is “oxide ion” (it is a dianion) rather than “oxygen ion”]. Their chemical flexibility allows for a variety of highly tunable electronic and magnetic behaviors (Dagotto, 2005; Khomskii, 2014), including high-temperature superconductivity, colossal magnetoresistance, and multiple coexisting ferroelectric orders, such as ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism (Spaldin, Cheong, and Ramesh, 2010). The presence of oxygen ligands around different cations is key to some of the remarkable behavior found. The oxide anion provides coexisting Coulomb repulsion and intra-atomic and interatomic exchange interactions within mixed ionic-covalent materials. The orbital bandwidths are sensitive to both local and long-range structure, owing to the high electronic polarizability of the transition-metal–oxygen bonds, which interact with electron correlations from the localized and interacting transition-metal d electrons. The balance between these interactions is determined by the metal-oxygen bond network, which is often described in terms of polyhedra. The relevant polyhedron in ABO3 perovskite oxides, where the A cations are typically larger radii alkali, alkali-metal, or lanthanide elements and the B cations are commonly transition metals, is a BO6 octahedron.

The perovskite structure is generated by corner-connecting adjacent BO6 octahedra in three dimensions giving rise to –B–O–B– chains along all Cartesian directions with the A cation occupying the interstices (Fig. 4). Few perovskites have ideal 180° B–O–B bond angles (also referred to as BO6 octahedral rotation angles). Although a seemingly subtle crystallographic effect, rotations away from 180° are important in determining the electronic (metal versus insulator) and magnetic (ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic) state, as the electronic bandwidth is tied to the angular orbital overlap between the oxygen p and transition-metal d states (Harrison, 1989).

The electronegativity of oxygen leads to (nearly) complete ionization of the A and B cation valence electrons, and thus, unlike in itinerant metals, a rudimentary understanding of the magnetic state of a transition-metal oxide may be gleaned from the number of electrons (spins) and symmetries of the occupied d orbitals of the B cation. Also different from metals, the magnetic exchange interactions between spins occur through d orbitals centered at neighboring B atoms bridged by an oxygen ion, referred to as “superexchange.” This interaction was treated extensively by Anderson (1950), Goodenough (1955), and Kanamori (1959). The guidelines therein can be used to predict the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic states for transition-metal oxides and have been dubbed the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules. These superexchange rules involve kinetic exchange between two spins by virtual transfer of electrons between orbitals, mediated by the pd hybridization. The favored magnetic state therefore depends on the angular overlap between the oxygen p and transition-metal d orbitals (or octahedral rotation angle), orbital orthogonality, and orbital occupancy (filling).

Another type of exchange, termed “double exchange,” involves transfer of electrons between B cations of different nominal valence, favoring ferromagnetic coupling (Zener, 1951). This is encountered in perovskite oxide ferromagnetic metals such as La0.67Sr0.33MnO3. The antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (Dzyaloshinskii, 1957; FIG. 4. A perovskite ABO3/AB′O4 interface, across which spatial variations in the B–O–B bond angle (θ) can lead to non-bulk-like magnetic behavior. The length scale for the coupling of BO6 rotations is typically on the order of 2 to 8 unit cells, depending on the interfaces. The A-site cations and oxide anions are depicted as large green and small red spheres, respectively, while the BO6 (B′O4) octahedra are purple (blue). Similar length scales are commonly observed for interfacial charge transfer at oxide interfaces.
Moriya, 1960a, 1960b) described earlier (Secs. II.A and II.B) is also operative in transition-metal oxides. As in metals, it arises from relativistic spin-orbit interactions; however, in perovskites and related crystal structures with octahedral $BO_6$ units, the atomistic origin is due to asymmetric displacements of the oxygen ligands centered between nearest-neighbor $B$-site cations, i.e., the octahedral rotations. The result is that weak ferromagnetism may be induced in antiferromagnetic oxides through a small spin canting, even if global inversion symmetry in the structure is present (Bousquet and Spaldin, 2011). The DM interaction can also lead to exchange bias at oxide interfaces (Dong et al., 2009). Additionally, this antisymmetric exchange interaction may provide the inverse effect, whereby cycloidal magnetic states in antiferromagnetic compounds can induce polar ionic displacements (broken inversion symmetry) and ferroelectricity (Cheong and Mostovoy, 2007; Malashevich and Vanderbilt, 2008), of interest in the field of multiferroics. Approaches also involve coupling of magneto-electric or multiferroic antiferromagnets to ferromagnets via exchange bias (X. He et al., 2010).

2. Oxide interfaces: Electronic and orbital effects

Interfaces between perovskites with dissimilar $B$-site cations create $B$–$O$–$B'$ bonds, across which the exchange interaction can deviate from that found within the adjoining materials. There are cases where $B$–$O$–$B'$ coupling is ferromagnetic even when both $B$–$O$–$B$ and $B'$–$O$–$B'$ interactions are antiferromagnetic. By growing along different crystallographic orientations, the number of $B$–$O$–$B'$ interactions can be tuned, an effect that has been exploited in $(ABO_3)_1/(AB'O_3)_1$ superlattices to engineer long-range ferromagnetism or antiferromagnetism (Ueda, Tabata, and Kawai, 2001). While simple electron counting serves as a starting point for understanding exchange interactions across a $B$–$O$–$B'$ bond, interface-induced changes to electronic structure, orbital occupancy, and atomic structure, as depicted in Fig. 4, often play critical roles in controlling interfacial magnetism and can lead to behavior that is not a simple interpolation of the properties of the two adjoining materials.

Given the importance of the electron count and orbital polarization of the metal cations in determining the dominant exchange interactions across $B$–$O$–$B'$ bonds in perovskites (Goodenough, 1955; Tokura and Nagaosa, 2000), complex oxide interfaces provide useful illustrations of the consequences of electronic and orbital perturbations on interfacial magnetism (Bhattacharya and May, 2014). At oxide interfaces, charge transfer can be driven by a difference in chemical potential or by screening of local dipoles. Charge transfer can alter the transfer length scale, which is generally quite short, around $0.4$ to $2$ nm (Santos et al., 2011; Grutter et al., 2013; Hoffman et al., 2013), owing to both the large dielectric constant and significant carrier concentration (charge density) that complex oxides often support (Ahn et al., 2006).

An interface can alter not only local electronic density but also the orbital occupancy of valence electrons, leading to an orbital reconstruction, as observed at the interface between La$_2$Co$_{3/4}$MnO$_3$ and YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_7$. While holes in the noninterfacial cuprate layers are constrained to the $d_{z^2}$ orbital, at the interface, holes are redistributed between both $d_{x^2}$ and $d_{z^2}$ orbitals allowing for covalent bonding between the Mn $d_{xy}$ and Cu $d_{z^2}$ orbitals hybridized with the apical oxygen (Chakhalian et al., 2007). At manganite/cuprate interfaces, the interfacial Mn and Cu cations couple antiferromagnetically (Chakhalian et al., 2006; Visani et al., 2011), with the Cu moment originating from the same electrons that participate in the orbital reconstruction (Uribe-Laverde et al., 2014).

The ability to accumulate and deplete charge at an interface through electrostatic gating provides a dynamic means to modify interfacial magnetism. This occurs via changes to exchange energies, arising from modifications to the electron density of states near the Fermi level (Ohno et al., 2000). In simple oxides and low carrier density magnetic semiconductors, conventional gating is effective in modifying carrier density and inducing ferromagnetism (Ohno et al., 2000; Lee, Helgren, and Hellman, 2009). However, the large carrier concentrations present in perovskite oxides necessitate the use of nonconventional dielectrics such as electrolytes (e.g., ionic liquids and ion gels), or ferroelectrics, in order to accumulate a carrier density sufficient to alter phase stability. This typically limits the spatial extent of electrostatic modification to less than $1$ to $2$ nm (Ahn et al., 2006). Ionic liquid electrolytes have enabled electric-field control of magnetization and $T_C$ in (Ti, Co)$_2$O$_3$ and La$_{0.8}$Ca$_{0.2}$MnO$_3$, evidenced by magnetotransport measurements (Dhoot et al., 2009; Yamada et al., 2011). Similarly, ferroelectric-based modulation of $T_C$ via electrostatic manipulation of Mn valence has been demonstrated at La$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$MnO$_3$/PbZr$_{1-x}$Ti$_x$O$_3$ interfaces (Vaz et al., 2010) and linked to doping (screening) homogeneity and local structural distortions (Spurgeon et al., 2014). When using ionic liquids and ion gels, care must be taken to distinguish between electrostatic and electrochemical processes within the oxide layer (Jeong et al., 2013); recent progress has been made with this issue in specific oxides (Walter et al., 2016), but more work is required.

3. Oxide interfaces: Structural effects

Epitaxial strain and interfacial structural coupling, illustrated in Fig. 4, provide a means to control both octahedral distortions and rotations (Rondinelli, May, and Freeland, 2012), which play a key role in magnetic transition temperatures (Radaelli et al., 1997; Chmaissem et al., 2001) and can drive transitions from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic states (Subramanian, Ramirez, and Marshall, 1999). Strain-induced changes in octahedral distortions and rotations persist over the thickness in which the in-plane lattice parameters of the film remain equal to that of the substrate, a length scale determined by the competition of elastic and defect formation energies (Matthews and Blakeslee, 1974). Therefore, strain enables tuning of magnetic properties coherently throughout.
films that can be tens of nanometers thick. For example, strained films of La$_{2/3}$Sr$_{1/3}$MnO$_3$ grown on a variety of substrates display a decrease in $T_c$ under either tensile or compressive strain (Adamo et al., 2009), consistent with theoretical work on strain-induced changes to the hopping of spin-polarized carriers (Millis, Darling, and Migliori, 1998). For films grown on piezoelectrics, this strain can be dynamically tuned via voltage; electric-field control of strain was used to alter transition temperatures in La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ films on Pb(Mg$_{1/3}$Nb$_{2/3}$)$_{2}$O$_5$ substrates (Thiele et al., 2007) and FeRh films on BaTiO$_3$ (Cherli et al., 2015).

Interfacial structural coupling, in which the BO$_6$ rotations and distortions are modified at a heterojunction due to the geometric constraints of polyhedral connectivity (Fig. 4), is particularly important for interface-induced magnetism in oxides. Recent structural studies have established a length scale of approximately 2 to 6 unit cells for this octahedral coupling region (Borisevich et al., 2010; J. He et al., 2010; Rondinelli and Spaldin, 2010; Zhang et al., 2013; Aso et al., 2014; Fister et al., 2014). The short length scale for interfacial octahedral coupling can be exploited to induce new magnetic phenomena, distinct from strain-driven effects, not present in compositionally equivalent bulk counterparts. For example, the distance between interfaces in a series of isovalent (La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$)$_n$/Eu$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ superlattices was tuned to be either greater than or less than the octahedral coupling length scale by changing $n$, leading to modulated or uniform octahedral and magnetic behavior (Moon, Colby et al., 2014).

Although bond covalency can drive orbital reconstructions at interfaces, strain can also be used to induce an orbital polarization throughout a film via metal-oxygen bond distortions. Tensile strain, for example, may lead to preferential $d_{e-g}$ occupancy, whereas compressive strain favors occupation of the $d_{t_{2g}}$ orbitals owing to the modified crystal field. In half-doped manganite films, strain-induced changes in orbital occupancy have been used to drive the magnetic state from A-type to C-type antiferromagnetism (Konishi et al., 1999). The combination of strain and dimensional confinement also leads to orbital polarization in LaNiO$_3$–LaAlO$_3$-based superlattices (both nonmagnetic in bulk), stabilizing noncollinear antiferromagnetism in samples with 2 unit cells of LaNiO$_3$ within each superlattice period (Frano et al., 2013), while in superlattices with 3 or more unit cells of LaNiO$_3$, magnetic order is not observed.

The systems described provide examples of how electronic, orbital, and structural modifications at interfaces alter magnetism. At many oxide interfaces, more than one of these play a role, making it challenging to disentangle the roles of electronic or atomic structure. Tuning multiple interfacial properties provides a powerful route to access novel states, as illustrated by work on vanadate superlattices, in which ferromagnetism is predicted to emerge by simultaneously engineering octahedral rotations and bandfilling in LaVO$_3$/SrVO$_3$ superlattices (Dang and Millis, 2013). Oxide analogs of ferromagnet/heavy metal heterostructures that incorporate strongly spin-orbit coupled 5$d$ iridium-based oxides, such as ferromagnetic La$_{0.67}$Sr$_{0.33}$MnO$_3$/paramagnetic metal SrTiO$_3$ (Yia et al., 2016), may enable novel interfacial magnetic properties arising from the combination of narrow electron bands, strong correlation effects, and significant spin-orbit coupling.

E. Extrinsic effects and characterization

Sections II.A–II.D discussed how surfaces and interfaces in magnetic systems induce an extraordinary range of phenomena attributed to finite thickness, symmetry breaking, atomic and electronic reconstructions, and interaction and proximity effects. These effects are intrinsic in that they would occur even at ideal interfaces between perfect, defect-free materials; they do not rely on imperfections or defects for their existence. Ideal interfaces between defect-free materials do not generally exist, however. This limit may be approached when kinetic limitations dominate thermodynamics, but in most cases nonidealities are inherent. In some cases, the distinction is somewhat artificial, e.g., lattice mismatch and consequent strain in a heterostructure produce defects that are intrinsic to the heterostructure. In this section some of the forms of disorder that occur in films, at interfaces, and in heterostructures are discussed, along with their impact on interface magnetism. We note that disorder, compositional and structural, also occurs within individual layers, where distinguishing between amorphous and nanocrystalline is challenging but generally important for quantitative understanding. It is emphasized that (a) nonidealities must often be accounted for to reconcile theory and experiment, (b) a detailed appreciation of the physics and chemistry of interfaces is often required to understand interfacial magnetic behavior, and (c) defects and disorder are not universally deleterious, but can induce, and even control, novel phenomena. The influence of disorder on interfacial magnetic effects is summarized first, followed by a discussion of intrinsic versus extrinsic contributions to emergent interfacial magnetic phenomena. The focus is placed on illustrative contemporary examples, with reference to earlier literature for more complete discussions of established effects. The section ends with a discussion of key characterization tools that have enabled advances.

1. Nonidealities and their influence on interfacial magnetic phenomena

We consider the influence of the various forms of disorder relevant to magnetic interfaces in a hierarchical fashion, starting from a hypothetical ideal interface between two defect-free, epitaxial, single-component materials with zero lattice mismatch, then gradually increasing realism and complexity. Simply permitting that the interface is not exactly parallel to the growth plane (due to vicinality) introduces nonidealities, including terraces and step edges. These have significant impact, inducing magnetic frustration at ferromagnet/nonmagnet and ferromagnet/antiferromagnet interfaces (Himpsel et al., 1998; Escorcia-Aparicio et al., 1999; Vaz, Bland, and Lauhoff, 2008), uncompensated spins at ferromagnet/antiferromagnet interfaces (Berkowitz and Takano, 1999; Nogues and Schuller, 1999; Nogues et al., 2005; Charilaou and Hellman, 2014; Charilaou, Bordel, and Hellman, 2014), and step-edge-related magnetic and transport anisotropies in metals (Himpsel et al., 1998; Vaz, Bland, and Lauhoff, 2008) and oxides (Wang, Cristiani, and Habermeier, 2003; and Mathews et al., 2005). Accounting for further nonideality by introducing roughness, intermixing, interdiffusion, and interfacial reactions has further profound consequences, including differences between chemical and...
magnetic roughness (Cable et al., 1986; MacKay et al., 1996; Fitzsimmons et al., 2004), and decoupling of chemical and magnetic interface locations (Lund et al., 2004), which play a vital role in many of the effects discussed in Secs. IIA–II.D. Interdiffusion at the well-studied Fe/Cr interface, for example, causes the superlattice to possess significantly different electronic properties than an averaging of the two materials (Revaz et al., 2002). In heterostructure materials used for spintronic devices, even sharp interfaces have tails to their depth profiles on the order of parts per million that modify properties due to Kondo physics (Lee et al., 2007; O’Brien et al., 2014).

Preserving lattice match, purity, and epitaxy, but allowing for intrinsic crystal defects introduces vacancies and interstitials, and potentially stacking faults, twin boundaries, dislocations, etc. These different types of defects significantly impact magnetism in films and heterostructures, including magnetocrystalline anisotropies (Weller and Doerner, 2000; Moser et al., 2002), and the wealth of interfacial magnetic phenomena affected by mosaicism. In the nonepitaxial case, grain boundaries are introduced, adding a further layer of complexity due to grain sizes and distributions, grain orientation distributions (i.e., in- and out-of-plane textures), and grain boundary structures. Notably, many applications of interfacial magnetic phenomena (e.g., data storage) operate in this part of “disorder space.” Columnar grains are often exploited; their sizes (and thus thermal stabilities), boundary widths (and thus intergrain couplings), and epitaxial relationships across interfaces enable an impressive degree of control over magnetic properties (Weller and Doerner, 2000; Moser et al., 2002; Primanayagam, 2007).

Expanding the discussion to include multicomponent systems (alloys and compounds) introduces antisite defects, species-specific intermixing and alloying, and the fascinating phenomena that derive from the interplay between interfaces, charge states, stoichiometry, and defects. The oxides highlighted in Sec. II.D provide a prominent example, where interface polar discontinuities, charge transfer, electronic and orbital reconstructions, formation of a two-dimensional electron gas, and carrier densities are profoundly affected by interface and bulk nonidealities including intermixing, cation defects, oxygen vacancies, etc. (Ramesh and Schlom, 2008; Chakhalian, Millis, and Rondinelli, 2012; Hwang et al., 2012; Bhattacharya and May, 2014; Stemmer and Allen, 2014; Sulpizio et al., 2014). At such interfaces, mismatch in lattice parameters (and often also symmetry) is typically present and can be central to the functionality. Even in simple materials, the issue of how heteroepitaxial strain is relieved [often via misfit dislocations (van der Merwe, 1991)] is important, but in complex materials such as perovskites the lattice mismatch accommodation and relaxation mechanisms are rich (Pennycook et al., 2013), as touched upon in the preceding section. They include octahedral distortions and nonequilibrium tilt patterns (Pennycook et al., 2013; Bhattacharya and May, 2014; Moon, Balachandran et al., 2014), and long-range defect [e.g., oxygen vacancy, Fig. 5(a)] ordering (Torija et al., 2011; Gazquez et al., 2013), providing both challenges and opportunities (Biskup et al., 2014).

Moving beyond bilayers, to multilayers and superlattices, introduces high densities of stacked interfaces. The nonidealities in such structures can develop with thickness in nontrivial ways, leading, for example, to the concept of correlated versus uncorrelated interface disorder (Payne and Clemens, 1993; Fitzsimmons et al., 2004). Furthermore, under thermodynamic conditions, favorable parameters for growth of material B on material A generally precludes favorable conditions for the growth of A on B, providing a general argument for interface asymmetry. Striking illustrations of interface asymmetry can be found in nominally symmetric complex oxide superlattices (Fitting Kourkoutis et al., 2007; May et al., 2008), as shown in Fig. 5(b).

2. Intrinsic versus extrinsic interfacial magnetic phenomena

It is clear that numerous types of defects can, and often do, form in magnetic films and heterostructures and that they can significantly perturb intrinsic interfacial magnetic effects. The interlayer exchange coupling in ferromagnet/nonmagnet metallic systems discussed in Sec. II.B provides a classic example of how defects perturb the underlying effect (Himpsel et al., 1998; Schuller, Kim, and Leighton, 1999; Vaz, Bland, and Lauhoff, 2008). There are also cases, however, where
defects play a much greater role, creating the interfacial effect or at least substantially modulating its magnitude. Antiferromagnet/ferromagnet interfaces are illustrative in that regard, where consensus is that the generation of uncompensated spins in the antiferromagnet by point defects, grain boundaries, roughness, surface steps, etc., plays a defining role in exchange bias (Berkowitz and Takano, 1999; Nogues and Schuller, 1999; Nogues et al., 2005). Despite this extrinsic character, the phenomenon can be controlled to such a level that it forms an essential part of commercial spintronic devices (Zutic, Fabian, and Das Sarma, 2004; Tsymbal and Zutic, 2011).

There are many examples where defects are even more significant, being the origin of the magnetic order itself. These situations push experimental methodologies used to understand the magnetism in these systems to their limits, particularly as the magnetism is often weak and derived from small volumes (Garcia et al., 2009). Measurement artifacts that mimic magnetic signatures become problematic, as does environmental contamination. The latter is nontrivial, due to the ubiquity of magnetic contaminants in source materials, deposition equipment, substrates, etc. (Garcia et al., 2009). These issues were highlighted in the contentious effort to confirm or eliminate ferromagnetism in dilute magnetic oxides (Coey and Chambers, 2008; Dietl, 2010), and in studies of $d^0$ magnetism in materials such as SrTiO$_3$ (Coey, Venkatesan, and Stamenov, 2016) and CeO$_2$ (Coey et al., 2016), where giant orbital paramagnetism has been hypothesized.

Recent work on indications of magnetism in the nominally $d^0$ perovskite SrTiO$_3$, and at the related SrTiO$_3$/LaAlO$_3$ interface, provides a high profile example where intrinsic and extrinsic sources are yet to be understood. While evidence for some form of magnetic order in these systems is significant, coming from magnetotransport (Brinkman et al., 2007), magnetization (Ariando et al., 2011), torque magnetometry (Li et al., 2011), x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (J.-S. Lee et al., 2013), superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) microscopy (Bert et al., 2011), etc., other measurements reveal null results (Fitzsimmons et al., 2011). Sample-to-sample and study-to-study variations exist, along with indications of extrinsic contributions, evidence of some role for oxygen vacancies and perhaps complexes (Rice et al., 2014), as well as prominent magnetic inhomogeneity (Brinkman et al., 2007; Ariando et al., 2011; Bert et al., 2011; Fitzsimmons et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; J.-S. Lee et al., 2013). Additional work will be required to understand the origin(s) of this behavior, from both experimental and theoretical perspectives. It is not yet clear whether a single mechanism, intrinsic or extrinsic, can explain the variety of observations of local moments (Lee et al., 2011), long-range order, and magnetic inhomogeneity, although recent efforts to map a phase diagram in the moment density-electron density plane provide a promising direction (Sulpizio et al., 2014).

3. Characterization tools

While a plethora of structural, chemical, and magnetic characterization tools have been applied to understand interfacial (and bulk) magnetism and disorder, certain techniques have yielded particularly significant advances. These include both real and reciprocal space methods, applied in situ and ex situ. In real space, scanning-probe microscopies and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are particularly important. The aberration-corrected, scanning version of the latter (STEM) enables atomic column resolution imaging across interfaces, particularly in complex oxide heterostructures (Torija et al., 2011; Hwang et al., 2012; Gazquez et al., 2013; Pennycook et al., 2013; Biskup et al., 2014). Chemical, charge state, and even spin-state information can be obtained, utilizing methods such as electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) (Varela, Gazquez, and Pennycook, 2012). In reciprocal space, a suite of high-resolution x-ray scattering and/or absorption tools is now routinely applied to interface magnetism, in both lab and synchrotron environments. Reciprocal space maps (Gazquez et al., 2013), synchrotron diffraction (Payne and Clemens, 1993; MacKay et al., 1996), and x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) reveal strain-state, structural details, and chemistry, while film and interface specific probes such as grazing-incidence x-ray reflectivity (GIXR) and more advanced methods such as resonant x-ray reflectivity (Macke et al., 2014) and coherent Bragg rod analysis (Willmott et al., 2007) enable element-specific depth profiling and interface structure determination. Ultrahigh vacuum mainstays such as reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) also remain important, for in situ growth monitoring and control (Himpsel et al., 1998; Ariando et al., 2011).

Modern chemical characterization in magnetic heterostructures employs a variety of spectroscopies. Surface methods such as x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) continue to be important, along with ion beam analysis [e.g., Rutherford backscattering (RBS)]. Analytical cross-sectional TEM plays a major role, enabling chemical and structural interrogation at the atomic column level (Varela, Gazquez, and Pennycook, 2012). Macroscopic tools such as SQUID and magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) magnetometry are often paired with direct, interface-sensitive methods. Real-space examples include scanning-probe methods such as magnetic force microscopy (MFM) and spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM), scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA), and MOKE and SQUID microscopes (Dahlberg and Proksch, 1999; Hopster and Oepen, 2005). These techniques have enabled substantial advances in the understanding of domain structures and interlayer magnetic coupling. Lorentz TEM techniques (Chapman and Scheinfein, 1999; Petford-Long and De Graef, 2012) and cross-sectional STEM provide spin-state (Gazquez et al., 2011; Varela, Gazquez, and Pennycook, 2012) or magnetization (Schattschneider et al., 2006) sensitivity. The use of synchrotron methods, often utilizing resonant enhancement, is now widespread in the study of interface magnetism, via x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) and various forms of coherent or incoherent magnetic scattering (Kortright et al., 1999; Srajer et al., 2006; Kuch et al., 2015). Polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) remains a primary method for magnetic depth profiling across interfaces (Fitzsimmons et al., 2004, 2011; Lund et al., 2004; Moon, Colby et al., 2014; O’Brien et al., 2014). Neutron diffraction can measure thin-film magnetic order parameters (Fitzsimmons et al., 2004). Intensity limitations remain a factor, particularly for
in magnetic materials and interactions, providing challenges of predictability and design of functionality. To what extent can emergent magnetic phenomena specifically induced by interfaces and/or confinement be predicted? How useful are symmetry- and topology-based phenomenologies versus microscopic theories, including \textit{ab initio}? The possible new directions of research particularly concern magnetism or spin-polarized currents created by nominally nonmagnetic components (e.g., topological insulators discussed in Sec. III), or predictions of alternate ground states in correlated systems under dimensional confinement. These problems require fresh experimental and theoretical approaches.

### III. SPIN TRANSPORT AT AND THROUGH INTERFACES

In this section, we focus on the topic of spin transport near and across interfaces, including spin pumping resulting from microwave fields and thermally induced spin transport, and how these are affected by, and affect, magnetism in the adjacent layers. Despite many years of study and a strong link between scientific discoveries and technological applications, fundamental questions remain unanswered, and surprising new phenomena continue to challenge current understanding. Well-known effects such as the Nobel Prize-winning GMR and the related tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) are still subjects of active research. Recent active investigations include spin accumulation at the surface of nonmagnetic metals with large spin-orbit coupling driven by a charge current parallel to the interface (termed the spin Hall effect (SHE)), and the associated spin injection into a neighboring material and consequent transfer of angular momentum into a magnetic layer (known as spin-orbit torque), which enables manipulation of its magnetization. In this section, we limit our attention to linear responses of charge and spin currents to electrical biases, magnetic fields, and thermal gradients; nonlinear responses will be discussed in Sec. V. The surface and interface magnetic and structural phenomena discussed in Sec. II play a vital role in understanding these linear transport phenomena; many effects discussed there strengthen processes that violate spin conservation and hence modify spin transport and spin-torque results.

Section III.A begins by discussing the interplay between magnetization and spin transport at interfaces in phenomena such as GMR using the two-channel (↑-spin and ↓-spin carriers) model of spin transport, spin currents, and spin torques, spin transport across antiferromagnetic interfaces, and spin-dependent tunneling. This is followed by a discussion of thermally generated spin transport in Sec. III.B. Current-induced torques due to spin-orbit interactions at interfaces with strongly spin-orbit-coupled materials are discussed in Sec. III.C. The important case of spin torque due to currents carried by the strongly spin-orbit-coupled states on the surface of topological insulators is singled out in Sec. III.D. We conclude in Sec. III.E with an outlook on some open questions.

#### A. Magnetization-dependent transport

1. Magneto
teresistance in heterostructures: Two-channel transport and beyond

The discovery of GMR with current in the plane of the heterostructures (Baibich \textit{et al.}, 1988; Binasch \textit{et al.}, 1989)
and later with current perpendicular to the plane (Pratt et al., 1991; Bass and Pratt, 1999) prompted an intense focus on the coupling between charge transport and magnetization. In GMR heterostructures, the electrical resistance in a ferromagnet/nonmagnetic layer trilayer (or multilayer) is lower when the magnetization of the two ferromagnets is parallel than when it is antiparallel. This discovery led quickly to applications in magnetic sensors and hard disk drive read heads (Daughton, 1999; Prinz, 1999; Parkin et al., 2003) many based on spin-valve heterostructures (Dieny et al., 1991), which rely on exchange bias to pin the direction of one ferromagnetic layer to a neighboring antiferromagnet while the other ferromagnetic layer is able to switch direction in low applied magnetic field. GMR is based on the transport of spin-polarized electrons through the nonmagnetic layer from one nonmagnet or ferromagnet interface to another, with in-plane (Camley and Barnaś, 1989) or out-of-plane current (Valet and Fert, 1993; Dieny, 1994). In ferromagnets, the conductivity is different for majority and minority spin channels. The GMR effect acts when electrons sample both ferromagnetic layers before their spin relaxes. Under this circumstance, both spin channels have the same average scattering rate when the magnetizations are antiparallel but one spin channel sees lower average resistance when the magnetizations are parallel, leading to a difference in resistance for parallel and antiparallel magnetizations, and thus negative GMR. Note that if one ferromagnet has its Fermi level lying in the majority spin channel and the other in the minority spin channel, the identical effect leads to lower resistance in the antiparallel state, and hence an increased resistance with applied field, sometimes called inverse GMR (Renard et al., 1996).

A simpler phenomenon directly related to GMR is TMR (Miyazaki and Tezuka, 1995; Moodera et al., 1995), in which the nonmagnetic metallic layer in a GMR trilayer is replaced by a thin insulating tunnel barrier such as amorphous AlOx, leading to large MR effects via magnetization-dependent tunneling rates. Theoretical predictions (Butler et al., 2001; Mathon and Umerski, 2001) led to the realization (Parkin et al., 2004; Yuasa et al., 2004) of extremely large TMR values in textured or epitaxial systems such as Fe/MgO/Fe. Such tunnel junctions now play a crucial role in technologies such as read heads in hard disk drives (Zhu and Park, 2006) and MRAM (Tehrani et al., 1999; Ando et al., 2014) and are important as detectors of the magnetic configuration of heterostructures described in other sections of this paper.

Many spin-dependent transport effects can be understood using Mott’s two-spin-channel picture of transport in ferromagnetic conductors (Mott, 1936). This formulation builds on a mean-field description of the many-electron state, in which magnetic order gives rise to a spin- and position-dependent exchange coupling that lowers the potential energy seen by electrons with spin aligned with the collective spin density (majority spins) relative to that of electrons with spin aligned opposite to the collective spin density (minority spins). For most magnetic conductors, the mean-field theory description, typically positioned in a density-functional-theory context, is adequate. Magnetotransport phenomena can be qualitatively understood in terms of nonrelativistic electronic states with a global spin-quantization axis and differences between tunneling characteristics or bulk transport properties of ↑-spin and ↓-spin electrons. For example, in TMR, the tunnel barrier seen by both ↑-spin and ↓-spin electrons depends on whether magnetization directions on opposite sides of the insulating barrier are parallel or antiparallel (Julliere, 1975; Miyazaki and Tezuka, 1995; Moodera et al., 1995; Moodera and Mathon, 1999).

Central to effects such as GMR and TMR, charge currents flowing in metallic ferromagnets are inevitably (at least partially) spin polarized. Half-metallic materials (de Groot et al., 1983; Katsnelson et al., 2008) are an extreme case. In these materials, the band structure is such that the Fermi level lies in a gap for one spin orientation, so that only the other spin participates in transport. Examples include CrO2 (Schwarz, 1986; Ji et al., 2001) and some Heusler alloys, a large class of materials with structures based on the face-centered-cubic crystal structure (Galanakis and Mavropoulos, 2007). The impact of these materials on spintronics is in principle large, but in practice has been limited because half-metallic properties are often reduced at surfaces and interfaces and by thermal fluctuations of magnetization direction, which mixes spin directions. However, this remains an active area.

Other more subtle effects in spintronics depend explicitly either on spin-orbit coupling or on spatially nonuniform noncollinear magnetization textures. For example, when spin-orbit coupling is neglected, the resistance of a bulk material with spatially uniform ferromagnetism is independent of magnetization direction; when the magnetization direction changes, the majority and minority spin conductivities and the total conductivity are thus unchanged even though the direction of spin polarization is changed. When spin-orbit coupling [which contributes a nonuniform and nonlocal effective magnetic field to the Hamiltonian; see Eq. (2.1)] is present, exchange and spin-orbit coupling combine to make electronic structure dependent on magnetization direction. When the magnetization direction is fixed, lattice symmetries are reduced and the conductivity tensor has new anisotropies, leading to an effect known as anisotropic magnetoresistance in ferromagnets (Thomson, 1856; McGuire and Potter, 1975), which was used in technology (Daughton, 1992) prior to GMR and TMR. Another related effect in ferromagnets, the anomalous Hall effect (Hall, 1881; Nagaosa et al., 2010), requires only spin-orbit coupling and the broken time-reversal symmetry found in ferromagnets, not spatial anisotropy.

2. Other magnetotransport effects: Tunneling and gating

In GMR and TMR, the resistance of a trilayer or multilayer stack (current in plane or perpendicular) depends on the relative magnetization directions of the magnetic layers separated by nonmagnetic metallic or insulating layer(s). However, the resistance can depend on the absolute magnetization (or spin-sublattice magnetization) direction of a single ferromagnetic (or antiferromagnetic) layer in tunnel structures (Brey, Fernández-Rossier, and Tejedor, 2004; Gould et al., 2004; Giraud et al., 2005; Gao et al., 2007; Moser et al., 2007; Park et al., 2008, 2011; Wang and Manchon, 2012). This effect, referred to as tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance, relies on spin-orbit coupling, which is typically enhanced by interfaces.

Furthermore, when a magnetic element, whether ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic, is used as the gate electrode in a
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transistor, the chemical potential it induces in the gated layer depends on magnetization orientation. This dependence makes the gating action depend on magnetization direction and can give rise to a large magnetoresistance signal (Wunderlich et al., 2006; Ciccarelli et al., 2012), even though the magnetic element does not lie in the transport channel.

3. Spin currents, nonlocal spin valves, and spin pumping

A key concept in understanding interfacial magnetic and transport properties is the notion of a spin current. Spin currents carry spin from one place to another and apply torques to magnetic materials via transfer of spin angular momentum. This can occur in the presence or absence of a charge current. Mathematically, spin currents are tensors \( j^\alpha \), specified by both spin-component \((\alpha)\) and current direction \((i)\) labels. The vector \( j^\alpha \) is strictly speaking well defined only when the \(\alpha\) component of total spin is a good quantum number, and care is therefore required in applying the spin-current concept to materials with strong spin-orbit coupling. When spin-orbit coupling is negligible, one contribution to the magnetization’s time derivative in a material is the net spin current flowing across its boundaries; spin currents thus contribute to the spin torques that act on the magnetization discussed in Sec. III.C. For weak spin-orbit coupling, the spin-current torque adds to other sources of torque (e.g., applied magnetic field). This statement is valid even though the notions of spin-angular-momentum transfer and spin current are imprecise because spin-orbit coupling is always present, making it difficult to rigorously define the spin current across an interface, and partially renormalizing the spin-current torque (Núñez et al., 2006).

Spin current due to polarization of charge current in ferromagnets can be used to inject spin from a ferromagnet into a nonmagnetic metal (Johnson and Silsbee, 1985; Chappert, 2008; Ralph and Stiles, 2008) or into a nonmagnetic semiconductor (Fiederling et al., 1999; Ohno et al., 1999). An important structure in the study of spin currents, which illustrates some key concepts, is the lateral nonlocal spin valve (Johnson and Silsbee, 1985; Jedema, Filip, and van Wees, 2001; Jedema et al., 2002), in its modern incarnation essentially a nonmagnetic nanowire connecting two ferromagnetic nanowires. Injection of a (partially) spin-polarized charge current from one ferromagnet to the nonmagnet results in spin injection, creating a nonequilibrium spin population. This population diffuses in the nonmagnetic wire, generating a diffusive pure spin current, with no associated charge current, which enters the second ferromagnetic nanowire if it is sufficiently close. Exponential damping of the spin population with distance is characterized by the spin diffusion length (the mean distance diffusively travelled between spin-flipping events), determined via nonlocal magnetoresistance measurements in the second ferromagnetic nanowire as a function of distance between the two. Devices with this geometry have facilitated the study of spin injection, relaxation, and detection in metals (Johnson and Silsbee, 1985; Jedema, Filip, and van Wees, 2001; Jedema et al., 2002; Ji et al., 2007; Fukuma et al., 2011; O’Brien et al., 2014), semiconductors (Lou et al., 2007), and two-dimensional materials like graphene where spin-orbit coupling can be modified via proximity effects and/or functionalization of the surface (Tombros et al., 2007; Pesin and MacDonald, 2012; Han et al., 2014). For spin injection, conductivity mismatch is an issue for both semiconductors and metals (Schmidt et al., 2000; Takahashi and Maekawa, 2003), often resolved by insertion of a (spin-conserving) tunnel barrier at the ferromagnet/nonmagnet interface. While unresolved issues remain, the understanding of spin relaxation in nonmagnets has benefitted greatly from such structures (Bass and Pratt, 2007). In metals, the Elliott-Yafet spin relaxation mechanism dominates (Elliott, 1954; Yafet, 1963; Beneud and Monod, 1978), whereas in semiconductors such as GaAs, which lack a center of inversion symmetry, the D’yakonov-Perel mechanism dominates (D’yakonov and Perel, 1971); see, e.g., Zutic, Fabian, and Das Sarma (2004) and Boross et al. (2013). The spin diffusion length in semiconductors is often much larger than in metals, with defects playing an important role in both. In Al, for example, reported values vary from \(> 100 \) \(\mu m\) in annealed bulk samples (Johnson and Silsbee, 1985; Bass and Pratt, 2007), to \(\approx 100\) to 1000 \(\mu m\) in polycrystalline films (Bass and Pratt, 2007; O’Brien et al., 2014). In high Z metals, where spin-orbit coupling is strong, Elliott-Yafet relaxation becomes very efficient; metals such as Ta or Pt thus have very short spin diffusion lengths (Vélez et al., 2016; H. Wu et al., 2016).

There are other means to create spin flow not accompanied by charge flow. For example, spin-dependent scattering processes (Smit, 1958; Berger, 1970; Hirsch, 1999) in metals with spin-orbit coupling (either intrinsically or from impurities) can lead to spin currents that flow perpendicular to the direction of charge flow and produce spin accumulations at the sample boundaries. This is one important mechanism for the property known as the spin Hall effect (D’yakonov and Perel, 1971; Hirsch, 1999; Kato et al., 2004; Wunderlich et al., 2005; Valenzuela and Tinkham, 2006; Hoffmann, 2013; Sinova et al., 2015). Importantly, this spin accumulation can result in a spin current into a neighboring layer, with no accompanying charge current, as shown schematically in Fig. 6.

The spin Hall effect can result from impurity scattering in the nonmagnetic metal, but is sometimes dominated by a Berry-phase-related response of occupied quasiparticle wave functions to the lateral electric field producing the charge transport. This intrinsic response (Karplus and Luttinger, 1954; Jungwirth, Niu, and MacDonald, 2002; Murakami, Nagaosa, and Zhang, 2003; Sinova et al., 2004; Guo et al., 2008; Tanaka et al., 2008) depends on electronic structure only, not on impurity scattering. The reciprocal effect, in which a pure spin current leads to charge accumulation and development of an electromotive force in a direction transverse to the spin current, is known as the inverse spin Hall effect (Murakami, Nagaosa, and Zhang, 2003; Saitoh et al., 2006). We note that while the spin Hall effect relies on spin-orbit coupling, calculation of its value requires detailed band structure calculations, in both the intrinsic and extrinsic (impurity or disorder) limits. There is not a simple proportionality between the atomic spin-orbit coupling parameter \( \lambda_{so} \) previously discussed and the spin Hall effect: as an example, the spin Hall effect in transition-metal elements reverses sign with increasing band filling across the periodic table (Tanaka et al., 2008). Although the direct and inverse spin Hall effects were originally discovered experimentally in semiconductors (Chazalviel and Solomon, 1972; Chazalviel, 1975; Bakun...
Spin pumping is another mechanism that can drive a pure spin current. When a ferromagnetic layer is driven into precession, usually via microwave excitation, a spin current is generated and flows across a metallic ferromagnet/nonmagnet interface (Tserkovnyak, Brataas, and Bauer, 2002; Azevedo et al., 2005; Tserkovnyak et al., 2005; Saitho et al., 2006; Mosendz et al., 2010). As illustrated in Fig. 7, the precessing magnetization in the ferromagnet acts like a peristaltic pump, causing ac and dc spin currents to cross the interface. Instantaneously, the ac spin current is directed along the normal to the ferromagnet/nonmagnet interface with a spin orientation perpendicular to the instantaneous magnetization and its time derivative. The dc spin current also flows perpendicular to the interface and shares the average spin orientation of the precessing magnet. The spin-pumping spin current $j_s$ can be expressed (Tserkovnyak, Brataas, and Bauer, 2002; Tserkovnyak et al., 2005; Mosendz et al., 2010) in terms of the spin-mixing conductance $g_{\uparrow\downarrow}$:

$$j_s = \frac{\hbar \cos^2(\theta)}{4\pi} \text{Re}[g_{\uparrow\downarrow}],$$

where $\omega$ is the precession frequency, and $\theta$ is the precession cone angle. When a spin current is driven into a nonmagnetic layer with large spin-orbit coupling, the spin current can be...
converted into a detectable charge current density $j$ via the inverse spin Hall effect. In this case, the direction of $j$ is parallel to the interface between the ferromagnetic and the nonmagnetic conductor (Ando et al., 2011) and perpendicular to the direction of magnetization.

The spin-mixing conductance (Brataas, Nazarov, and Bauer, 2000, 2001) characterizes the relaxation of spins transverse to the magnetization at the interface and is an important concept for both spin-pumping and spin-transfer torques, discussed in Sec. III.C. It describes the transfer of angular momentum between the spin current in a nonmagnetic layer and the magnetization in a neighboring ferromagnetic layer. The real part describes a direct transfer of angular momentum and the imaginary part, typically much smaller than the real part, describes rotation of the spin current when scattering from the interface. First-principles calculations agree quantitatively with measured values (Xia et al., 2002).

4. Spintronics via heterostructures with antiferromagnets

Spintronics has recently been enriched by use of antiferromagnets to complement or replace ferromagnets (Shindou and Nagaosa, 2001; Nuñez et al., 2006; Haney and MacDonald, 2008; Xu, Wang, and Xia, 2008; Gomonay and Loktev, 2010; Shick et al., 2010; Hals, Tserkovnyak, and Brataas, 2011; Chen, Niu, and MacDonald, 2014; Cheng et al., 2014; Železný et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Seki et al., 2015; Zhang, Jungfleisch, Freimuth et al., 2015; S. M. Wu et al., 2016). In many cases, all that is required is an interfacing magnetic moment: the surface uncompensated moments of an antiferromagnet near the interface. First-principles calculations agree quantitatively with measured values (Xia et al., 2002).

B. Thermal generation of spin current

The coupling of heat and spin currents is responsible for a broad range of transport phenomena (Bauer, Saitoh, and van Wees, 2012; Boona, Myers, and Heremans, 2014), including spin Seebeck and Peltier effects, spin-dependent Seebeck and Peltier effects, thermally driven domain-wall motion, and reciprocal heat pumping. These add to a range of more established effects including magnon-drag thermopower and the anomalous and planar Nernst effects (which convert a heat current into a charge current or voltage in the presence of magnetic fields, similarly to analogous Hall effects). We first briefly overview terminology and some early experiments, then turn to current research, which intersects with interfacial magnetism.

In the well-known Seebeck effect, shown in Fig. 8(a), a temperature gradient induces electron flow and generates a charge current or voltage (thermoelectric voltage), depending on whether the circuit is closed or open. Conversely, the Peltier effect [Fig. 8(b)] converts a charge current into a heat current that can be used for heating or cooling. In the analogous “spin Seebeck effect,” a thermal gradient generates either a spin current or a spin accumulation, shown in Fig. 8(c), with a reciprocal “spin Peltier effect” shown in Fig. 8(d). In spin Seebeck effect experiments to date, the presence of the thermally generated spin current is detected from voltage measurements on a strip of spin-orbit-coupled nonmagnetic material which converts spin current to a transverse electric field $E_{\text{ISHE}}$, and a corresponding voltage difference $V_{\text{ISHE}}$ via the inverse spin Hall effect. When the relationship between
\( V_{\text{ISHE}} \) and temperature difference \( \Delta T \) is linear, it is possible to define a spin Seebeck coefficient \( S_{\text{SSE}} = V_{\text{ISHE}}/\Delta T \).

In the traditional “longitudinal” geometry shown in Fig. 8(c), the thermal gradient induces a spin gradient parallel to the thermal gradient, which is measured via a Pt contact at the end. In a ferromagnetic metal, this could be envisioned as due to a different chemical potential for up and down spins, which would lead to a (spin-up minus spin-down) gradient. This conduction electron effect has two challenges: it is indistinguishable from conventional transverse Nernst signals and is severely limited by the spin diffusion length, leading to its only being relevant on short length scales. Magnons also respond to temperature gradients and can also result in a spin current and spin Seebeck effect. In this longitudinal geometry, the spin Seebeck effect is believed to be reasonably well understood for ferromagnetic insulators such as yttrium iron garnet \( Y_3\text{Fe}_5\text{O}_{12} \) (YIG), with experimental reports from various groups (Uchida, Adachi et al., 2010; Kikkawa et al., 2013; Qu et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2014, 2015). The physical picture of the effect is that the spin current or spin accumulation results from the temperature gradient in a ferromagnetic material driving a thermally induced magnon flow, which injects spin across the interface via incoherent spin pumping. We therefore refer to these as “magnon systems” and give a more detailed overview in the following section.

The spin Seebeck effect was also invoked to explain experiments in a transverse geometry, where thermal gradients were intended to be applied in the plane of a thin ferromagnetic film [as in the standard Seebeck experiment of Fig. 8(a)], with Pt contacts on the top surface instead of at the end to measure thermally induced spin accumulation (Uchida et al., 2008, 2010; Jaworski et al., 2010, 2011). An explanation was offered for the generation of a spin potential in this transverse geometry based on the difference of the effective Seebeck coefficients for up and down spins. However, questions arose regarding the long length scale probed in the experiment, which exceeded the
spin diffusion length in the ferromagnetic metal by many orders of magnitude, and recent reports offer different explanations for the signals observed (Huang et al., 2011; Avery, Pufall, and Zink, 2012; Meier et al., 2013b, 2015; Schmid et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2014; Soldatov et al., 2014). Many of these focus on the fact that an unintended out-of-plane thermal gradient leads to contamination of the signal by the anomalous Nernst effect in a ferromagnetic metal (Huang et al., 2011), since this thermal analog of the anomalous Hall effect produces a transverse electric field in the presence of mutually perpendicular thermal gradient and magnetization. A measurement in the transverse geometry performed in a suspended sample where the thermal gradient was unambiguously confined to the plane of the metallic ferromagnetic film showed no signature of transverse thermal spin currents (Avery, Pufall, and Zink, 2012; Schmid et al., 2013).

Much of the controversy surrounding the earliest transverse experiments focused on the long length scales probed, as the thermal gradients were applied over several millimeters, which is difficult to reconcile with spin polarization of charge current. However, this physical picture of Seebeck coefficients as a source of spin potential is perfectly reasonable if a thermal gradient exists in the ferromagnet within approximately one spin diffusion length of the interface to the spin detection layer, as will be discussed in Sec. III.B.2. In this case the thermal gradient can be used to drive a spin accumulation across this ferromagnetic metal/nonmagnetic metal interface. This effect was originally observed in a nanoscale metallic nonlocal spin valve and was called the spin-dependent Seebeck effect (Slachter et al., 2010) to keep it distinct from the long length-scale spin Seebeck effect seen in insulators due to magnons. The corresponding reciprocal effect is the spin-dependent Peltier effect, also experimentally observed (Flipse et al., 2012). The role of collective excitations, such as phonons and magnons, is a matter of current study, but since the spin-dependent Seebeck effect clearly involves charge transport, we refer to these systems as “electron systems.”

Recent work has focused on phenomena where collective effects and electron transport interact. Examples of these “mixed carrier effects” include thermally induced magnon drag of electrons (Avery et al., 2011; Lucassen et al., 2011; Costache et al., 2012; Behnia, 2015; Watzman et al., 2016). The relationship between spin-transfer torques in metals and magnon drag was discussed theoretically by Lucassen et al. (2011), who proposed that such well-known quantities as the thermopower of iron and cobalt which are ascribed to magnon drag (Blatt et al., 1967; Watzman et al., 2016) are instead a manifestation of thermal spin-transfer torque, where a heat current in a ferromagnet becomes spin polarized and exerts a torque on a neighboring ferromagnet. Notably, magnon-dragnon thermopower in ferromagnetic metals far exceeds the classical diffusive thermopower.

1. Magnon systems

In insulators, the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect is due to magnons. An example (Uchida, Adachi et al., 2010) is observed in the YIG/Pt structure illustrated in Fig. 9(a), for which a semiquantitative theory in terms of the thermally induced magnon flow was developed (Hoffman et al., 2013). The longitudinal spin Seebeck effect in the YIG/Pt system is commonly attributed to magnon transport impinging on the interface (Xiao et al., 2010; Agrawal et al., 2014; Rezende et al., 2014; Kehlberger et al., 2015). The magnon contribution to the thermal conductivity $\kappa_M$ in the insulating YIG (Boona and Heremans, 2014) gives a magnon heat current $j_{QM} = -\kappa_M \Delta T$ in the presence of a temperature gradient and thus a magnon particle flux $j_M$. Treating the magnons in the dilute gas approximation and supposing each carries roughly the energy of $k_B T$, one can write $j_M = j_{QM}/k_B T = -\kappa_M \Delta T/k_B T$. At the interface with Pt, this thermally driven magnon flux is converted into an itinerant electron spin current with efficiency parametrized by the spin-mixing conductance $g_{\uparrow\downarrow}$. More specifically, the spin Seebeck effect at interfaces is governed by the balance between the spin polarization of the electrons in the Pt and the thermal spin pumping in the YIG (Xiao et al., 2010; Uchida et al., 2012). In a heavy metal such as Pt, the itinerant electron spin current gives rise to an electric field due to the inverse spin Hall effect $E_{ISHE}$, with a direction given by

![Fig. 9. Longitudinal spin Seebeck effect in the YIG/Pt system. (a) Geometry of the experiment. From Boona, Myers, and Heremans, 2014. (b) Data showing the dependence of the inverse spin Hall effect voltage $V_{ISHE}$ on the applied magnetic field $H$ at room temperature. From Uchida, Adachi et al., 2010.](image-url)
The Peltier effect, was also observed (Flipse et al., 2013) and in various garnet ferrites (Uchida et al., 2015) by an appropriate experimental setup. In this experiment, they observed a temperature change across the YIG as a current is passed through it, generating a measurable heat current. The magnon flux couples to the phonons and generates a measurable heat current and thus drives a net spin accumulation at the ends of the sample, which decays on the length scale of the spin diffusion length. The spin-dependent Seebeck effect is measured as the voltage difference between the ends of the sample, which is divided by the elemental electron charge and multiplied by the inverse of the sample length. The spin-dependent Seebeck effect coefficient \( \alpha \) represents the ratio of the spin accumulation density to the temperature gradient.

The Onsager reciprocal of the spin Seebeck effect, the spin Peltier effect, was also observed (Flipse et al., 2014) in the Pt/YIG system. Here a voltage drives a current in the Pt, and the spin Hall effect produces spin accumulation that launches the magnon spin current in the YIG. The magnon flux couples to the phonons and generates a measurable heat current, which thus generate charge currents. The net charge current is \( G \alpha \Delta T \) and \( G \alpha \Delta T \), while their difference divided by the elemental charge and multiplied by \( h/2 \) gives the net spin current, which would generally not vanish even when the net charge current is zero. The difference \( \alpha \Delta T - \alpha \Delta T \) therefore drives a net spin accumulation at the ends of the sample, which decays on the length scale of the spin diffusion length. The spin-dependent Peltier effect coefficient \( \alpha_T \) represents the ratio of the spin accumulation density to the temperature gradient.

The relative importance of the magnonic spin Seebeck effect to the electron spin-dependent Seebeck effect in these metallic systems is difficult to determine and yet to be established.

**2. Electron systems**

In metals, spin-polarized electrons create what is called the spin-dependent Seebeck effect (Slachter et al., 2010; Hu, Itoh, and Kimura, 2014; Choi et al., 2015; Pfeiffer et al., 2015; Yamasaki et al., 2015) and its Onsager reciprocal, the spin-dependent Peltier effect (Flipse et al., 2012), reviewed by Boona, Myers, and Heremans (2014), using a two-channel transport model. Here each channel contains charge carriers with a distinct spin polarization, and interactions between channels are ignored. Each channel has partial electrical conductivity \( G \alpha \) and \( G \alpha \) and carries its own entropy, giving rise to partial Seebeck coefficients \( \alpha \) and \( \alpha \).

Recently, it was also shown that the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect can be observed in paramagnetic (Wu, Pearson, and Bhattacharya, 2015) and antiferromagnetic insulators in which some spin polarization is produced by a magnetic field (Seki et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; S. M. Wu et al., 2016) or by a ferromagnetic substrate (Prakash et al., 2016).

The Onsager reciprocal of the spin Seebeck effect, the spin Peltier effect, was also observed (Flipse et al., 2014) in the Pt/YIG system. Here a voltage drives a current in the Pt, and the spin Hall effect produces spin accumulation that launches the magnon spin current in the YIG. The magnon flux couples to the phonons and generates a measurable heat current and thus drives a net spin accumulation at the ends of the sample, which decays on the length scale of the spin diffusion length. The spin-dependent Peltier effect coefficient \( \alpha_T \) represents the ratio of the spin accumulation density to the temperature gradient. Experimentally the spin-dependent Peltier effect is measured as shown in Figs. 10(a)–10(c): a heat current \( j_Q \) is driven between a ferromagnet and a nonmagnet. As discussed, this results in a spin current \( j_S \) parallel to \( j_Q \), which is detected nonlocally as a voltage between the normal metal and a second ferromagnet. The spin-dependent Peltier effect (the Onsager reciprocal to the spin-dependent Peltier effect) was also demonstrated experimentally as shown in Figs. 10(d)–10(f) (Flipse et al., 2012). The relative importance of the magnonic spin Seebeck effect to the electron spin-dependent Peltier effect in these metallic systems is difficult to determine and yet to be established.

**FIG. 10.** Spin-dependent (a)–(c) Seebeck and (d)–(f) Peltier effects for conduction electrons: (a) nonlocal geometry used for observation of spin-dependent Seebeck effect. From Boona, Myers, and Heremans, 2014. (b) Expected spatial dependence of spin-dependent chemical potentials compared to spin diffusion lengths in ferromagnets (FM) and nonmagnets (NM), (c) thermally driven spin accumulation signal. From Slachter et al., 2010. (d) Structure used for Onsager reciprocal spin-dependent Peltier effect. From Boona, Myers, and Heremans, 2014. (e) Expected spin-dependent chemical potentials for antiparallel alignment of FM elements, clarifying the short length scale probed, and (f) current-driven spin-dependent temperature difference. From Flipse et al., 2012.
C. Spin-transfer torques and interfacial spin-orbit torques

Spin currents, created in a ferromagnet by spin polarization of a charge current, have long been used to create magnetic torques that can move textures in the magnetic order, for example, magnetic domain walls or vortices. These torques are relevant to Sec. IV and are discussed there. A spin current that crosses an interface between a magnetic and nonmagnetic material can also apply a torque on the magnetization via transfer of angular momentum. This is true regardless of the physical mechanism that generates the spin current, and whether the spin current originates in the nonmagnetic material or the magnetic layer. Much of the excitement in the field of interfacial magnetism arises from the recently developed understanding that interfaces can enable particularly efficient generation of spin currents and hence strong spin-transfer torques which can be used to manipulate the magnetization. We note that electron spins and moments are, by convention, oriented in opposite directions; care is therefore required when combining equations of motion for conduction electron spins and magnetization.

The first generation of spin-transfer-torque heterostructures utilized spin-polarized charge currents (Berger, 1996; Slonczewski, 1996; Tsoi et al., 1998; Myers et al., 1999; Sun, 1999; Katine et al., 2000; Tsoi et al., 2000; Kiselev et al., 2003; Ralph and Stiles, 2008; Brataas, Kent, and Ohno, 2012). These structures typically consist of ferromagnet/nonmagnetic metal/ferromagnet trilayers or ferromagnet/nonmagnetic insulator/ferromagnet tunnel junctions with spin-polarized charge current perpendicular to the layers. The angular-momentum flow associated with the spin-polarized current from the first layer (commonly referred to as spin filtering) can be absorbed by the second ferromagnetic layer, thereby applying a spin-transfer torque which can excite and even reverse its magnetization. When optimized, with nanosize contacts, these structures have magnetization switching current densities on the order of $10^{10}$ A/m² giving switching currents of less than 50 µA, significantly more efficient than magnetic switching driven by a magnetic field due to a nearby current flow (often referred to as an “Oersted field”) (Gajek et al., 2012; Jan et al., 2012; Sato et al., 2014). Spin torque from a spin-polarized current can also be used to generate a large-angle steady-state magnetic precession to create magnetic nano-oscillators, potentially useful for frequency-tunable microwave sources and detectors (Kiselev et al., 2003; Silva and Rippard, 2008), to be discussed in Sec. V.

The spin-transfer torque(s) $T_{stt}$ on a ferromagnet with magnetization pointing in the $m$ direction due to a neighboring ferromagnetic layer with magnetization $M_{\text{fixed}}$ and direction $m_{\text{fixed}}$ can be included in the LLG equation (2.3) by adding terms of the form

$$T_{stt} = \frac{1}{t} \frac{g \mu_B}{e} j_z \varepsilon \times m \times (m \times m_{\text{fixed}}) + \frac{1}{t} \frac{g \mu_B}{e} j_z \varepsilon' \times m \times m_{\text{fixed}},$$

(3.2)

where $t$ is the thickness of the film; $g$ is the electron $g$ factor; $j_z$ is the charge current density flowing normal to the interface along the $z$ direction from the fixed layer to the free layer; and $\varepsilon$ and $\varepsilon'$ are efficiency factors for the two terms, typically less than 1, that are functions of the relative orientation of the magnetizations ($m \cdot m_{\text{fixed}}$), the geometry, and material parameters including the degree of spin polarization $P$ of charge carriers in the layers and layer thicknesses (Slonczewski, 2002; Xiao, Zangwill, and Stiles, 2004). Note that in Eq. (3.2), the spin-current-density tensor $j_z^S = P j_z (m_{\text{fixed}})^\alpha$ has been absorbed into various parts of the expression: the total current density flow through the interface $j_z$ appears explicitly, the polarization $P$ has been absorbed into the efficiency factors $\varepsilon$ and $\varepsilon'$, and the orientation of the spins (superscript $\alpha$) is along $m_{\text{fixed}}$. Figure 11(a) shows the vector representation of Eq. (3.2), and how this acts to switch the magnetization $M$ in a ferromagnetic heterostructure, to be discussed further in Sec. V. The first term, which is typically

FIG. 11. (a) Torques $T$ on a uniform magnetization with direction $m$. The vector $p$ indicates the direction of spin polarization of the spin current; in “conventional” spin transfer, this is along $M_{\text{fixed}}$ [see Eq. (3.2)] and in spin-orbit transfer torque, this is $p$ [see Eq. (3.3)] which is in plane and perpendicular to the charge current. $T_{\text{field}}$ is the torque associated with $H_{\text{eff}}$ (which includes applied field, exchange interaction, and anisotropy) and $T_{\text{damping}}$ is the (conventional) Gilbert damping torque, as described in Eq. (2.3). $T_{\text{effective-field}}$ and $T_{\text{anti-damping}}$ are the fieldlike and dampinglike (sometimes called Slonczewski) parts of the torque associated with spin-transfer or spin-orbit torques, as discussed in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3); depending on the sign of the charge current producing the torque, $T_{\text{anti-damping}}$ may be directed along or opposite to the conventional damping torque $T_{\text{damping}}$. When they are opposite, as shown, $T_{\text{anti-damping}}$ offsets $T_{\text{damping}}$, leading to various dynamic behaviors. (b) Left: Hysteric switching of the resistance of a magnetic tunnel junction (ferromagnet/nonmagnetic insulator/ferromagnet) by spin-transfer torque from a direct current. Upper right: energy diagram of spin-transfer torque switching between parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) states of the two ferromagnets. Lower right: magnetic tunnel junction with in-plane (left cylinder) or perpendicular (right cylinder) magnetic anisotropy can be switched between P and AP configurations using spin-transfer torque; typically one layer has pinned magnetization ($M_{\text{fixed}}$) while the other can be switched.
much larger than the second, has the same vector form as the Landau-Lifshitz damping term in Eq. (2.3) and is frequently referred to as the Slonczewski, dampinglike, or anti-damping-like (depending on its sign) torque (in Fig. 11, we call this the antidamping torque, to clearly distinguish this from the conventional Landau-Lifshitz damping torque). The second term in Eq. (3.2) has the same form as a precessional torque around a magnetic field [the first term in either version of Eq. (2.3)], and is frequently referred to as an (effective) fieldlike torque. Both of these terms act only at the interface between ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic layers [unlike the terms in Eq. (2.3)]; the factor of $1/t$ is included to spread this torque out over the thickness of the film, which assumes that the magnetization is held uniform in the direction of the thickness by the exchange interaction. More care is required when treating these torques in thicker films.

If the spin current from the fixed layer dephases completely when reflecting from or flowing through the free magnetic layer, then only the antidamping component of torque is expected to be significant, but if the dephasing is not complete, then the effective-field component can also be strong (Ralph and Stiles, 2008). This behavior is described by the real and imaginary parts of the mixing conductance, to which $e$ and $e'$ are proportional, respectively. The effective-field torque has been found to be negligible for spin-polarized charge currents in all-metallic systems due to scattering-induced dephasing, but it can be significant in magnetic tunnel junctions due to the large contributions from a narrow range of wave vectors of the tunneling electrons. Both torques can also be strongly bias-voltage dependent in magnetic tunnel junctions (Kubota et al., 2008; Sankey et al., 2008; Chanthbouala et al., 2011), reaching up to several millitesla for current densities of $10^{11} \text{A/m}^2$.

Spin torque from a spin-polarized current faces an important practical upper limit in efficiency since the strength of the torque is limited by the amount of angular momentum carried by an individual charge carrier, reflected in Eq. (3.2) by efficiency factors being typically less than 1. Spin torque from a spin-polarized current also provides poor energy efficiency because of the associated charge current; in a typical magnetic tunnel junction used for memory devices, each electron dissipates on average several tenths of an electron volt, while the energy required to excite a magnon and contribute to magnetic dynamics is only about 10 μeV. It is therefore likely that a different, more efficient mechanism for controlling magnetic devices will be required to make, for example, very-high-density embedded magnetic memory devices.

Current-induced torques with efficiencies greater than 1 (i.e., that exceed $\hbar/2$ angular-momentum transfer per unit of charge flow) can be generated by using spin-orbit interactions to transduce a flowing charge current into a pure spin current in the direction perpendicular to the charge current. An example of this was shown schematically in Fig. 6. A spin torque arising from spin-orbit interactions was demonstrated in GaMnAs (Chernyshov et al., 2009) and other ferromagnets [see, e.g., Jamali et al. (2013), Kurebayashi et al. (2014), and Ciccarelli et al. (2016)]. To date, the strongest spin-orbit-generated torques, and the ones most readily incorporated into practical device designs, have been measured in bilayers of one material with strong spin-orbit interactions that generates a pure spin current, and a second ferromagnetic layer whose magnetization direction can be controlled by this spin current (Ando et al., 2008; Miron et al., 2010; Pi et al., 2010; Miron, Garello et al., 2011; Liu, Lee et al., 2012; Liu, Pai, Li et al., 2012). There are two classes of mechanisms that can lead to the generation of spin torques from spin-orbit interactions in such samples: three-dimensional (3D) bulk mechanisms such as the spin Hall effect already discussed, and 2D (interfacial) mechanisms that produce an inverse spin galvanic effect, commonly known as the Edelstein (sometimes Rashba-Edelstein) effect.

We first examine spin torques generated by the spin Hall effect in a heavy metal, called spin-orbit torques. Consider a heavy metal/ferromagnet bilayer of the type depicted in Fig. 12. If a charge current is applied within the sample plane, the spin Hall effect in the heavy metal generates a pure spin current flowing vertically toward the ferromagnet. If this spin current is absorbed by the ferromagnet, it creates a spin-transfer torque (Ando et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2011; Liu, Lee et al., 2012; Liu, Pai, Li et al., 2012; Garello et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2014b). The strength of the spin Hall effect is usually parametrized by a factor called the spin Hall ratio $\eta_{\text{SH}}$, the ratio of the vertically flowing spin-current density to the applied in-plane charge current density in dimensionless units. This ratio is also commonly called the spin Hall angle, although technically it is the tangent of an angle and not an angle per se. The sign convention [for a discussion, see, e.g., Schreier et al. (2015)] is that the spin Hall angle is positive for Pt and negative for Ta. The resulting spin-orbit torques to be included into the LLG [Eq. (2.3)] have a similar form to the spin-transfer torques in Eq. (3.2):

$$T_{\text{set}} = -\frac{1}{t} \nu_B \eta_{\text{SH}} \jmath j \times (m \times \hat{p}) + \frac{1}{t} \nu_B \eta_{\text{SH}} \jmath j \times \hat{p}.$$  

$$\text{(3.3)}$$

where $j$ is the in-plane charge current density which flows in direction $\hat{j}$, $\hat{z}$ is the direction perpendicular to the interface (from heavy metal to ferromagnet, as shown in Fig. 6), and $\hat{p} = \hat{z} \times \hat{j}$ is the direction of the spin polarization of the spin current which flows along $\hat{z}$. Figure 6 shows these
directions for a ferromagnet with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, as well as the resulting torques and time evolution of $\mathbf{M}$ (further discussed in Sec. V), which also strongly depends on the damping parameter $\alpha$. Similar to Eq. (3.2), the spin-current-density tensor component $j_0^z$ has been absorbed into $\theta_{\text{SH}}$, $\eta$, and $\eta'$. Spin currents and torques are not typically accessible experimentally, but consequences of them, such as spin accumulation and magnetization dynamics, are. Measurements of magnetization dynamics and the dependence on $j$, $t$, geometry, and material parameters are used to infer contributions to Eq. (3.3) that are compared to theoretical calculations of $\theta_{\text{SH}}$. The efficiency factors $\eta$ and $\eta'$ are typically less than 1 and are determined by the details of the spin transport in the heavy metal and mixing conductance of the interface, giving $\eta' \ll \eta$ for torques due to the spin Hall effect. As in Eq. (3.2) for spin-transfer torque, Eq. (3.3) for spin-orbit torque contains both dampinglike and fieldlike terms, shown in Fig. 11. One important difference between spin-transfer and spin-orbit torques is that the orientation of the dampinglike spin-orbit torque is fixed by sample geometry rather than the orientation of a fixed-layer magnetization. Another difference is that spin-orbit torque is determined by an in-plane rather than out-of-plane current, which is critical to the switching efficiency of devices based on each.

The overall efficiency of the spin torque generated by the spin Hall effect is the total rate at which angular momentum is absorbed by the magnetic layer per unit current charge, so the torque efficiency for a spin Hall heterostructure is

$$T_{\text{tot}}A \alpha = \eta \theta_{\text{SH}} \frac{A}{\alpha} \frac{\eta''}{e},$$

where $A$ is the large area looking down on the top of the heterostructure through which the spin current flows and $\alpha$ is the small in-plane cross-sectional area through which charge current $j$ flows (Fig. 12). The ratio $A/\alpha$ can be 30 or more even for a very small structure, allowing the torque resulting from the spin Hall effect to be more than an order of magnitude more efficient than one quantized spin per unit charge, far above conventional spin-transfer torque. Microscopically, the simplest description is that each electron in the in-plane charge current is used many times to transfer torque to the ferromagnet (Pai et al., 2012). Electrons become polarized by spin-orbit coupling when they deflect toward the ferromagnet. At the interface, they transfer angular momentum to the magnetization through the same mechanisms as for spin-transfer torques (Ralph and Stiles, 2008); here, however, since there is no net electron flow into the ferromagnet, they ultimately diffuse back into the heavy metal, and the process repeats [Fig. 12(b)]. The relevant length scale is the spin diffusion length in the heavy metal, which can be as short as 1 to 2 nm. Therefore, many cycles of spin transfer occur even in a compact magnetic structure. This means that large spin Hall angles occur in materials with large resistivity $\rho$, typically Pt alloys, raising the issue of the power required to achieve large torques, e.g., for switching (discussed in Sec. V), which in turn strongly depends on device geometry. For spin Hall switching using an optimized geometry, power efficiency is proportional to $\eta \theta_{\text{SH}}/\rho j_\parallel$, and for spin-torque switching, power efficiency is proportional to $e/RAj_\parallel$, where $RA$ is the resistance area product. The largest spin Hall torque efficiency measured to date from a heavy metal at room temperature is $\eta \theta_{\text{SH}} = 0.5$ (Demasius et al., 2016), comparable to the highest efficiencies for spin-torque switching; critical current densities are comparable for the two geometries; and while resistivities are high, devices are sufficiently thin that $RA \gg \rho t$. Thus, for optimized devices, spin Hall switching can be significantly more power efficient than spin-torque switching.

Spin-orbit interactions can also generate a current-induced torque via 2D interfacial effects (Sklenar et al., 2016; Soumyanarayanan et al., 2016), at either the interface with a heavy metal or an adjacent two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) (Edelstein, 1990). When an ordinary 2DEG is not in a mirror plane, because of either a perpendicular electric field or asymmetry in bonding such as in a bilayer heterostructure, its Hamiltonian contains a momentum-dependent spin-orbit field of the Rashba form $B_{\text{Rashba}} \propto \alpha (k \times \mathbf{z})$, where $k$ is the

![FIG. 13. (a) The Rashba spin-orbit interaction splits the spin degeneracy of surface- or interface-state Fermi surfaces. The spin orientation of a surface band state depends on momentum, and on a given Fermi surface is opposite for opposite momenta because of time-reversal symmetry. An in-plane current increases the occupation probability of states on one side of the Fermi surface and decreases them on the other side, generating a nonequilibrium spin accumulation. If these spins are exchange coupled to an adjacent ferromagnet, they can apply a torque. (b) Topological insulators have an odd number of surface-state Fermi surfaces and in the simplest case, a single Fermi surface. The partial cancellation that occurs between the separate spin accumulations of weakly spin-split Fermi surfaces in the Rashba interaction case (a) is therefore absent in the topological insulator case (b) and spin accumulations likely larger. In both cases the spin accumulation is required by symmetry to be perpendicular to the current direction, but its sign depends on surface-state electronic structure details.](Image)
electron momentum, \( \mathbf{z} \) is the sample normal direction, and \( \alpha_R \) is a phenomenological coefficient related to the spin-orbit coupling constant \( \lambda \). The Rashba field shifts the energies of electron states up or down depending on whether their spins are parallel or antiparallel to \( \mathbf{B}_{\text{Rashba}} \). Rashba spin-orbit coupling thus lifts the spin degeneracy of the 2DEG [Fig. 13(a)]. The spin directions of the two subbands are perpendicular to the electron momentum and wrap around a circle in spin space when the Fermi surface is traced in momentum space. If an in-plane current is applied, the Fermi surfaces in Fig. 13(a) will shift to have more forward-moving states and fewer backward-moving states. Because of the link between spin direction and electron momentum, the greater number of forward-moving states will cause a nonequilibrium accumulation of down spins close to the larger Fermi surface in Fig. 13(a). When this nonequilibrium accumulation is exchanged to an adjacent magnetic layer, it can apply a torque (Manchon and Zhang, 2009).

In bilayers of ferromagnets with heavy metals, the torques described by two-dimensional models (Manchon and Zhang, 2009; Kim et al., 2012; Pesin and MacDonald, 2012; Wang and Manchon, 2012) survive in three-dimensional calculations. The resulting torques have exactly the same form as those due to the spin Hall effect, Eq. (3.3), with the efficiency factors \( \eta_{\text{SH}} \) replaced by equivalent factors. A difference is that for torques due to interfacial spin-orbit coupling, the fieldlike contribution is expected to be larger than the dampinglike contribution. In semiclassical calculations (Haney et al., 2013a; Amin and Stiles, 2016a, 2016b), the interfacial spin-orbit interaction acting on the spins passing through, rather than existing in, the two-dimensional interface creates a spin polarization that couples to the magnetization through exchange interaction at the interface. Such calculations allow the torques due to the spin Hall effect and those related to the Edelstein effect to be treated simultaneously. First-principles calculations of the torque (Haney et al., 2013b; Freimuth, Blügel, and Mokrousov, 2014a, 2014b) show similar results: both dampinglike and fieldlike torques with contributions from both the bulk and the interface. Experiments in which different types of spacer layers are placed between heavy metal and ferromagnet layers (Fan et al., 2013; Pai et al., 2014) suggest that the 3D spin Hall effect mechanism is the most likely explanation for the measured torque, but this needs to be modeled in more detail.

The conversion between charge currents and spin currents also applies to nonmagnetic interfaces with strong spin-orbit coupling. The inverse Edelstein effect, in which an incident spin-degenerate charge current generates a nonequilibrium spin accumulation with no partial cancellation between subbands. Strong current-induced torques were demonstrated for topological insulator/ferromagnet bilayers in two early experiments, one at room temperature (Mellnik et al., 2014) and one at cryogenic temperatures (Fan et al., 2014b). As of yet, however, experiments have not clearly demonstrated that the torque is a two-dimensional surface-state effect as opposed to a bulk effect. In this section, we describe the properties of topological insulators that are relevant to their interfaces with ferromagnets, and then describe measurements on such interfaces.

1. Spin-momentum locking in topological insulators

The bismuth and antimony chalcogenides (Bi\(_2\)Se\(_3\), Bi\(_2\)Te\(_3\), and Sb\(_2\)Te\(_3\)) and their derivative solid solutions [e.g., (Bi, Sb)\(_2\)Te\(_3\)] are narrow-band-gap semiconductors with a layered, crystalline rhombohedral structure in the space group \( \bar{R}3m \). Strong spin-orbit coupling with band inversion at the bulk \( \Gamma \) point locks spin and momentum and leads to topologically protected surface electronic states that cross the bulk band gap (Fu and Kane, 2007; Zhang et al., 2009). These characteristics result in the realization of a three-dimensional topological insulator (Hasan and Kane, 2010; Hasan and Moore, 2011; Qi and Zhang, 2011), whose two-dimensional surface states (neglecting additional corrections such as warping) are described by massless Dirac Hamiltonian \( H = A(\sigma_y k_x - \sigma_x k_y) \), where \( A \) is the interaction energy and the \( \sigma \)'s are Pauli spin matrices. The Dirac Hamiltonian implies surface states that are not spin degenerate and exhibit momentum-space spin textures similar to those described previously for 2D Rashba systems: the direction of the spin is well defined and perpendicular to the electron momentum direction, as shown in Fig. 13(b), i.e., the two are locked to each other. Spin- and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (spin-ARPES) gives direct experimental evidence for momentum-space spin textures and massless helical Dirac electrons at the surfaces of the Bi-chalcogenides (Hsieh et al., 2009). Studies have also shown that helical spin textures can be engineered by controlling the quantum coupling between the opposite surfaces of topological insulator films in the ultrathin limit (Landolt et al., 2014; Neupane et al., 2014). Remarkably, signatures of the Dirac states and their spin texture persist to room temperature, suggesting “topological spintronics” applications, such as the generation of an inherently spin-polarized charge current and its subsequent use for exerting a spin-transfer torque on a neighboring ferromagnet (Fan et al., 2014b; Mellnik et al., 2014). Recent experiments with the topological insulator \( \alpha - \text{Sn} \) show large spin-transfer torques even at room temperature (Rojas-Sánchez et al., 2016).

While spin-ARPES enables direct detection of the spin texture of surface states in 3D topological insulators,
measurement of spin-momentum locking using electrical techniques has proved more challenging. It has been theoretically proposed to detect the spin polarization of the surface-state current using the voltage generated at a ferromagnetic electrode (Hong et al., 2012); alternatively, a ferromagnetic contact can be used for spin injection into the surface state, followed by detection of the corresponding directional voltages with non-magnetic electrodes (Burkov and Hawthorn, 2010). The former concept was recently demonstrated by using ferromagnetic tunnel contacts on patterned Bi$_2$Se$_3$ thin films (C. H. Li et al., 2014; Dankert et al., 2015). In these experiments, the ferromagnetic tunnel contact serves as a spin-sensitive potentiometer that detects a different spin-dependent electrochemical potential when the magnetization of the contact is parallel or antiparallel to the spin of the electrons in the transport channel. In spite of the extrinsic nature of the samples studied (the chemical potential lies within the bulk conduction band), clear spin-dependent voltage signatures were observed with behavior consistent with spin-momentum locking. Similar results have now been reported in samples with lower carrier density (Ando, 2014; Tang et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2015) or electrically gated samples (Lee et al., 2015), where bulk conduction is significantly reduced.

A qualitatively different approach to the electrical detection of spin-momentum locking has also been developed using spin Hall effect tunneling spectroscopy (Liu, Chen, and Sun, 2014) to probe spin-textured surface states. These experiments use a tunnel junction geometry that incorporates a ferromagnetic metal (CoFeB) separated from a Bi$_2$Se$_3$ transport channel by a high resistance MgO tunnel barrier (L. Liu et al., 2015). The tunnel barrier serves two purposes: it ensures high efficiency spin-polarized tunneling and it physically separates the topological insulator states from the time-reversal breaking effects of the ferromagnet. The geometry allows two complementary measurement schemes: spin-polarized electrons injected from the ferromagnetic electrode into the topological surface states create charge accumulation due to spin-momentum locking; conversely, flowing a charge current in the topological insulator channel generates a spin-dependent voltage across the tunnel junction. The self-consistency between these two measurement schemes provides rigorous evidence for spin-momentum locking and also allows a quantitative measurement of the charge-to-spin conversion efficiency (parametrized as a spin Hall ratio that can be as large as 0.20).

2. Diluted moment topological insulators: Quantum anomalous Hall effect

The Hall effect, including the spin Hall effect, has an intrinsic contribution due to electrons away from the Fermi level and survives even in the insulating limit at zero temperature. This quantum Hall effect occurs when bulk states at the Fermi level are localized, which may be due to a band gap or a disorder-induced mobility gap. The anomalous Hall effect, a consequence of spin-orbit interactions, is present in any...
ferromagnetic system. Insulators with a nonzero anomalous Hall effect, often referred to as Chern insulators, support spin-polarized chiral edge states that enable dissipationless transport accompanied by quantized Hall resistivities. This combination of properties is referred to as the quantum anomalous Hall effect (QAHE). If a 3D topological insulator thin film is made ferromagnetic with a magnetization \( \mathbf{M} \) perpendicular to its surface, the surface states are gapped \( E_k = \pm \sqrt{(A k_x)^2 + (A k_y)^2 + (m_z)^2} \), as shown in Fig. 14(a), and QAHE appears. Magnetization is presently realized by doping of topological insulators with transition metals (Checkelsky et al., 2012; M. Liu et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2013b; Kou et al., 2013). Figures 14(b)–14(d) show QAHE observations in such films (\( \rho_{xx} \) near 0 and \( \rho_{xy} = h/e^2 \)). Ferromagnetic transition temperatures (to date) in quantum anomalous Hall insulators are below 20 K, unsurprising given the low doping and type of chemical bonding which leads to low exchange interactions. The magnetic gap observed in angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy is also, unsurprisingly, small [for instance, tens of meV in (Bi\(_{1-y}\)Mn\(_y\))\(_2\)Se\(_3\) thin films with \( x \) up to 0.1] and to date not cleanly detected because of (poorly understood) disorder broadening (Chen et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2012). Nonetheless, a dip in the spectral weight is seen in angular-resolved photoemission spectra. A recent study however suggests that the observed gap is not magnetic in origin, but may be the result of resonant scattering processes (Sanchez-Barriga et al., 2016).

Spin- and angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy measurements have revealed changes in spin texture that accompany the opening of a magnetic gap (Xu et al., 2012): close to the \( \Gamma \) point, the surface electron spins cant from in plane to out of plane, creating a “hedgehog spin texture” in momentum space. Further, when the chemical potential of a ferromagnetic topological insulator thin film is tuned within the magnetic gap via electrical gating, helical 2D Dirac fermions transition to 1D chiral edge states of a quantum anomalous Hall insulator (R. Yu et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2013a, 2015a, 2015b; Checkelsky et al., 2014; Kou et al., 2014); Liu et al., 2016). The edge state can also be detected through an unconventional angular dependence of the anisotropic magnetoresistance (Kandala et al., 2015).

4. Interfaces between topological insulators and ferromagnetic metals: Efficient generation of spin-transfer torque

As briefly discussed, spin-textured surface electron states of 3D topological insulators provide a means of generating spin-transfer torque in a neighboring ferromagnet (Culcer et al., 2010; Mahfouzi, Nagaosa, and Nikolić, 2012; Pesin and MacDonald, 2012). This phenomenon was measured using bilayers of permalloy \( \{\text{Py}\}/\text{Bi}_2\text{Se}_3 \) (Mellnik et al., 2014) and Cr-doped \( \{\text{Bi, Sb}\}_2\text{Te}_3/\{\text{Bi, Sb}\}_2\text{Te}_3 \) (Fan et al., 2014b). A microwave frequency current was driven through the Py/\( \text{Bi}_2\text{Se}_3 \) heterostructure in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field \( \mathbf{H} = H_x \hat{x} + H_y \hat{y} \) misoriented from the direction of the current density \( \langle j \rangle \). The current density in the \( \text{Bi}_2\text{Se}_3 \) generates a nonequilibrium spin accumulation \( \langle S_x \rangle \) at the interface due to both topological surface states and conventional Rashba-split bulk states. The ensuing diffusion of spins into the ferromagnet creates a spin torque that causes \( \mathbf{M} \) to precess around \( \mathbf{H} \). This torque is measured as a dc mixing voltage related to the anisotropic magnetoresistance of Py.

When the magnetic field is swept through the condition for ferromagnetic resonance at fixed microwave frequency, the dc mixing voltage shows a line shape that has field-symmetric and field-antisymmetric components around the resonance field. The former is related to an in-plane spin-transfer torque, while the latter is related to an out-of-plane torque typically attributed to an Oersted field. In these Py/\( \text{Bi}_2\text{Se}_3 \) heterostructures, however, the out-of-plane torque is an order of magnitude larger than can be attributed to an Oersted field and is similar in magnitude to the in-plane torque. These observations, together with the signs of the in-plane and out-of-plane torques, are consistent with a model for spin-torque generation by topological surface states (Mellnik et al., 2014). These measurements result in a very large figure of merit for charge-to-spin conversion: a spin-torque ratio of order unity at low temperature. Separation of the contributions of bulk and surface states to spin-torque generation will require experiments in which the chemical potential is tuned from the bulk.
states into the bulk gap where surface states dominate. A Kubo formula calculation (Sahin and Flatté, 2015) of the spin Hall conductivity in Bi\textsubscript{2}Sb\textsubscript{1−x}Cr\textsubscript{1−x}Te\textsubscript{3} bilayers and single Cr-(Bi, Sb)\textsubscript{2}Te\textsubscript{3} layers with asymmetric interfaces have been carried out at liquid helium temperatures (Fan et al., 2014b, 2016). dc measurements of the anomalous Hall effect yield the magnetization of the ferromagnet Cr-(Bi, Sb)\textsubscript{2}Te\textsubscript{3}; second harmonic analysis shows a record-high spin Hall (charge-to-spin conversion) ratio near 100 [see Yasuda et al. (2017), however, for an alternative explanation of second harmonic generation in similar heterostructures]. Other experiments have probed the charge-to-spin conversion efficiency using spin-pumping schemes (Deorani et al., 2014; Shiomi et al., 2014; Jamali et al., 2015; Rojas-Sánchez et al., 2016). Although it is difficult to make quantitative interpretations of these experiments, and, in particular, to assess the separate roles of the bulk and surface effects, the data are consistent with large figures of merit for charge-to-spin conversion.

E. Open questions and new directions

Although the past several years have seen an explosion in identification and understanding of transport phenomena related to magnetic interfaces, there are many open questions that invite further inquiry. We identify four topics that seem particularly interesting.

(i) Microscopic theory of spin-orbit torque: The microscopic theory of transport-current-induced torques exerted on ferromagnetic magnetizations in heterostructures containing a strongly spin-orbit-coupled element, either a heavy metal or a topological insulator, is still incomplete. The factors affecting the transmission efficiency for spin currents to cross the interface between a spin-generating material and the magnetic layer are just beginning to be investigated (Pai et al., 2015; Zhang, Han et al., 2015). It remains an open question whether alternative approaches to generating torques (e.g., thermal magnon torque, voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy) might be effective. Thus far, demonstrations of spin torque from thermally generated spin currents have achieved only small-angle magnetic dynamics (precession angles of about 1\textdegree) (Choi et al., 2015), but this is an area with many open questions and potential for improvement. For example, measurements of large heat-driven spin currents in materials with weak or no net magnetization are intriguing (Wu, Pearson, and Bhattacharya, 2015; S. M. Wu et al., 2016). Progress is necessary to permit materials- (and structures-)by-design strategies. The main issues are related not to the ferromagnetic element or to the strongly spin-orbit-coupled element, but instead to their interface. Spin torques can be calculated unambiguously when spin-orbit interactions play a negligible role on the chemical bonds that link the macrospin to potential sources of spin current, but this is not generally the case in the systems of maximum interest. Given that the role of spin-orbit interactions is enhanced by the reduced symmetry at an interface, it is unlikely that this condition is satisfied at the interface between a ferromagnet and a strongly spin-orbit-coupled element. Comparison between theory and experiment suggests that the current-induced torques in heterostructures containing heavy metal layers are related to their intrinsic anomalous Hall effects, and therefore to electronic states away from the Fermi surface, but other experiments suggest strong contributions from interfacial effects such as the Edelstein effect. A complicating factor is that the structure of both heavy metal and ferromagnetic layers, as well as their interface, is clearly important but often not well controlled or analyzed. Can a rigorous relationship be established between the current-induced spin-torque and fundamental material properties?

(ii) Energy-scale hierarchy: We see potential for improved understanding of spin-orbit and exchange-driven interfacial torques in understanding the relationship between three regimes (and the associated subfields): (1) conventional spintronics, based on low-frequency spin transport and microwave magnetic dynamics (Tserkovnyak et al., 2005), (2) spin caloritronics, where thermally excited magnetic degrees of freedom at the energy scale set by the ambient temperature play an important role (Bauer, Saïtoh, and van Wees, 2012), and (3) ultrafast dynamics, where transient hot-electron energy scales can exceed those of magnetic excitations (see Sec. VI). Establishing how much physics (e.g., electron-magnon interactions and spin transport carried by electrons and magnons, particularly at interfaces) is shared by these three classes of phenomena may allow for qualitative and quantitative knowledge, such as transport coefficients and interaction parameters, to be transferred between different subfields.

(iii) Room-temperature quantum anomalous Hall effect: To date, the quantum Hall effect has been achieved only by using very large magnetic fields to break time-reversal symmetry or by magnetically doping topological insulators. Diluted moment topological insulators magnetically order only at low temperature, so the quantum anomalous Hall effect is to date found only below 4 K (Mogi et al., 2015). Could interfaces between topological insulators, which intrinsically have quantum Hall effects when magnetic, and robust ferromagnetic insulators result in the quantum anomalous Hall effect in low magnetic field at room temperature, making it potentially important for low-power consumption electronic devices? This novel interfacially induced state would likely present unexpected phenomena, due to interfacially induced electronic modifications discussed in Sec. II, particularly if correlation effects such as those discussed in the interfacial oxide Sec. II.C can be introduced via a judicious choice of materials.

(iv) Spintronics with antiferromagnets: Antiferromagnets have long played an important role due to exchange-bias and spin-valve effects, but have novel future potential (Baltz et al., 2016; Fukami, Zhang et al., 2016). Antiferromagnets have faster collective dynamics (their spin-mode eigenfrequencies are in the terahertz, due to strong exchange forces between spin sublattices) and are insensitive to stray magnetic fields. If the spin modes can be tuned or excited via spin-orbit torques, magnetolectric effects, and/or magnetoacoustic effects, this could provide the basis for a deeper understanding of the underlying interactions and for the development of generators and resonant detectors at terahertz frequencies. There is also interest in using insulating antiferromagnets and ferrimagnets for spin transmission and potential low-power memory and
logic applications, such as electric-field switching of multiferroic antiferromagnets. Progress is being made in heterostructures of ferromagnets, heavy metals, and antiferromagnet layers (Jungwirth et al., 2016).

IV. COMPLEX SPIN TEXTURES INDUCED BY INTERFACES

A. Overview

While it is well known that interfaces influence spin configurations through phenomena such as interface anisotropy, enhanced orbital moments, strain, or exchange bias, it has only recently been appreciated that interfaces, particularly those where spin-orbit coupling is strong, can fundamentally change the magnetic ground state of a ferromagnet. Most magnetic materials exhibit ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic collinear order due to the nature of exchange coupling, as discussed in Sec. II. However, the interfacial DM interaction (Sec. II.B) can induce helical magnetic order with defined chirality and complex spin textures such as spin spirals, skyrmions, and chiral domain walls, with extraordinary properties derived from their chirality and topological nature (Mühlbauer, 2009; X.Z. Yu et al., 2010, 2012; Zang et al., 2011; Everschor, 2012; Schulz et al., 2012; Emori et al., 2013; Nagaosa and Tokura, 2013; Ryu et al., 2013; Sampaio et al., 2013; Wiesendanger, 2016). A particularly notable consequence of these complex spin textures is the interplay between charge and spin transport, where spin-orbit coupling leads to emergent (effective) electric and magnetic fields that modify the transport and dynamics of the spin textures. This section first discusses chiral magnetic order in bulk materials and then focuses on the statics and dynamics of interface-driven chiral spin textures.

1. Chiral magnetic order and topologically driven phenomena

Noncollinear spin structures arise in some materials, particularly rare-earth-based materials, due to magnetic anisotropy and long-range indirect exchange coupling (Jensen and MacKintosh, 1991). Helical magnetic order was first observed by neutron diffraction in the noncentrosymmetric (chiral) B20-phase compound MnSi (Ishikawa et al., 1976) and shown theoretically to originate from the DM interaction that derives from its chiral crystal structure plus spin-orbit coupling (Bak and Jensen, 1980). Below the critical magnetic ordering temperature \( T_C \), at low magnetic field, the magnetization spontaneously forms a spin spiral with a large period compared to the atomic spacing and handedness set by the sign of the spin-orbit coupling and the chirality of the structure. This helical phase has been extensively studied in metallic B20 silicides and germandies such as \((\text{Fe}_x\text{Co}_{1-x})\text{Si}, \text{MnSi}, \text{and FeGe} \) (Mühlbauer, 2009; Neubauer et al., 2009; Pappas et al., 2009; X.Z. Yu et al., 2010, 2011; Huang and Chien, 2012), as well as the insulating B20 \( \text{Cu}_2\text{OSeO}_3 \) oxide (Seki et al., 2012), including thin films and bulk materials.

It was predicted by Bogdanov and Yablonskii (1989) and Rößler, Bogdanov, and Pfleiderer (2006) and subsequently shown experimentally (Mühlbauer, 2009; Neubauer et al., 2009; Pappas et al., 2009; X.Z. Yu et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2011; Huang and Chien, 2012) that the DM interaction could generate not only a helical state, but also spin textures known as skyrmions (see Fig. 15). Skyrmions are topological in nature, as discussed in more detail in Sec. IV.C, with an integer topological skyrmion number. The novelty brought by the DM interaction is its preference for specific, chiral domain-wall structures. Depending on the nature and sign of the DM interaction, it favors “hedgehog” (spins pointing out or in) or “vortex” (winding left or right) type skyrmions. These are often referred to as Néel and Bloch skyrmions, respectively, due to similarities to 180° domain-wall structures with these names; see Figs. 16 and 17, to be discussed in more detail. Because of the nature of the symmetry breaking of an interface, interfacially induced skyrmions are hedgehog (chiral Néel) type, while those in the B20 phase are vortex (chiral Bloch) type. Compositional control of B20 phase materials allows tuning of the size and sign of chirality of the Bloch vortex-type skyrmions (Shibata et al., 2013; Siegried et al., 2015); tuning of heterostructure parameters similarly control the size and chirality of the interface-induced Néel hedgehog type (Chen et al., 2013). Recent theoretical work looked at the competition between Rashba and Dresselhaus type spin-orbit coupling and predicted complex phase diagrams of different types of noncollinear spin structures (Rowland, Banerjee, and Randeria, 2016).

Since their discovery, skyrmions have generated significant interest, due to both their topological spin structure and their unique interactions with spin and charge currents. In these materials, electrons moving in an electric-field experience an effective magnetic field that couples to their magnetic moment due to spin-orbit coupling, leading to emergent electrodynamic phenomena such as the topological Hall effect and the nonlinear (the Hall voltage depends nonlinearly on current) topological Hall effect when the skyrmions themselves move under the influence of a current (Neubauer et al., 2009; Schulz et al., 2012). They exhibit current-driven displacement at current densities far below that needed to drive magnetic domain walls, a result of potential technological significance (AliKhwaja and Stoof, 2001; Jonietz et al., 2010; Zang et al., 2011; Everschor, 2012; Yu et al., 2012; Iwasaki, Mochizuki, and Nagaosa, 2013a, 2013b; Sampaio et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2015). They are also predicted, although not yet experimentally shown, to travel from cold to hot in a thermal gradient, similar to domain walls. A rotational motion of a skyrmion lattice has been observed in a thermal gradient (Jonietz et al., 2010).

Theoretical work and reciprocal and real-space imaging described have provided significant insight into the nature of spin spirals and skyrmion phases in these materials and their evolution with temperature and applied field (see Fig. 15). The helical phase has zero net magnetic moment in zero applied field. With increasing magnetic field, a canting occurs, followed by a first-order metamagnetic transition from the helical antiferromagnetic state to the ferromagnetic state. The skyrmion phase has a net moment and is stabilized by entropy and magnetic energy such that it occurs (in equilibrium) only at nonzero temperature and magnetic field as an intermediate state between the helical and ferromagnetic phases. It is however easily trapped (particularly in materials that are of comparable thickness to the skyrmion size) as a metastable state at lower temperature and field (Huang and Chien, 2012; Oike et al., 2015).
2. Chiral magnetic order due to interfaces

As discussed in Sec. II.B, the symmetry breaking of interfaces together with spin-orbit coupling can generate DM interactions even for cubic materials (such as Fe) layered with high spin-orbit-coupling materials (such as Ir), which result in noncollinear structures such as the noncentrosymmetric B20 phase materials discussed previously (helical states, skyrmions, and chiral domain walls). As in the B20 phase materials, the sign of spin-orbit coupling together with the structural breaking of inversion symmetry (up is different than down in a bilayer) leads to a specific chirality (see Fig. 3, discussed in Sec. II.B). Spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy has allowed direct imaging of skyrmions in epitaxial ultrathin Mn=W(001), Mn=W(011), and Fe=W(110) films (Bode et al., 2007; Ferriani et al., 2008; Meckler et al., 2009), and of atomic-scale skyrmions in Fe or a Pd/Fe bilayer on Ir(111), including the thermodynamically expected coexistence of the skyrmion and helical phase at a finite applied field (Heinze et al., 2011; Romming et al., 2013). Inclusion of a higher-order exchange interaction (the four-spin exchange interaction) is theoretically believed to be crucial to the ultrathin Fe/Ir skyrmions (Heinze et al., 2011), but it is not clear if this is generally true.

Notably, this same interfacial symmetry breaking plus spin-orbit coupling can also produce perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, as in, e.g., Co/Pt heterostructures and Co-Pt alloys [e.g., Charilaou et al. (2016)]. Perpendicular anisotropy, whether interfacially induced or intrinsic to the structure, in conjunction with long-range dipolar interactions, induces stripe or bubble

---

**FIG. 15.** Lorentz transmission electron microscopy (LTEM) images of B20 FeGe thin films in (a) the helical phase, showing magnetic chirality twinning at a structural twin boundary (A and B regions), and (b) the skyrmion phase induced by a 0.1 T magnetic field applied normal to the sample plane at 260 K. The color wheel (inset) and white arrows represent the magnetization direction at every point. (c) Sample thickness dependence of skyrmion (SkX), helical (H), and ferromagnet (FM) phase diagram in the magnetic field B-temperature T plane. The color bar is the skyrmion density per square micron. From Yu et al., 2011.

**FIG. 16.** Four types of 180° domain walls in materials magnetized up at the front and down at the back. (a) Bloch left- and right-handed walls, and (b) Néel left- and right-handed walls. From Heide, Bihlmayer, and Blügel, 2008.
domains. Magnetic bubbles, in the form of up-magnetized domains in a down-magnetized background of a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy material even without interfacial DM interaction, are stabilized by magnetic dipolar coupling. These bubbles are bordered by 180° domain walls that are of Bloch type (i.e., vortex-type domain walls, in which the direction of the spins rotates perpendicular to the direction of the domain wall), with two possible rotation directions; these have a skyrmion number of ±1 and left-right chirality [see Figs. 17(g) and 17(h)]. In other words, an ideal bubble (i.e., one in which the boundary domain wall lacks Bloch lines) is a skyrmion; the diameter of the central ferromagnetically aligned domain and the width of the domain wall affect the properties of the bubble/skyrmion such as how easily it is moved, but not its topological nature. Dipolar-coupling-induced “skyrmions” are achiral (equal left-right preference), and may form biskyrmions (pairs of skyrmions, bound together by as yet not understood interactions) (Lee et al., 2016).

The addition of interfacial DM interactions modifies the nature of a skyrmion/bubble significantly, lowering the energy of Néel-type walls with definite chirality relative to Bloch walls. Interfacial DM interactions arise even in polycrystalline asymmetric stacks of materials with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy such as Pt/CoFe/MgO, Pt/Co/Ni/Co/TaN, and Pt/Co/AlO (Emori et al., 2013; Ryu et al., 2013; Pizzini et al., 2014), despite a high degree of interfacial disorder. These materials are of technological interest, since they are magnetic under ambient conditions, readily integrated into room-temperature spintronic devices, and their properties can be tuned by varying layer thicknesses, compositions, and interface materials.

Simulations suggest that skyrmions can be nucleated, stabilized, and manipulated by low currents (Sampaio et al., 2013; Heinonen et al., 2016; Lin, 2016). Recent experiments demonstrating stabilization and current-driven motion of skyrmionic bubbles in thin films (G. Chen et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015, 2017; Boule et al., 2016; Moreau-Luchaire et al., 2016; Woo et al., 2016) suggest that the topic is ripe for further discovery and potential low-power spintronic applications such as skyrmion-based memory (Bobek, Bonyard, and Geusic, 1975; Parkin, Hayashi, and Thomas, 2008; Tomasello et al., 2014; X. Zhang et al., 2015; Kang et al., 2016) and logic devices.

B. Statics of interfacially induced chiral spin structures

At the interface of an isotropic magnetic material, the DM interaction vector is \( \mathbf{D}_{ij} = \mathbf{D} \times \mathbf{u}_{ij} \), with \( \mathbf{z} \) the unit surface normal, \( \mathbf{u}_{ij} \) the unit vector from spins \( i \) to \( j \), and \( \mathbf{D} \) an energy per bond (usually of the order of meV) (Heide, Bihlmayer, and Blügel, 2008). In continuous form, the DM interaction energy density is (Bogdanov and Yablonskii, 1989; Bogdanov and Rößler, 2001)

\[
E_{\text{DMI}} = D_m \left[ \left( m_x \frac{\partial m_z}{\partial x} - m_z \frac{\partial m_x}{\partial x} \right) + \left( m_y \frac{\partial m_z}{\partial y} - m_z \frac{\partial m_y}{\partial y} \right) \right]
= D_m \left[ (\mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{\partial}_n \mathbf{m})_z - (\mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{\partial}_y \mathbf{m})_y \right]
\]

(4.1)

with \( D_m \) the effective DM interaction micromagnetic constant, with dimensions of surface energy density. The convention adopted here is that the film is in the \((x, y)\) plane, with \( \mathbf{z} \) pointing from the substrate to the film. If interfacial DM...
interactions exist only for the atomic layer at the interface, with an energy per bond $D$ (corresponding to the in-plane component of the $D_{ij}$ vector that is normal to the bond $i_j$, see Sec. III), then $D_m = D_f/\alpha t$, where $t$ is the film thickness, $\alpha$ is the in-plane atomic distance, and $f$ is a number dependent on lattice type and crystallographic orientation [e.g., $f = 1$ for the simple cubic (100) plane, $f = \sqrt{3}$ for the face-centered-cubic (111) plane]. For example, for $D = 1$ meV, $\alpha = 0.2$ nm, $f = 1$, and $t = 1$ nm, one finds $D_m = 0.8$ mJ/m$^2$. The sign convention presently adopted (Heide, Bihlmayer, and Blügel, 2008) is that $D > 0$ corresponds to right-handed structures (see Fig. 17).

Associated with the energy density is an effective-field vector

$$\mathbf{H}_{\text{eff,DM interaction}} = \frac{2D_m}{\mu_0 \mathbf{M}_s} \left( -\frac{\partial m_z}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial m_y}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial m_y}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial m_z}{\partial y} \right)$$

with an in-plane component along the gradient of $m_z$. Thus, an interfacial DM interaction favors nonuniform magnetization structures such as cycloids of definite chirality, in contrast to the exchange, anisotropy, and applied-field energies, which prefer uniform magnetization. Phase diagrams were constructed accordingly by Bogdanov and Hubert (1994) and Kiselev et al. (2011). Here we focus on domain walls (1D structures) and skyrmions (2D structures).

1. 1D domain walls with interfacial DM interactions

For an in-plane magnetized material, Eq. (4.2) shows that the DM interaction gives rise only to an out-of-plane magnetization tilt at a domain wall, which is strongly suppressed by magnetic dipolar coupling energy. For perpendicularly magnetized materials, by contrast, an interfacial DM interaction favors Néel walls (rotation of spins normal to the domain wall) over the magnetic dipole-preferred achiral Bloch walls (see Fig. 16). As the magnetic dipolar energy of a Néel wall goes linearly to zero as thickness $t$ decreases (Tarasenko et al., 1998) whereas the impact of the interfacial DM interaction $D_m$ grows as $1/t$, DM interactions dominate the magnetic dipole energy for very thin films, e.g., for $D_m > 0.1$ mJ/m$^2$ for $t = 0.6$ nm (Thiaville et al., 2012), as confirmed by imaging (Chen et al., 2013). DM interaction-stabilized Néel walls are chiral (Heide, Bihlmayer, and Blügel, 2008). For $D > 0$, when traveling along a given direction, an up-to-down domain wall has its Néel moment along this direction, and a down-to-up domain wall has its moment oriented oppositely, while for $D < 0$ the converse is true. As their stability and structure is governed by the DM interaction, it was proposed to call them Dzyaloshinskii domain walls (Thiaville et al., 2012) to distinguish them from classical (achiral) Néel domain walls which are found in thin films with in-plane anisotropy and result from dipolar energy alone. Defects known as Bloch lines can form in any of these types of domain walls, where two distinct chiralities meet each other; examples are shown in Figs. 17(i) and 17(j) in the domain walls of magnetic bubbles. In the presence of DM interactions, Bloch lines tend to condense into pairs (Yoshimura et al., 2015). In a 2D material, or a 3D material such as a film where the magnetization is uniform through the film thickness, Bloch lines look like points, and are therefore sometimes mistakenly referred to as Bloch points (a Bloch point is a distinct 3D topological entity which will be discussed later). Bloch lines substantially modify the nature and pinning of conventional Bloch and Néel domain walls (Malozemoff and Slonczewski, 1979), as well as Dzyaloshinskii domain walls (Yoshimura et al., 2015).

The surface energy for Dzyaloshinskii domain walls is $\sigma = \sigma_0 \pm \pi D_m$ (Dzyaloshinskii, 1965; Heide, Bihlmayer, and Blügel, 2008). Here $\sigma_0 = 4\sqrt{2}K_{\text{eff}} + \sigma_{ms}$ is the domain-wall energy in the absence of DM interaction, with $A$ the micro-magnetic exchange constant, $K_{\text{eff}}$ the effective perpendicular anisotropy, and $\sigma_{ms}$ the magnetic dipole energy cost of a Néel wall compared to a Bloch wall. The $\pm$ sign reflects the dependence on domain-wall chirality. Thus, for large enough DM interaction, the total energy of domain walls with the DM interaction-preferred chirality becomes negative, signaling that the uniform magnetic state is no longer stable, as predicted by Dzyaloshinskii (1964, 1965). Note that the same physics takes place for Bloch walls in materials with bulk inversion asymmetry, resulting in the 1D helical phase [see Fig. 15(a)].

The DM interaction modifies not only the micromagnetic energy but also the boundary conditions, leading to spin canting at film edges that can be described as quasiwalls induced by the DM interaction (Rohart and Thiaville, 2013; Meynell et al., 2014). This causes interactions between nonuniform spin textures and boundaries that can result in confinement effects in laterally constrained geometries (Sampaio et al., 2013; Leonov et al., 2016).

Interfacial DM interactions also strongly affect domain-wall dynamics. For magnetic field-driven domain-wall motion, the moving domain wall necessarily distorts its shape and as the wall moves faster, the distortion is greater. There is a threshold known as the Walker field $H_w$ (Schryer and Walker, 1974) at which the distortion becomes unstable and steady-state motion impossible. Below $H_w$, the wall motion achieves steady state and above it, the domain wall magnetic structure, seen in the moving frame, precesses as the domain wall moves (Beach, Tsoi, and Erskine, 2008). In the simple model considered by Schryer and Walker (1974), the distortion is a tilt of the plane in which the domain-wall magnetization rotates. When the tilt angle reaches 45° the restoring torque is maximum and the wall magnetic moment becomes unstable. For a one-dimensional domain wall $H_w = a H_K/2$, where $H_K$ is the effective anisotropy field that stabilizes the orientation of the domain-wall magnetization, and $a$ is the Gilbert damping. An interfacial DM interaction stabilizes the domain wall in a Néel orientation, causing $H_w$ to increase with $D_m$ as shown by Thiaville et al. (2012). This has been invoked to explain the large domain-wall velocities, up to high fields, observed in Pt/Co/AlO$_x$ (Miron et al., 2011).

Spin-orbit-induced spin currents described in Sec. III.C act on chiral Néel walls like a field. This effective field, however, decreases as the moving domain-wall magnetization reorients from Néel toward Bloch (Thiaville et al., 2012), so that in a one-dimensional model Walker breakdown is suppressed and the domain-wall velocity saturates at a velocity proportional to $D_m$.

The dynamics of current-driven domain-wall motion can be solved by integrating the LLG equation, but generally this has...
to be numerically solved. Insight into the motion can be gained by assuming a parametrized form of the domain-wall structure as done by Schryer and Walker (1974) in terms of the displacement of the domain wall $q$, and the in-plane tilt $\Phi$ of the magnetic moment at the center of the domain wall. Extending the original model to include the DM interaction and spin Hall effects (Thiaville et al., 2012; Emori et al., 2013; Khv Klovskiy, Cros et al., 2013) gives the equation of motion for the domain-wall velocity $dq/dt$ and the precessional velocity $d\Phi/dt$:

$$\frac{d\Phi}{dt} + \frac{\alpha}{\Delta} \frac{dq}{dt} = \gamma_0 \left( H_z + \frac{\pi}{2} \chi M_s \cos \Phi \right),$$

(4.3)

$$\frac{1}{\Delta} \frac{dq}{dt} - \frac{\alpha}{\gamma_0} \frac{d\Phi}{dt} = \gamma_0 \sin \Phi \left[ \frac{\pi}{2} (H_D + H_s) - H_K \cos \Phi \right],$$

(4.4)

where $\Delta = \sqrt{A/K_{eff}}$ is the domain-wall width, and $\gamma_0$ and $\alpha$ are the gyromagnetic factor and damping constant in the LLG equation (3.2). The fields on the right-hand side are the components of the applied field ($H_x$ along the Néel-wall moment and $H_z$ along the easy axis), $H_K = 2K_{eff}/\mu_0 M_s$ the effective anisotropy field associated with perpendicular anisotropy, $H_D = D_m/\mu_0 M_s$ the DM interaction-induced effective field within the domain wall, and $\chi = g\mu_B \theta_{SH}/eM_s t$ a factor that expresses the spin Hall effect torque for current flowing along the wall normal (Khv Klovskiy et al., 2013). For small $H_D$ and $\chi$, it is possible to find a solution with $d\Phi/dt = 0$ and $dq/dt = \text{const}$, but for larger values no steady-state solution exists. The values of these transitions depend on $H_D$, $H_s$, and $H_K$, illustrating that it is possible for the DM interaction to stabilize the steady-state motion of the domain wall, allowing higher steady-state velocities.

While these collective coordinate equations accurately describe many key features, they cannot capture distortions of walls such as the nonuniform tilting of a domain wall across the width of a nanostrip (Ryu et al., 2012) when amplified by the DM interaction (Boulle et al., 2013; Emori et al., 2014; Jué et al., 2016b), or the modification of chiral domain walls if Bloch points or lines are present.

2. 2D chiral structures: Magnetic skyrmions

Magnetic dipolar energy causes a nonuniform magnetic state in thin films with perpendicularly magnetic anisotropy. These have two basic 2D structures, called the stripe phase and the bubble phase (Malozemoff and Slonczewski, 1979; Choi et al., 2007), which are similar to domain structures in magnetic garnet films, textures in cholesteric liquid crystals (de Gennes and Prost, 1995), and solutions of amphiphilic molecules. A related domain structure occurs in ultrathin films with large interfacial DM interactions: a cycloidal and a skyrmion phase. Note that while dipole-induced bubbles are surrounded by Bloch domain walls with no chiral preference, skyrmions due to interfacial DM interactions are bounded by Néel domain walls with a single chirality fixed by the sign of $D_m$. DM interaction-induced skyrmions are typically stable down to sizes smaller than dipolar-interaction-induced bubbles, and the homochirality of their domain walls together with the increased stability of their structure (due to the DM interaction) make them harder to annihilate or merge.

Skyrmions in ultrathin bilayer or trilayer films were first observed and manipulated by spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (Heinze et al., 2011; Romming et al., 2013), in which their size approaches atomic dimensions. Skyrmions have been observed in single layers close to the spin reorientation transition (Jiang et al., 2015; Boulle et al., 2016) and in multilayer structures where structural inversion asymmetry is created by designing the layer sequence; the larger total film thickness increases the magnetic dipolar coupling, which increases stability and size (Moreau-Luchaire et al., 2016; Woo et al., 2016).

Bloch points and lines can form in skyrmionic structures, the former at a point of merging of two vertically extended skyrmions of the same skyrmion number (discussed later and shown in Fig. 18), and the latter as vertically extended defects (which can be dynamically or thermally induced; note that Bloch lines can only be created in pairs) in a single skyrmion [see Figs. 17(i) and 17(j)]. Both modify the skyrmion number and affect the stability and motion of the skyrmion.

C. Topological Aspects

1. Geometrical treatment of noncollinear spin textures

As a noncollinear magnetic texture is described by a unit vector function $\mathbf{m}(r,t)$, it can be viewed at any time $t$ as a mapping of the space (position $r$) to the unit sphere. Both spaces are of the same dimension (2) for ultrathin films, where magnetization is uniform through the thickness. They are moreover of the same topology if the magnetization is uniform at infinity. Continuous transformations (e.g., magnetization dynamics, or a quasistatic evolution under an applied field) distort the mapping continuously without tearing it. Thus, if a texture leads to a complete coverage of the sphere, it cannot be continuously transformed to another that does not, as this would imply tearing the magnetization at some point. The number of times the sphere is wrapped is given by the Chern number, or skyrmion charge $N_s$ (Skyrme, 1958, 1962; Kléman, 1973; Belavin and Polyakov, 1975):
\[ N_{sk} = \frac{1}{4\pi} \int \mathbf{m} \cdot \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{m}}{\partial x} \times \frac{\partial \mathbf{m}}{\partial y} \right) dxdy. \quad (4.5) \]

Figures 17(a)–17(f) show some important skyrmion solutions found by Belavin and Polyakov (1975) for the Heisenberg ferromagnet in 2D, considering only exchange energy, with \( \mathbf{m} = \pm \hat{z} \) at the core, \( \mathbf{m} = \mp \hat{z} \) at infinity, and \( m_z = 0 \) at a selected distance. DM, anisotropy, and dipolar-coupling interactions are not included, so the ground state is a uniformly magnetized ferromagnet, but the states shown are all (meta)stable solutions and are topologically protected, i.e., they cannot be continuously deformed to the uniformly magnetized state, and are therefore topological solitons. In Figs. 17(a)–17(f), the magnetization winds on the unit sphere once, hence \( N_{sk} = \pm 1 \). Structures with skyrmion number \( N_{sk} = +1 \) [Figs. 17(a) and 17(b)] are topologically equivalent in the sense that they can be continuously deformed into one another. Those with \( N_{sk} = -1 \) [Figs. 17(e) and 17(f)] belong to a different topological class; they can be continuously deformed into one another (despite looking quite different) by rotating all spins \( 180^\circ \) around an in-plane direction at \( 45^\circ \) between \( \mathbf{x} \) and \( \mathbf{y} \), but not into structures with \( N_{sk} = +1 \). The direction of \( \mathbf{m} \) at the core defines the polarity \( p = \pm 1 \).

In skyrmions whose magnetization corotates with position around the center [as in Figs. 17(a)–17(d) and Fig. 17(f)], the winding number \( S = 1 \), and the chiral angle \( \phi \) is defined as the angular difference between the azimuthal angles of \( \mathbf{m} \) and of the spatial vector \( \mathbf{r} \) pointing from the skyrmion core. Chirality (sometimes called helicity) can also be defined by the nature of the skyrmion wall: right or left, Bloch or Néel, referenced to the \( 180^\circ \) domain walls shown in Fig. 16; \( p \) is essential in defining left versus right chirality. For Figs. 17(a)–17(d), with \( p = 1 \), chiralities are Néel type right (\( \phi = 0 \)), left (\( \phi = \pi \)); Bloch type left (\( \phi = \pi/2 \)), and right (\( \phi = -\pi/2 \)). For Fig. 17(f), the chirality is Néel type (\( \phi = \pi \)), but it is Néel type right [because the magnetization of the wall rotates as in Fig. 16(b) right, with \( \mathbf{m} \) down at the center of the skyrmion as at the back of that figure; mathematically, because \( p = -1 \)]. For Fig. 17(e), the magnetization counterrotates, hence \( S = -1 \); in this case, chirality is not defined, and the walls are neither Bloch nor Néel type.

The skyrmions in Figs. 17(a)–17(f) all have the same exchange energy, no intrinsic size, and a simple relationship between skyrmion and winding number: \( S = N_{sk} p \). Reversing the sign of \( \mathbf{m} \) everywhere [e.g., Eq. (4.5)] reverses the sign of \( N_{sk} \) and \( p \) [Fig. 17(f) compared to Fig. 17(a)] but (unsurprisingly) does not change the energy and does not change \( S \). Similar terminology (\( S \) and \( p \)) is used for other magnetic structures such as vortices and bubbles.

DM interactions, anisotropy, and dipolar coupling (demagnetization energy) modify the spin structures, cause an intrinsic skyrmion size, and cause different skyrmions to have different energies (e.g., lowering the energy of Néel-type relative to Bloch-type skyrmions) but the topological nature of the structures is unchanged. As previously discussed, bubbles in materials without DM interactions typically have an extended ferromagnetically aligned core [shown in Figs. 17(g) and 17(h)] due to dipolar coupling plus magnetic anisotropy, whereas those with strong DM interaction and low magnetization, hence low dipolar coupling have a continuously varying magnetization direction [Figs. 17(a)–17(f)], but the skyrmion number is independent of this distinction.

A Bloch line (which looks like a point in 2D projections such as Fig. 17) possesses a half-integer (+1/2 or −1/2) skyrmion charge. Bubble-type skyrmions (with extended ferromagnetic cores) with Bloch lines are shown in Fig. 17(g) (four Bloch lines) and Fig. 17(j) (two Bloch lines); these add energy and lead to \( S = -1 \) or 0; Fig. 17(i) is sometimes called an antiskyrmion. Notably, the skyrmion in Fig. 17(e), which also has \( N_{sk} = -1 \), looks somewhat similar to a skyrmion with four Bloch lines [Fig. 17(i)]; high-resolution spin imaging is required to differentiate their domain-wall magnetization.

For easy-plane anisotropy, topological structures are vortices, shown in Figs. 17(k) and 17(l), whose magnetization \( \mathbf{m} \) lies in the easy \( x-y \) plane away from the vortex core where \( \mathbf{m} = \pm \hat{z} \). Such a pattern covers only one hemisphere, has a skyrmion charge \( N_{sk} = \pm 1/2 \), and is often referred to as a meron (Phatak, Pettford-Long, and Heinonen, 2012). Meron topological stability relies on the assumption that \( \mathbf{m} \) at infinity is in plane, with a nonzero winding number.

Because \( N_{sk} \) is conserved under continuous deformations, a soliton with nontrivial topology can be quite stable. Skyrmion number conservation can be violated if the continuous fabric of the magnetization field is torn by a topological defect known as a Bloch point (BP) (Mermin, 1979; Thiaville et al., 2003) (Fig. 18). As the basic BP is made of planes with \( N_{sk} \) jumping from +1/2 to −1/2, BPs are generally involved in skyrmion creation and annihilation. The simplest process for this is that a BP is “injected” at one surface of the sample, crosses it, and exits at another surface (inside the sample, BPs can be created only in pairs with opposite topological numbers). BP injection or pair creation entails an energy barrier (Lobanov, Jonsson, and Uzdin, 2016; Rohart, Milat, and Thiaville, 2016), overcome by thermal activation, and/or reduced by structural defects.

Skyrmions of equal and opposite skyrmion number can continuously merge and annihilate each other. For example, an \( N_{sk} = 0 \) [Fig. 17(j)] magnetic bubble with two Bloch lines can decay spontaneously when its size is reduced below a critical value, at which the inflationary pressure of long-range dipolar forces becomes too weak to balance the domain-wall tension (Ezawa, 2010). A similar process is thought to be involved in skyrmion number reversal of a vortex [Figs. 17(k) and 17(l)] (Van Waeyenberge et al., 2006). When a vortex with \( N_{sk} = 1/2 \) is accelerated to a critical speed, it nucleates a vortex-antivortex pair with skyrmion numbers −1/2 and +1/2, respectively. The antivortex and the original vortex approach each other to pair with skyrmion numbers \( N_{sk} = \pm 1 \), which shrinks, annihilates (BP involved), and creates a spin-wave explosion (Hertel and Schneider, 2006; Tretiakov and Tchernyshyov, 2007), leaving behind a vortex with opposite skyrmion number \( N_{sk} = -1/2 \).

2. Relation between dynamics and topology

The deep connection between magnetization dynamics and topology was established by Thiele (1973) who translated the LLG equation for a rigidly moving magnetic soliton (bubble, skyrmion, vortex, etc.), where \( \mathbf{m} \) is solely a function of \( \mathbf{r} - \mathbf{R}(t) \), into an equation of motion for the soliton’s
position $\mathbf{R}(t)$. Because of the precessional motion of magnetization, the soliton’s motion is somewhat counterintuitive. When a soliton moves, it experiences a gyrotropic force that is perpendicular to its direction of motion. Thiele’s equation expresses the balance of forces acting on the soliton, $\mathbf{F}_g + \mathbf{F}_p + \mathbf{F}_D = 0$, where $\mathbf{F}_g = \mathbf{G} \times \mathbf{v}$ is the gyrotropic force, $\mathbf{v} = d\mathbf{R}/dt$ is the soliton velocity, $\mathbf{G} = 4\pi N_{sk}(M_s t/\gamma)^2 \mathbf{z}$ is the gyrovector that characterizes the gyrotropic force, $t$ is the film thickness, $N_{sk}$ is the skyrmion number defined in Eq. (4.5), $\mathbf{F}_p$ is a conservative force derived from the potential (static) energy of the soliton as a function of position, and $\mathbf{F}_D$ is a viscous force with a dissipation tensor $\mathbf{D}_m = (a\mathbf{M}, t/\gamma) / \int \partial_i \mathbf{m} \cdot \partial_j \mathbf{m} dxdy$, where $a$ is the Gilbert damping constant, $M_s$ is the saturation magnetization, and $\gamma$ was previously defined in Eq. (2.3). Several modifications of the Thiele equation have been recently proposed to take into account degrees of freedom other than skyrmion position, such as chirality, nonzero mass, breathing modes, and the inhomogeneous nature of the DM interaction [incompletely described by $D_m \propto 1/t$ of Eq. (4.1)].

Thus, the gyrotropic force has a topological nature. The gyrotropic force induces rotational dynamics of ferromagnetic solitons with a nonzero skyrmion number (Huber, 1982; Ivanov and Stephanovich, 1989; Papanicolaou and Tomaras, 1991; Moutafis, Komineas, and Bland, 2009). Rotational motion has been observed for vortices (Choe et al., 2004) and skyrmions (Böttner et al., 2015). In a skyrmion crystal, the gyrotropic force affects the spectrum of skyrmion vibrations. Instead of two linearly dispersing phonon branches (longitudinal and transverse), theory predicts a chiral magnetophonon branch (related to skyrmion gyrational motion) with a quadratic dispersion (Zang et al., 2011) and a gapped cyclotron mode (Petrova and Tchernyshyov, 2011). The magnetophonon branch has been observed in the chiral magnet Cu$_2$OSeO$_3$ (Onose et al., 2012).

Current-induced domain-wall motion in ferromagnetic heterostructures involves two types of torques: the spin-orbit torques of Eq. (3.3) and conventional spin-transfer torques due to spin currents flowing through spatially varying magnetizations (Berger, 1984; Zhang and Li, 2004; Beach, Tsoi, and Erskine, 2008; Tserkovnyak, Brataas, and Bauer, 2008). Conventional torques have two components, both proportional to charge-current density $\mathbf{j}$. One is referred to as adiabatic spin-transfer torque, which is directed along $(\mathbf{j} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{m}$ and can be understood as being due to angular-momentum conservation as spins adiabatically follow the magnetization direction. The other is referred to as nonadiabatic spin-transfer torque, which is directed along $\mathbf{m} \times (\mathbf{j} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{m}$ and has several underlying physical mechanisms. The conventional spin-transfer torque generates a force $\mathbf{F}_{\text{STT}} = -\mathbf{G} \times \mathbf{u}$, with $\mathbf{u} = -(\gamma g_{tb}/eM_s) P \mathbf{j}$ being the drift velocity of the spin-polarized electrons (Thiaville et al., 2005), where $P$ is the spin polarization of the current. The spin current generated by the spin Hall effect in an adjacent heavy metal exerts a spin-orbit torque, also called a Slonczewski torque, introduced in Eq. (3.3), which can be described as an effective field $\mathbf{H}_{\text{eff.SHE}} = (\mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{p})/\mu_b \gamma \tau$, where (as before) $\mathbf{p}$ is the direction of the spins induced by the spin Hall effect, and $\tau$ is the time that expresses the magnitude of the torque. This torque gives rise to a force $F_{\text{SHE}} = M_s / \gamma \tau$. Its component along the current direction has the same form as the interfacial DM interaction Eq. (4.1), establishing the direct link between the DM interaction and spin-orbit torque.

D. Characterization of complex spin textures

1. Scattering

Neutron and x-ray scattering provide reciprocal space information about spin textures with nanoscale spatial resolution. Neutron scattering provided the first direct evidence for a helical ground state in bulk MnSi (Ishikawa et al., 1976) and the skyrmion lattice phase (Mühlbauer, 2009; Pappas et al., 2009; Münzer et al., 2010). Spin dynamics can also be probed; e.g., Jonietz et al. (2010) observed rotation of a skyrmion lattice in bulk MnSi resulting from spin torque induced by a small applied current. For a recent review of neutron scattering applied to magnetic materials, see Michels (2014).

Resonant soft x-ray scattering provides complementary and element-specific information. For example, an unexpected existence of two distinct skyrmion sublattices in Cu$_2$OSeO$_3$ arising from two inequivalent Cu sites with chemically identical coordination numbers but different magnetically active orbitals was observed with resonant soft x-ray diffraction at the Cu $L_3$ absorption edge (Langner et al., 2014).

2. Imaging

Microscopic insight into the structure and behavior of spin textures can be obtained by direct imaging methods (Hubert and Schäfer, 1998). Optical microscopies utilize magneto-optical effects (Quiu and Bader, 1999), such as Kerr and Faraday effects. X-ray microscopies (Fischer, 2015) use x-ray dichroism effects which are sensitive to ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic spin textures, inherently element specific and quantifiable with respect to magnetic spin and orbital moments (Thole et al., 1992; Carra et al., 1993). They include real-space scanning and full-field x-ray microscopies (Fischer et al., 1997) and x-ray photoelectron emission microscopes (Stöhr et al., 1993) as well as reciprocal space techniques such as x-ray holography (Eisebitt et al., 2004) and various coherent x-ray diffraction imaging techniques (Tripathi et al., 2011; Shi et al., 2016). The diffraction limit of x-ray microscopies sets the ultimate spatial resolution (nanometers). The inherent time structure of x-ray sources at synchrotrons or x-ray free electron lasers enables time-resolved studies (nanoseconds to femtoseconds). In-plane and out-of-plane components of magnetic textures can be imaged and full 3D structures of magnetic domains have been reported (Da Col et al., 2014; Streubel et al., 2014). Time-resolved x-ray microscopy studies have revealed mechanisms in magnetic vortices to switch both polarity (Van Waeyenberge et al., 2006) and chirality (Uhler et al., 2013). Static x-ray microscopy experiments identified a symmetry-breaking effect in the nucleation of magnetic vortex structures (Im et al., 2012) and observed stochastic behavior in spin-torque-induced domain-wall motion (Meier et al., 2007) and depinning processes from notches (Im et al., 2009). A review article by Boulle,
Malinowski, and Kläui (2011) highlighted x-ray photoelectron emission microscopy imaging of current-induced domain-wall motion in nanoscale ferromagnetic elements, including submicrometer skyrmions in an ultrathin film, also seen in multilayer films by transmission x-ray microscopy (Moreau-Luchaire et al., 2016; Woo et al., 2016). For larger skyrmions, magneto-optical microscopy enabled imaging of generation of skyrmions by laterally inhomogeneous spin-orbit torques (Jiang et al., 2015). The gigahertz gyrotropic eigenmode dynamics of a single magnetic bubble was imaged with x-ray holography by Böttner et al. (2015); the observed trajectory confirmed the skyrmion topology and indicated a skyrmion mass much larger than predicted by existing theories.

Electron microscopy-based techniques include LTEM (Petford-Long and De Graef, 2012), spin-polarized low-energy electron microscopy (SPEEM) (Rougemaille and Schmid, 2010), and SEMPA (Chung, Pierce, and Unguris, 2010); the former is sensitive to the in-plane spin component, and the latter techniques are extremely surface sensitive. A SPEEM study by Chen, Ma et al. (2013) characterized the chirality of domain walls in a Co/Ni multilayer with perpendicular anisotropy in contact with Pt or Ir, which induces a DM interaction that stabilizes left-handed or right-handed Néel domain walls, respectively (see Fig. 19). Note that the DM interaction, from a single Pt or Ir interface, is strong enough to induce Néel walls with defined chirality in a multilayer stack that would otherwise have achiral Bloch walls.

The magnetic imaging resolution in LTEM is typically on the order of 2 to 20 nm, with the highest resolution obtained with aberration-corrected instruments (Petford-Long and De Graef, 2012). Qualitative magnetic information can be obtained using the Fresnel LTEM imaging mode. A quantitative map of chiral spin structures can be achieved by reconstructing the phase shift of the transmitted electrons. This is done via a through-focus series of Fresnel images by either the transport-of-intensity equation approach (Petford-Long and De Graef, 2012) or an iterative approach (Koch and Lubk, 2010), or alternatively by off-axis electron holography (Koch and Lubk, 2010). Phase reconstruction of LTEM images of skyrmion lattices has been reported in thin films of Fe\textsubscript{0.5}Co\textsubscript{0.5}Si (X. Z. Yu et al., 2010) and in nanowires of MnSi (Yu et al., 2013). This approach was used by Phatak, Petford-Long, and Heinonen (2012) to reveal the structure of novel spin states such as merons in coupled magnetic disks. Similar approaches were used by Tanigaki et al. (2015) to image vortex cores in stacked ferromagnetic disks, and by Phatak, Petford-Long, and De Graef (2010) to reconstruct the magnetic vector potential around a permalloy square with a Landau domain structure. In situ magnetic fields (Petford-Long and De Graef, 2012; Rodríguez et al., 2013) or electric currents can be applied that enable the local quasi-static magnetization reversal of a sample to be followed in real-time down to about 40 ms. Yu et al. (2012) observed near-room-temperature motion of skyrmions in FeGe using in situ current application and LTEM. Pollard et al. (2012) combined LTEM with gigahertz applied fields to excite resonant gyrotropic behavior of magnetic vortex cores in permalloy squares and thus obtain high spatial resolution information correlating the radius of core motion with frequency of applied magnetic field.

Scanning-probe microscopies including MFM (Ferri, Pereira-da-Silva, and Marega, 2012) and SP-STM (Wiesendanger, 2009) have been used to explore the behavior of chiral magnetic spin textures. Spin helices (Bode et al., 2007) and skyrmions (Heinze et al., 2011) induced at surfaces were first observed by SP-STM in ultrathin epitaxial transition-metal films; von Bergmann et al. (2014) presented SP-STM studies of interface-induced chiral spin structures. Milde et al. (2013) used MFM to explore the destruction of a skyrmion lattice on the surface of a bulk Fe\textsubscript{0.5}Co\textsubscript{0.5}Si crystal and showed that this occurred via motion of the skyrmions leading to coalescence and the formation of elongated structures. Writing and deleting of individual skyrmions in an ultrathin film was demonstrated using injected current from an SP-STM probe by Romming et al. (2013). MFM combined with additional techniques was used to explore the behavior of artificial skyrmion lattices that are stable at room temperature, fabricated by lithographic patterning of micron-sized Co disks onto either Co/Pt or Co/Pd multilayer films with perpendicular anisotropy (Miao et al., 2014; Gilbert et al., 2015), and to infer the strength of DM interactions from the small skyrmion size in asymmetric Co multilayers (Moreau-Luchaire et al., 2016). Scanning-probe microscopies utilizing nitrogen vacancy centers quantitatively map stray field profiles with a few tens of nanometers spatial resolution (Rondin et al., 2013), allowing identification of individual domain walls, including their chirality, in ultrathin perpendicularly magnetized films (Tetienne et al., 2014, 2015).

3. Magnetotransport

Electrical transport probes of spin textures complement direct imaging techniques and are relevant to potential device applications. Anisotropic magnetoresistance has been used to indirectly probe the presence and structure of domain walls in permalloy, both statically (Hayashi et al., 2007) and dynamically (Hayashi et al., 2008), and more recently to distinguish Bloch from Néel domain walls in ultrathin Pt/Co/Pt and Pt/Co/AlO\textsubscript{x} nanostraps (Franken et al., 2014). The accumulated Berry phase as conduction electron spins move through a
locally varying magnetic texture gives rise to emergent electrodynamic fields; for example, electrons traversing a skyrmion experience an effective magnetic field that leads to a topological contribution to the Hall effect (Neubauer et al., 2009), similar to an anomalous Hall effect but not proportional to $M(H)$. Dynamic (i.e., time-varying) spin textures generate an effective electric field that has been observed for domain walls (Yang et al., 2009) and skyrmions (Schulz et al., 2012). The topological Hall effect has been treated mainly in the limit of adiabatic spin tracking and relatively little work has addressed the role of spin-orbit coupling and nonadiabatic spin transport at interfaces. Note that observation of the topological Hall effect is not sufficient to conclude that a skyrmion phase is present, as there are other spin and electron band structure effects that lead to a topological Hall effect (Meynell et al., 2014).

E. Dynamics of complex spin textures

1. Domain-wall dynamics and current-induced torques in the presence of interfacial spin-orbit coupling

Interfacial spin-orbit coupling in ultrathin films leads to two key effects that change domain-wall dynamics qualitatively. For films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, with out-of-plane domains, whether intrinsic to the ferromagnet’s structure (e.g., amorphous Tb-Fe or Gd-Co, or hcp Co-Cr) or due to an interfacial effect (e.g., Pt/Co, Co/Ni, Co/MgO), the domain walls become very narrow ($\approx 1$ to 20 nm). Moreover, the magnetic dipole energy difference between Néel and Bloch walls is small in ultrathin films (Tarasenko et al., 1998). In the case of symmetric interfaces, adiabatic spin-transfer torques can drive precessional motion with a very low critical current density independent of the defect-induced pinning potential (Koyama et al., 2011), but the efficiency (velocity per unit current density) is no greater than in thicker in-plane magnetized films.

Large current-induced effective fields (Miron et al., 2009) and high current-driven domain-wall velocities have been observed in ultrathin Pt/Co/AlO$_x$ films (Moore et al., 2008; Miron et al., 2011). Interestingly, the domain walls move in the opposite direction to the current, a result that runs counter to expectations based on conventional spin-transfer torques. This result arises from two spin-orbit effects that manifest when spatial inversion symmetry is broken. Haazen et al. (2013) showed that vertical spin currents due to the spin Hall effect in the adjacent heavy metal generate the dominant current-induced torque, and as discussed in Sec. III.C they can be much stronger than conventional spin-transfer torques based on spin-polarized currents flowing in the bulk. Thiaville et al. (2012) showed that the spin Hall effect could account for the observed domain-wall dynamics in asymmetric structures if the interfacial DM interaction stabilizes chiral Néel domain walls. In this case, the spin Hall effect effective field in the domain wall orients along the easy axis in a direction that alternates from one domain wall to the next so that current drives them in the same direction (see Fig. 20). This theory was verified experimentally by measuring the dependence of current-induced velocities (Emori et al., 2013; Ryu et al., 2013) and effective fields (Emori et al., 2014) on in-plane field. Martinez et al. (2014) contains a detailed micromagnetic and analytical study of current-driven domain-wall motion in the presence of in-plane fields.

Although the static domain-wall structure in the presence of DM interaction is similar to the classical Néel domain wall, the stabilizing energies are different, which leads to qualitatively different dynamics for Dzyaloshinskii domain walls (Thiaville et al., 2012). For example, when driven by magnetic field, since the energy difference between Bloch and Néel configurations is determined by the DM interaction rather than the relatively small magnetostatic energy, the Walker breakdown transition occurs at a substantially higher velocity. Moreover, since the DM interaction couples the domain-wall magnetization to the domain wall normal, a torque applied to the former tends to reorient the latter. In narrow magnetic tracks, this results in a tilting of the domain wall normal with respect to the nanotrack axis under applied current or magnetic fields (Boule et al., 2013; Emori et al., 2014), observed experimentally by Ryu et al. (2012). This domain-wall tilt has complex dynamics (Jué et al., 2016).}

2. Dynamics of magnetic skyrmions in thin films

Current-induced rotation and translation of skyrmion lattices by conventional spin-transfer torque has been detected experimentally at current densities as low as $\approx 10^6$ A/m$^2$ in the bulk chiral magnets MnSi and FeGe (Jonietz et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2012). This threshold current density is several orders of magnitude lower than for current-induced domain-wall motion, which was explained in terms of the weak interaction of the relatively large (tens of nanometers) skyrmions with defects (Iwasaki, Mochizuki, and Nagaosa, 2013a, 2013b). However, at larger current density, above threshold, the current-induced torque arises from the adiabatic spin-transfer torque, and so the velocity per unit current density in chiral magnets is expected to be similar to that of conventional domain walls.

Skyrmion dynamics in thin films have been explored through analytical and micromagnetics treatments, as well as recent experiments. Sampaio et al. (2013) considered
charge current-driven motion of individual skyrmions in a laterally confined track, and showed that the spin Hall effect (spin-orbit transfer torques described in Sec. III) could lead to substantially more efficient motion compared to conventional spin-transfer torques. That study, which included full degrees of freedom for the skyrmions, showed that skyrmions can pass around a geometrical notch suggesting that pinning should be much less than for domain walls (Fert, Cros, and Sampaio, 2013), similar to modeling results for bulk chiral magnets (Nagaosa and Tokura, 2013). Experiments in thin-film multilayers, however, found critical current densities similar to those of domain walls (Woo et al., 2016), which can be understood in terms of atomic-scale interface disorder that leads to local variations in DM strength. Nonetheless, skyrmion velocities exceeding 100 m/s have been achieved. It was also shown experimentally that inhomogeneous spin-orbit torques can generate skyrmions by driving instabilities of the domain wall, similar to surface-tension-driven fluid flows. This was demonstrated by patterned thin-film structures, where a constriction resulted in a laterally inhomogeneous current flow and thus laterally varying magnitudes and directions of spin-orbit torques, as shown in Figs. 21(a)–21(f) (Jiang et al., 2015). This behavior was reproduced by micromagnetic simulations (Heinonen et al., 2016; Lin, 2016). Nucleation and annihilation of skyrmions by injected current pulses in an STM is shown in Fig. 21(e) (Romming et al., 2013).

Spintronic devices for data storage and logic (Allwood et al., 2005) have been proposed based on manipulating chiral spin structures in magnetic films or nanostructures, including

FIG. 21. Current-induced nucleation and motion of skyrmions. (a), (b) The transformation of stripe domains (dark blue extended areas), with chiral Néel domain walls (small light blue arrows) due to DM interactions, into magnetic skyrmions [circular domain in (b)] in perpendicularly magnetized Ta/a-Co-Fe-B/a-TaO₃ due to a laterally inhomogeneous in-plane charge current density [dashed red arrows in (a)] resulting in inhomogeneous spin-orbit torques. (c), (d) Initial and final states of skyrmion generation due to electric charge currents imaged magneto-optically. From Jiang et al., 2015. (e) Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) image of creation (“writing”) and annihilation (“deleting”) of individual skyrmions in a Pd/Fe bilayer on an Ir (111) substrate in an applied magnetic field of 3 T at 4 K, using local spin-polarized tunneling currents from the STM tip. Atomic defects in the film pin the skyrmions. From Romming et al., 2013. (f) Micromagnetic simulations of the trajectory of a spin-orbit-torque-driven skyrmion starting from rest, for two values of damping parameter α, showing gyrotropic motion. The strip is 200 nm wide and six images are shown, every 20 ns, for each α.
proposals for low-power, high-density information storage and processing devices based on manipulation of individual skyrmions (Kiselev et al., 2011) driven along a magnetic nanotrack by a current-induced spin torque (Fert, Cros, and Sampaio, 2013). Small skyrmion size enables high bit density and the threshold currents to drive skyrmions are, under some circumstances, several orders of magnitude lower than to propagate domain walls, although we note that the current density required to produce rapid steady motion of skyrmions seems likely comparable to conventional domain-wall motion. Micromagnetic analysis of ways to ensure smooth motion of skyrmions was discussed by X. Zhang et al. (2015).

The forces described cause skyrmions to acquire a velocity component orthogonal to the current flow direction, as well as parallel. In a track geometry, this causes skyrmions to approach the edge and then propagate parallel to it [see Fig. 21(f)] at a distance dictated by balancing the gyrotropic force and topological repulsion due to tilted magnetization at the edges (Rohart and Thiaville, 2013). A study by Tomassello et al. (2014) considered both Néel and Bloch skyrmions driven by either spin Hall effects (spin-orbit torques) or spin-transfer torques, and showed that for Néel skyrmions driven by spin Hall effects, current densities only slightly higher than examined by Sampaio et al. (2013) expelled the skyrmions at the track edge. Edge roughness and thermal fluctuations decreased the critical current for skyrmion expulsion, which could pose a challenge for track-based spintronics proposals. Simulations by Diaz and Troncoso (2015) showed that the chirality of skyrmions affects their dynamics, including the gyrotropic motion; inhomogeneity in DM strength introduces additional effects.

F. Open questions and new directions

Many open questions remain regarding interfacially stabilized spin textures and, in particular, magnetic skyrmions; we here highlight a few.

(i) What is the stability of skyrmions, and how is this affected by underlying interactions and material properties? A quantitative understanding of the stability of skyrmions in ultrathin films, both statically and dynamically, is lacking. Strong exchange interactions are needed to get a high magnetic ordering temperature; that energy competes with DM interaction, limiting the stability range of the skyrmion phase. Interfacially induced DM interactions favor Néel (hedgehog-type) skyrmions, while intrinsically chiral thin films (e.g., B20 phase) show a chiral Bloch type. Magnetic dipolar coupling in films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy favors Bloch skyrmions, with no preferred chirality. These energies thus compete with each other, and tuning is possible through structure design. Work to date has focused on two classes of materials: (1) heterostructures of ultrathin simple ferromagnets with a high spin-orbit-coupled metal (not coincidentally this is also relevant to structures used for spin-orbit torque measurements discussed in Secs. III and V) to yield a high DM interaction to exchange energy ratio, and (2) Co/Pt-type multilayers or amorphous rare-earth–transition-metal alloys, both with strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, with dipole coupling increasing the stability of the skyrmion phase. There is a large range of other materials with different values of the relevant energies that would lead to better understanding of the stability, dynamics, and thermodynamics of the skyrmion lattice. For example, with appropriate choice of materials and/or thickness and/or controlled inhomogeneity in a heterostructure, can skyrmion stability be enhanced, while not adversely affecting its dynamic properties? As discussed in Secs. II and III in the context of new approaches to spin-torque, there are many other classes of materials (e.g., surface states of topological insulators and/or antiferromagnets) that could yield stable skyrmion phases and controllably chiral domain walls. Rare-earth alloys, known to have strong spin-orbit coupling and helical ground states, are largely unexplored.

Furthermore, while skyrmion stability is commonly discussed in terms of topological protection, the continuous vector field description breaks down at atomic length scales so that topological protection is only approximate even in a perfect material. The creation or annihilation of a skyrmion must occur through injection of a Bloch point (or creation of a pair of Bloch points), for which an energy barrier exists (Lobanov, Jonsson, and Uzdin, 2016; Rohart, Miltat, and Thiaville, 2016); imaging of Bloch points could enable the study of how this occurs (via thermal activation or perhaps tunneling). The effects of thermal fluctuations and variations in interfacial energy terms on static skyrmion stability, or on the dynamical processes of nucleation and annihilation, are not yet known; to date, thermally activated (Brownian) motion only of large skyrmions with low pinning has been experimentally observed (Jiang et al., 2015).

(ii) What limits the speed and dynamical stability of skyrmions? The high-speed dynamics of magnetic skyrmions, and their dynamical stability, are not yet well understood. Some micromagnetic simulations have examined current-driven skyrmion dynamics in ultrathin films, including the effect of skyrmion type (Bloch vs Néel) and current-induced torque (spin-transfer versus spin-orbit torques), as well as the influence of edge roughness. Simulations show instabilities develop at high speeds leading to bubble collapse, such as when the gyrotropic force drives a skyrmion close to the edge of a magnetic track. Bubble domains in conventional bubble materials undergo a transition similar to Walker breakdown at high velocity, in which Bloch lines nucleate and propagate along the bubble domain wall. Analogous processes are likely to occur in skyrmions, although the torques required are likely higher due to additional stabilization by DM interactions. Recent experiments demonstrated current-induced generation (Jiang et al., 2015) and propagation (Woo et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2017) of individual skyrmions in ultrathin transition-metal ferromagnet/heavy metal heterostructures with speeds >100 m/s. Disorder plays an important role in high-speed dynamics and dynamic stability, and more work is required to understand the potential performance and limitations of proposed skyrmion memory structures.

(iii) How does disorder affect static, dynamic, and pinning processes for chiral spin textures in thin films? The treatment of particularly interfacial but also other types of structural disorder, together with finite temperature effects, is essential to understanding static, dynamic, and pinning processes for chiral spin textures in thin films. Realistic treatments of the nature of the disorder (structural, chemical), its correlation length, and its effects on the various energy terms are required,
which will require advanced microstructural characterization, first-principles calculation, micromagnetic simulation, and static and dynamic magnetic measurements.

(iv) How is spin transport affected by nonuniform spin textures? While the interaction between charge currents and chiral spin textures is of great interest for both manipulating skyrmions and detecting them, an understanding of spin transport in the presence of nonuniform spin textures, accounting for spin-orbit effects, is so far lacking.

(v) How will chiral spin textures respond to ultrafast pulses? Reversal of magnetization on a femtosecond time scale by a laser pulse has been demonstrated (to be discussed in Sec. VI). There are indications that the symmetric exchange constant $J_{ij}$ and the DM interaction constant $D_{ij}$ are modified on ultrafast time scales through this process. As skyrmion textures originate from a balancing of these energies, chiral spin textures are likely to be affected differently than parallel spin textures, particularly using ultrafast pulses with defined helicity, which will in turn have an impact on femtosecond magnetization processes.

(vi) Is it possible to modulate chiral spin textures by designed structure? In perovskite oxides, the DM interaction is influenced by the displacement of the oxygen atom between adjacent $B$-site cations. Recent demonstrations of modified oxygen octahedral rotations across interfaces, as described in Sec. I.D, suggest the possibility of designing a spatially varying or modulated DM interaction as a function of depth in oxide heterostructures (Moon, Colby et al., 2014), which could give rise to novel spin texture. Similar design could be done in metallic heterostructures, and in spatially modulated heterostructured B20 phase chiral materials, such as Mn$_1$−xFe$_x$Ge.

V. LARGE-ANGLE MAGNETIZATION DYNAMICS DRIVEN BY INTERFACIAL TORQUES

The LLG equation (2.3) is intrinsically nonlinear as it contains a cross product of magnetization and the effective field, most terms of which are functions of the magnetization (Gurevich and Melkov, 1996). Additionally, for large-angle precession, the phenomenological Gilbert damping can itself be a nonlinear function(al) of the dynamic magnetization (Tiberkevich and Slavin, 2007). These nonlinearities play an essential role in all large-amplitude magnetization dynamics induced by interfacial spin torques, including magnetic switching, and enable a set of remarkable phenomena predicted by classical nonlinear dynamics and manifested by nanometer-scale magnetic systems at the nanosecond time scale. This section discusses several regimes of nonlinear magnetization dynamics that are engendered and/or detected by the interfacial magnetic effects discussed in this article: magnetic switching, spin-torque nano-oscillators, and spin-torque resonant microwave detectors.

A. Antidamping and effective-field torques

As discussed previously, spin-transfer [Eq. (3.2)] and spin-orbit [Eq. (3.3)] torques each have two terms that have different effects on magnetization dynamics: conservative “effective-field” torques and dissipative torques (known as damping or antidamping torques). Effective-field torques modify the energy landscape seen by the magnetization (Slonczewski, 1989), but in steady state do not cause a time-dependent change to the magnetic energy. On the other hand, as illustrated in Fig. 11, the dissipative torques change the magnetic energy, either enhancing or counterbalancing the intrinsic magnetization damping (Berger, 1996; Slonczewski, 1996). Antidamping torques are the equivalent of antifriction in mechanics, or negative resistance in electrical engineering. When the antidamping torque opposes the intrinsic damping and is larger, the overall damping becomes negative, which means that the torque adds continuously to the magnetic energy, generating large-angle magnetization dynamics. As discussed later, the ultimate dynamics generated by the antidamping torque depends on sample geometry, applied magnetic field, and various nonlinear effects.

While either antidamping or effective-field torques can in principle generate interesting and useful types of magnetic dynamics, in general the antidamping component can be used to excite magnetic dynamics more efficiently, at much lower torque strengths. To reorient a magnetic layer using an effective-field torque requires a strength of torque comparable to that from magnetic anisotropy, precisely because an effective-field torque acts like an applied magnetic field. However, antidamping torques can excite large-angle magnetization reorientation if they compensate the intrinsic magnetic damping. This requires a torque strength that is smaller than that from magnetic anisotropy by a factor of the intrinsic Gilbert damping parameter $\alpha$. This scale factor makes the necessary torque a factor of 10 to $10^4$ times lower than for an effective field because $\alpha$ ranges from $10^{-4}$ to 0.1.

B. Magnetization reversal

When magnetic objects have two equilibrium configurations, the antidamping torque can switch the magnetization back and forth between them by changing the sign of the current. In magnetoresistive systems, this current-induced magnetization reversal is associated with a change of resistance that can easily be detected, as shown in Fig. 11(b). This effect was observed in trilayer magnetic structures with the current flowing perpendicularly, initially in metallic pillars such as Co/Cu/Co (Katine et al., 2000; Grollier et al., 2001) and then in magnetic tunnel junctions with low-resistance tunnel barriers (Fuchs et al., 2004; Huai et al., 2004; Sato et al., 2014). It was shown subsequently that magnetization switching can also be obtained from an antidamping torque originating from the spin Hall effect (Liu, Pai, Li et al., 2012; K.-S. Lee et al., 2013), possibly assisted by the effective-field torque arising from the Rashba effect (Miron et al., 2010; Miron, Garello et al., 2011).

To destabilize magnetization and initiate magnetic switching, the antidamping torque has to induce magnetization precessions. For in-plane magnetized systems, a magnetization rotation rotates elliptically, alternately tilting in and out of plane. The out-of-plane tilts generate a large demagnetizing field that increases the magnetic energy loss which the antidamping torque has to compensate. For perpendicularly magnetized systems subject to a sufficient out-of-plane-oriented antidamping torque, the magnetization precesses circularly and...
only develops in-plane tilts, with smaller associated demagnetizing fields. Therefore, the currents needed to switch perpendicularly magnetized systems via antidiamping are smaller than those needed to switch in-plane magnetized materials, one of the reasons that most magnetic materials developed for spin-torque applications have perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (Khvalkovskiy et al., 2013).

An alternative approach for magnetization reversal is to employ a short pulse to apply an impulsive torque, with the switching accomplished after the pulse by a ballistic precessional process with relaxation (Kent, Ozyilmaz, and del Barco, 2004). In this regime, the distinction between antidiamping and effective-field torques becomes less important; precessional switching has been demonstrated using both conventional spin-transfer torque (O. J. Lee et al., 2009; Papusoi et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010) and the effective field from voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy (Shiota et al., 2012). This type of precessional switching requires less energy to achieve switching (because the applied pulses can be very short), although the applied currents or voltages are generally much larger than for antidiamping switching. Achieving completely reliable switching by the pulse technique can be challenging, however, because it is necessary to avoid both under-precession and over-precession, even in the presence of thermal fluctuations.

Spin-torque-induced magnetization switching is the writing mechanism envisaged for a new generation of MRAM. Contrary to most resistive switching memory systems, spin torque is a purely electronic mechanism, giving it high endurance and cyclability compared to other proposed technologies for next-generation memory. Other possibilities for this technology include Boolean and non-Boolean logic (Prenat et al., 2009; Ohno et al., 2010; Niemier et al., 2011; Lakys et al., 2012) and advanced computing schemes (Roy et al., 2015). The challenge for spin-torque applications is to reduce the current needed for switching without degrading thermal stability. Several solutions are currently being investigated. First, spin torques can be assisted by additional effects such as thermal (Bandiera et al., 2011) or electric-field-induced (Shiota et al., 2012) torques. Second, the amplitude of spin torques can be increased, by using spin-orbit torques from the spin Hall effect in heavy metals (Liu, Pai, Li et al., 2012) or topological insulators (Mellnik et al., 2014), as discussed in Sec. III.

There is a complication in using giant spin-orbit torques to switch heterostructures with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, as needed for high-density magnetic devices, associated with the fact that the antidiamping component of spin-orbit torque is ordinarily in the sample plane (Fig. 6). This in-plane torque does not by itself favor either magnetic configuration (up or down). Deterministic switching requires breaking this up-down equivalence, initially achieved by applying a magnetic field parallel or antiparallel to the current (Miron, Garello et al., 2011; Liu, Lee et al., 2012; Fan et al., 2014b). This in-plane field leads to a zero torque state that is tilted out of the plane in a direction that depends on the sign of the field and the sign of the current. With removal of the current, magnetization relaxes in the direction of its tilt. In this way, the ultimate direction of magnetization can be controlled by the direction of the current. This process and others for switching in-plane magnetization are discussed by Fukami, Anekawa et al. (2016).

There are other approaches to switching without an applied field. Spin-orbit switching has used exchange bias from a neighboring metallic antiferromagnet (van den Brink et al., 2016; Fukami, Zhang et al., 2016; Lau et al., 2016), engineered anisotropy to tilt the magnetization slightly away from perpendicular (Torrejon et al., 2015; You et al., 2015), or the magnetic dipole interaction with a nearby magnetic layer (Smith et al., 2016). In-plane torques can drive nonuniform switching (Miron, Garello et al., 2011; Liu, Lee et al., 2012) through nucleation of a reversed domain and spin-torque-driven domain-wall propagation (Lee et al., 2014). This mechanism however becomes ineffective for magnetic memory bits smaller than a few tens of nanometers, where domain-wall nucleation becomes difficult (C. Zhang et al., 2015). Efficient antidiamping switching would be enabled by a perpendicular component of the antidiamping spin-orbit torque, without need for an additional field. There are currently two proposals for this: (1) use a ferromagnetic layer with tilted magnetization and strong spin-orbit interactions as the source of the spin-orbit torque (replacing the heavy metal layer) (Taniguchi, Grollier, and Stiles, 2015), or (2) use a nonmagnetic single-crystal layer with low crystal symmetry (e.g., lacking twofold rotational symmetry about the out-of-plane axis) so that an out-of-plane antidiamping torque becomes symmetry allowed (MacNeill et al., 2016).

C. Spin-torque nano-oscillators

When a magnetic system has only one equilibrium position (e.g., in the presence of a large applied magnetic field), magnetization switching is no longer possible. In this case, if an antidiamping torque drives the effective magnetic damping to negative values, the magnetization will oscillate (Kiselev et al., 2003; Rippard et al., 2004). At small dc currents the oscillations occur at small amplitudes around the original equilibrium position with frequency ranging from 100 MHz to tens of gigahertz depending on the magnetic configuration and the applied magnetic field (Bonetti et al., 2009). With increasing dc current, antidiamping and the amplitude of oscillations increase. The possible magnetization trajectories are defined by the magnetic potential set by the conservative forces (external and demagnetizing fields, effective-field spin torque).

Spin-torque nano-oscillators convert these dc-current-induced magnetization precessions into voltage oscillations by utilizing magnetoresistive effects, resulting in microwave generation at the oscillation frequency. The amplitude of the generated microwave power is set by the magnetoresistance ratio; several microwatts have been produced using state-of-the-art MgO-based magnetic tunnel junctions (Tsunegi et al., 2014).

Many different types of spin-torque nano-oscillators have been studied, with different combinations for the magnetic configurations of the free and fixed layers (uniform in-plane or out-of-plane, vortex, etc.) (Dussaux et al., 2010) and a variety of geometries [e.g., laterally confined oscillators (Kiselev et al., 2003), or point contact on an extended free layer (Rippard et al., 2004), see Fig. 22]. Spin-torque nano-oscillators have mostly used the conventional spin torque
from spin-polarized charge currents in trilayer structures, but more recent work used a spin-orbit antidamping torque to generate sustained oscillations in a ferromagnetic metal (Demidov et al., 2012; 2014; Liu, Pai, Ralph, and Buhrman, 2012) or a ferromagnetic insulator (Collet et al., 2016).

Spin-torque nano-oscillators distinguish themselves from other types of auto-oscillators by their strong nonlinearities. A particularly important type of nonlinearity for thin-film magnetic samples is that the precession frequency generally depends strongly on the magnitude of the precession angle (Gurevich and Melkov, 1996; Slavin and Tiberkevich, 2008), so that magnetic nano-oscillators based on layered magnetic nanostructures and driven by interfacial torques (Kiselev et al., 2003; Bertotti, Mayergoyz, and Serpico, 2009; Slavin and Tiberkevich, 2009) are strongly non-isochronous. This nonlinear frequency shift can be detrimental for some applications, because spin-torque nano-oscillators are subject to thermal fluctuations that can cause variations in the precession amplitude as a function of time. When the frequency depends on the precession amplitude, any thermally induced perturbation of precession amplitude results in a frequency fluctuation in the spin-torque nano-oscillator output, thereby increasing the emission linewidth (or equivalently the phase noise) (Slavin and Tiberkevich, 2009). Decreasing the associated emission linewidth can be done by constraining the phase fluctuations via phase-locked loops (Keller et al., 2009), by choosing a direction of the bias magnetic field corresponding to the minimum nonlinearity (Thadani et al., 2008) or through dynamic coupling of several magnetic elements (Kaka et al., 2005; Mancoff et al., 2005). It was recently shown that spin-transfer-driven coupled vortex dynamics can give rise to emission linewidths below 50 kHz at room temperature (Locatelli et al., 2011).

The same magnetic nonlinearities that lead to disadvantageous linewidth broadening can also provide unique benefits. They confer spin-torque nano-oscillators with an ability to change frequency when current is varied, and also to self-synchronize by electrical (Grollier, Cros, and Fert, 2006) or magnetic couplings (Sani et al., 2013) when organized in interacting assemblies. The nonlinear frequency shift can also help generate an interesting type of oscillator mode, a “magnetic bullet,” that otherwise would not be stable. This mode is formed when a spin-polarized charge current is applied through a nanocontact to a magnetic thin film magnetized in plane. In this case, the frequency decreases with increasing precession amplitude and, since the spin-wave spectrum in the film has a gap determined by the magnitude of an applied in-plane magnetic field \( H \), the nonlinearity can shift the frequency of the excited spin wave below the spectrum of propagating spin waves, making the excited spin-wave mode self-localized and standing. Thus the standing mode does not lose energy by propagation of spin waves away from the contact, allowing it to have a low threshold for excitation by the interfacial spin-transfer torque. The existence of bullet modes was first predicted by Slavin and Tiberkevich (2005) and demonstrated experimentally by Bonetti et al. (2010). Another type of localized dynamical excitation, the “magnetic droplet,” occurs when a spin-polarized charge current is applied through a magnetic nanocontact to a magnetic film with perpendicular anisotropy (Ivanov and Kosevich, 1976, 1977; Hoefer, Silva, and Keller, 2010; Mohseni et al., 2013). Magnetic droplets possess intriguing nontrivial internal dynamics (Hoefer, Silva, and Keller, 2010; Mohseni et al., 2013).

Compared to other types of voltage-controlled oscillators, spin-torque nano-oscillators have a number of potential practical advantages. The materials currently used (CoFeB...
and MgO) are compatible with complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology, tunable over hundreds of MHz by variation of bias current or applied magnetic field, very agile (they can change frequency in nanoseconds) and can operate at room temperature. Some applications, such as telecommunication technologies, demand a very high spectral purity; the challenge will be to decrease the emission linewidth below a kilohertz, which is likely to go together with decreased frequency tunability. However, spin-torque nano-oscillators are intrinsically more suitable for applications where noise can be tolerated, and large nonlinearities and small oscillator size are required. This is relevant to computing schemes inspired by neural synchronization in the brain, such as associative memories (Macia, Kent, and Hoppensteadt, 2011; A. Chen et al., 2015). This requires networks with tens of synchronized oscillators interfaced with CMOS to perform data processing. The challenge is both technological (enhanced magnetoresistance, stronger coupling between oscillators, achieving tunable coupling, etc.) and scientific (to understand and manipulate the complex network dynamics of coupled spin-torque nano-oscillators).

D. Spin-torque resonators as detectors of microwave radiation (spin-torque diodes)

Application of an alternating current $I_{ac}$ to a nanoscale magnetic tunnel junction or a multilayer spin-valve results in the generation of a direct voltage $V_{dc}$ by the junction (Tulapurkar et al., 2005; Sankey et al., 2006). This current-rectifying property, known as the spin-torque diode effect, may find use in microwave signal detection because of its high rectification efficiency in the gigahertz frequency range (Cheng et al., 2013; Shiota et al., 2014). Two contributions to $V_{dc}$ can be identified. The first contribution $V_{dc} = I_{ac} \delta R_{ac} \cos \phi / 2$ arises from mixing of the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) resistance oscillations $\delta R_{ac}$ and $I_{ac},$ where $\phi$ is the phase difference between these two oscillations (Sankey et al., 2006). The resistance oscillations originate from magnetization precession driven by the current-induced torques (Nozaki et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2012). The maximum in rectification efficiency has a resonant character and is achieved at a frequency near the ferromagnetic resonance frequency of the magnetic tunnel junction free layer. The second contribution $V_{dc} = I_{dc} \delta R_{dc}$ is observed when a direct current $I_{dc}$ is applied to the junction in addition to $I_{ac}.$ This additional voltage is due to a current-induced shift $\delta R_{dc}$ of time-average resistance of the magnetic tunnel junction from its equilibrium value (Sankey et al., 2008; Miwa et al., 2014). Such a resistance shift can arise either from a nonlinear shift of the center of magnetization precession trajectory (Miwa et al., 2014) or from excitation of nonadiabatic stochastic resonance of magnetization (Cheng et al., 2010). Magnetic tunnel junctions have demonstrated microwave detection efficiencies as high as 25 000 V/W, greatly exceeding the limit of 3800 V/W that can be achieved with conventional semiconductor diodes (Cheng et al., 2013).

Apart from the potential for sensitive microwave signal detection, the spin-torque diode effect is also useful in studies of interfacial torques and the properties of spin waves in nanoscale ferromagnets. The magnitude and symmetry of the resonance peak in $V_{dc}(f)$ can be used to quantify the magnitude and direction of both antidamping and fieldlike components of spin torques (Kubota et al., 2008; Sankey et al., 2008), as well as the torque due to voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy (Zhu et al., 2012). Typically, multiple peaks are observed in $V_{dc}$ as a function of the frequency $f$ of the drive current. These peaks arise from excitation of different spin-wave eigenmodes (Sankey et al., 2006; Gonçalves et al., 2013). Quantitative analysis of $V_{dc}(f)$ spectra can provide measurements of magnetic anisotropy, exchange stiffness, and magnetic damping of the magnetic layers within magnetic tunnel junctions (Fuchs et al., 2007).

E. Additional consequences of nonlinear magnetic dynamics

Nonlinearities allow nanometer-scale magnetic systems to manifest a rich array of dynamical regimes, for example, frequency doubling and the appearance of sum and difference frequencies in the spectrum of magnetization oscillations when the external driving signal contains more than one harmonic component (Gurevich and Melkov, 1996), stochastic resonance (Grigorenko et al., 1994; Locatelli et al., 2014), magnetic solitons (Kaliničkov, Kovshikov, and Slavin, 1983; Kosevich, Ivanov, and Kovalev, 1990), chaos (Wigen, 1994; Petit-Watelot et al., 2012), delayed feedback (Tiberkevich et al., 2014), and synchronization (Kaka et al., 2005; Mancoff et al., 2005).

Here we discuss two properties of magnetic systems that are particularly important to nonlinear dynamics: the multimode character of dynamic magnetic excitations and nonlinear damping. Apart from the main excited mode $\omega_0(k_0)$ of magnetization precession or ferromagnetic resonance (which could be a spatially uniform mode $k_0 = 0$), other spatially nonuniform spin-wave modes (or magnons) with dispersion laws $\omega(k)$ can also be excited in nanoscale magnetic samples, and different modes can interact with each other (L’vov, 1994; Gurevich and Melkov, 1996). Suhl (1957) was first to explain theoretically that multimagnon interaction processes with conservation laws for frequency $\omega$ (energy) and wave vector $k$

$$n \omega_0 = \omega(k_1) + \omega(k_2), n k_0 = k_1 + k_2$$

lead to an instability of the uniform magnetization precession mode, causing it to lose energy by exciting lower-frequency spatially nonuniform spin waves when the precession amplitude reaches a threshold value. This is an example of parametric resonance, in which the order of the parametric instability was $n = 1$ and $2$ for processes considered by Suhl (1957). Parametric resonance can also excite precession in magnetic nano-oscillators; e.g., a pumping signal at frequency $2\omega$ can generate precession at $\omega$ when the applied power is beyond a threshold determined primarily by the intrinsic magnetic damping (Gurevich and Melkov, 1996). In the absence of interfacial torques, thresholds for parametric processes in metal films are ordinarily prohibitively high due to high magnetic dissipation in metals. However, interface-driven antidamping torques can substantially reduce the effective magnetic damping, greatly reducing this power.
threshold (Urazhdin, Tiberkevich, and Slavin, 2010; Edwards et al., 2012).

Finally, we point out that the form of magnetic damping used in the LLG equation \((2.3)\) (i.e., a constant value for the phenomenological Gilbert damping parameter \(\alpha\)) implicitly assumes a particular form of nonlinear contribution that is not appropriate in all regimes of large-angle precession (Tiberkevich and Slavin, 2007). In the Gilbert model, magnetic damping is assumed proportional to precession frequency and when, with increasing precession angle, the precession experiences a nonlinear frequency shift, so does the magnetic damping. In particular, for an in-plane-magnetized magnetic film, magnetic damping should decrease with increasing precession angle. Such behavior of the nonlinear dissipation is inconsistent with typical magnon-electron and magnon-phonon relaxation processes, which are nonlinear (either three- or four-particle processes) because their intensity increases with increasing number of excited magnons. This inconsistency is unimportant in macroscopic systems where multimagnon interaction processes Eq. (5.1) are allowed, since these nonlinear magnon-magnon processes make the effective dissipation of a particular magnon mode nonlinear long before the nonlinearity of the dissipative Gilbert term, describing the net energy loss from the overall magnonic system, becomes important. However, in nanomagnetic samples, small sizes make all relevant frequencies discrete, creating difficulties for the conservation laws of multimagnon interacting processes Eq. (5.1) and necessitating an understanding of the correct nonlinearity of the dissipative term in the LLG equation \((2.3)\). To address this, Tiberkevich and Slavin (2007) developed a nonlinear phenomenological generalization of the Gilbert model.

F. Open questions and new directions

Challenges remain in understanding the nonlinear magnetic dynamics discussed in this section and in using these for practical applications. The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation [Eq. (2.3) and its extensions \((3.2)\) and \((3.3)\)] is almost universally used as the starting point for analyzing nonlinear magnetization dynamics. However, this is an approximate model, with largely empirical constants. It assumes that the magnetic motion is locally coherent, describable by a single local magnetization vector of fixed length; it is not easily capable of accounting for incoherent excitations (e.g., short wavelength magnons).

(i) Exploration of other nonlinear phenomena or other dynamical regimes, such as relaxation oscillations or high dimensional chaos: Such features may be observed in single spin-torque nano-oscillators with strong feedback (Khalsa, Stiles, and Grollier, 2015), or in assemblies of interacting oscillators (Flovik, Macià, and Wahlström, 2016). Investigations of complex dynamical regimes in magnetic systems are particularly interesting thanks to the underlying rich phase diagram and to the possibility of inducing transitions between different regimes through application of local spin torques and magnetic fields.

(ii) Long-range collective spin transport: “Spin superconductivity” was suggested in low-damping, easy-plane insulating magnets (Halperin and Hohenberg, 1969; Sonin, 1978, 2010; König, Bønsager, and MacDonald, 2001; Bender et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2014; Takei et al., 2014), where interfacial spin Seebeck and Hall phenomena are likely critical to creating and detecting this collective spin-transport phenomenon. In contrast to charge superconductivity, spin superconductivity is not based on an exact gauge symmetry but on spin-rotational symmetry that can be violated by damping or crystalline anisotropies. Proposals for achieving this state include use of spin Seebeck pumping to counteract effects of damping and generate a magnon bosonic condensate (Bender, Duine, and Tserkovnyak, 2012; Bender et al., 2014) and achievement of sufficient excitation so that planar dynamics are not quenched by anisotropies (Sonin, 2010).

(iii) Beyond Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert, the low-dissipation regime: While we believe we understand the microscopic mechanisms responsible for magnetic damping in the low amplitude limit, it is likely that additional processes need to be included to describe magnetic dynamics for low-damping materials, in which strongly nonlinear dynamics are most easily excited. These processes may depend on the degree of nonlinear coupling between different spin-wave modes. Differences in nonlinear damping as a function of sample size and dimension govern even whether or not an antidamping torque is capable of generating large-angle magnetic precession (Tiberkevich and Slavin, 2007; Demidov et al., 2011; Duan et al., 2014). Nonlinear modes excited by spin-transfer torques have been observed for much larger sample sizes in low-damping materials such as YIG than in higher-damping metallic systems (Jungfleisch et al., 2016).

(iv) Beyond Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert, strong driving, large systems, long coherence times, and thermal fluctuations: Modeling of large systems with long coherence times, subject to thermal fluctuations, overwhelms current hardware and software, even with approaches such as graphical processing units. Agreement between micromagnetic simulations and spin-torque oscillator experiments is often good at drive levels close to the thresholds for exciting magnetic dynamics, but agreement is generally poor for strong driving, where magnetization dynamics are most nonlinear. Whether this is a shortcoming of our understanding of nonlinear damping, nonlinear torques, or physics beyond the LLG equation is currently unknown, and alternative approaches are needed. Basic linear properties of spin-wave excitation modes (e.g., eigenfrequency, magnetization distribution) in complex magnetic nanosystems traditionally treated analytically (Kalinikos and Slavin, 1986) should be evaluated numerically, while the nonlinear interaction of modes, which requires prohibitively long simulation times, needs to be analyzed analytically (L’vov, 1994), while accounting for restrictions imposed by the quasi-Hamiltonian equations of magnetization dynamics. Progress may come from a hybrid formalism combining the quantitative accuracy of numerical methods with the qualitative clarity and predictive power of analytical techniques developed in the classical theory of nonlinear magnetization dynamics (Bertotti, Mayergoyz, and Serpico, 2009).

(v) Novel circuits and architectures utilizing spin-torque nano-oscillators: Both traditional Boolean and non-Boolean logic architectures seem worthy of further research, as well as various forms of neuromorphic computation and associative memories (Grollier, Querlioz, and Stiles, 2016).
VI. INTERFACIAL EFFECTS IN ULTRAFAST MAGNETIZATION DYNAMICS

A. Introduction

Using light to probe, modify, and control magnetic properties has long been important. Demand for ever-faster data storage, memory, and processing has fueled efforts to find ever-faster ways to control magnetic states. The development of sub-100 fs laser pulses created the possibility of probing and controlling magnetism in entirely new ways, at subpicosecond (“ultrafast”) time scales, where the dynamics expressed in the LLG equation (2.3) should not apply. The pioneering observation of subpicosecond demagnetization in nickel after excitation by a 60 fs laser pulse (Beaurepaire et al., 1996) led to intriguing and controversial observations on an increasingly broad range of materials. The strongest perturbation in light-matter interactions is the ac electric field acting on electrons, such that a femtosecond laser pulse leads to an effective heating of the electron gas far above the temperature of the lattice due to the slow electron-phonon coupling time constant. This electron-light interaction, however, conserves electron spin, so it is unclear how such electron heating could cause collapse of magnetic order on femtosecond time scales.

A wide range of laser-induced phenomena in other metallic systems were subsequently found, including launching of precessional modes (Ju et al., 1999, 2000; van Kampen et al., 2002), and induced magnetic phase transitions (Ju et al., 2004; Thiele, Buess, and Back, 2004). More recent discoveries include deterministic switching by single femtosecond pulses of circularly polarized light (Stanciu et al., 2007) and remarkable (and unexpected) helicity-independent toggle switching of magnetization in ferrimagnetic rare-earth layers, and chemically inhomogeneous alloys suggesting was observed only in multisublattice magnets, metallic multilayers, and chemically inhomogeneous alloys suggesting that intersublattice and interlayer exchange interactions, and possibly interfacial spin-orbit interactions, are crucial. An entirely different effect of interfaces and finite size effects on ultrafast magnetization dynamics arises due to the mobility of optically excited carriers, which can drive spin currents across interfaces (Battiato, Carva, and Oppeneer, 2010), providing a nonlocal mechanism for fast changes of magnetization.

This section describes the important but still poorly understood role of interfaces in ultrafast laser-induced magnetization dynamics, focusing primarily on ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic metallic films and heterostructures. Although interesting results on laser-induced magnetization dynamics in antiferromagnets, ferromagnetic semiconductors, and insulators have been reported (Kirilyuk, Kimel, and Rasing, 2010), studies to date focus on bulk materials. In Sec. VI.B the basics of femtosecond demagnetization are introduced. Sections VI.C–VI.E address nonlocal phenomena due to laser-induced spin currents, laser-induced precessional dynamics, and all-optical switching. Section VI.F concludes with an outlook on future research.

B. Ultrafast demagnetization

Figure 24(a) shows the time evolution of the magnetization of Ni following an ultrafast pulse, measured using time-resolved MOKE of time-delayed probe pulses. The rapid (femtosecond) quenching of magnetization is visible, followed by its partial recovery upon cooling down from the transient excited state. This process can be described phenomenologically by a three-temperature model (Beaurepaire et al., 1996), which describes the energy flow between three separate subsystems: the charge of the electrons, their spins, and the lattice [see Figs. 24(b) and 24(c)]. The temperature of each subsystem is a measure of the excess thermal energy in the respective reservoir. After absorption of the femtosecond laser pulse, internal thermalization of the excited electron system proceeds within 100 fs. The excess heat is then transferred to the lattice degree of freedom via electron-phonon coupling, causing electron-lattice equilibration within \( \approx 0.5 \) to 2 ps. In parallel, part of the excess energy in the
MOKE becoming inapplicable in this strongly nonequilibrium situation. Indeed “optical artifacts” due to dichroic state-filling effects were observed in specific anomalous cases (Koopmans et al., 2000), and accounted for theoretically (Oppeneer and Liebsch, 2004).

However, techniques developed since 2000 provide evidence that time-resolved MOKE does provide a proper measurement of $M(t)$ even within the first hundreds of femtoseconds after laser excitation under many standard experimental conditions. Time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy showed the exchange splitting drops initially, followed by a recovery (Rhie, Dürr, and Eberhardt, 2003). Terahertz radiation, emitted due to the rapid collapse of magnetization, was detected (Beaurepaire et al., 2004). Most importantly, since 2007 XMCD with femtosecond time resolution (Stamm et al., 2007) allows separate probes of orbital and spin moments [Fig. 25(a)]; both decreased at approximately the same rate, indicative of an overall increase of thermal disorder in an equilibrium-like fashion (Boeglin et al., 2010). Femtosecond XMCD also enabled elementspecific studies [Fig. 25(b)], crucial to understanding switching phenomena in rare-earth–transition-metal ferrimagnets (Radu et al., 2011), and to resolving subtle nonequilibrium anomalies in ferromagnetic alloys such as permalloy (Mathias et al., 2012).

The underlying mechanism(s) of the ultrafast loss of magnetization remain unclear. Early work hinted at an important role played by highly excited electrons, e.g., opening a channel for Stoner excitations (Scholl et al., 1997). However, because the lifetime of eV excited electrons is at most $\approx 10$ fs, this idea seems incompatible with the continuous demagnetization during the first hundreds of femtoseconds (Roth et al., 2012). Other mechanisms based on electronic processes involving spin-orbit scattering and magnon excitations (Carpene et al., 2008) have been questioned based on the conservation of total angular momentum in the electronic system. Several theories suggested transfer of angular momentum directly between photons and electrons (Zhang and Hubner, 2000; Bigot, Vomir, and Beaurepaire, 2009), but the angular momentum of the laser light field is too small (Koopmans et al., 2000), and also these theories do not explain the continued demagnetization after 100 fs. Recently, it was shown (Töws and Pastor, 2015) that the crystal field potential together with spin-orbit coupling can provide very efficient relaxation of spin angular momentum.

Another class of theories looks at semiphenomenological approaches. Three models, despite differences in microscopic interpretation, display similar results for the demagnetization dynamics (Atxitia and Chubykalo-Fesenko, 2011). In an atomistic LLG approach, the phenomenological concept of Gilbert damping is transferred from mesoscopic to atomic scale, providing a channel for transferring angular momentum from atomic spin precession to the heat bath of the lattice (Kazantseva et al., 2008). Interfaces are known to impact damping on mesoscopic scales by altering the coupling between spin waves and conduction electrons (Berger, 2001). Because interfaces can dramatically alter the spin-wave lifetimes of all wavelengths (Qin et al., 2013), the LLG description implies interfaces can play a central role in ultrafast demagnetization by impacting damping at atomistic scales. A similar continuum

**FIG. 24.** (a) Time-resolved magneto-optic response of a nickel thin film after excitation by a femtosecond laser pulse (Koopmans et al., 2005), showing partial loss of magnetic order at subpicosecond time scales ($t_m$), followed by recovery due to electron-lattice equilibration ($t_e$). A field is applied out of plane to cant the magnetization (inset), leading to precessional dynamics at a slower time scale. (b) Example of simulation showing evolution of the magnetization (red, right axis), electron temperature (blue), and lattice temperature (green) (Koopmans et al., 2010). (c) The three-temperature model, showing interactions between spinless electron gas ($e$), their spins ($s$), and the lattice ($l$) after the system is brought out of equilibrium by a laser pulse (Kirilyuk, Kimel, and Rasing, 2010).

electron and lattice subsystems flows into the spin subsystem, causing spin excitations such as magnons, lowering the magnetization, and increasing the associated spin temperature. Finally the three temperatures converge once the system has achieved a new thermal equilibrium. On still longer time scales, heat flows out of the metal film to the substrate.

The surprising aspect is not the reduction of the magnetic moment itself, but rather the time scale at which this occurs. For a localized system this process is subject to both energy conservation and total angular-momentum conservation. Thus, the quest is to find channels that change magnetic moment $M \approx g_L L + g_S S \approx L + 2S$, while conserving total angular momentum. The latter includes electronic orbital $L$ and spin $S$ momenta, angular momentum carried by phonons and the laser light field, i.e., $L + S + L_{\text{phonon}} + L_{\text{light}}$ (although $L_{\text{light}}$ is expected to be small). Note that total angular momentum is conserved only for the crystal as a whole, and care has to be taken for a local interpretation because of crystal field effects (Töws and Pastor, 2015). An obvious channel for the “missing” angular momentum is $L_{\text{phonon}}$ but this requires a spin-lattice relaxation time of picoseconds, which is inconsistent with femtosecond observations. This raised doubts as to whether demagnetization was occurring at all, or whether the observation was an artifact of...
description solves the Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch (LLB) equations including statistically averaged magnetic fluctuations within a two-temperature model describing rapid energy transfer between electrons and the lattice (Atxitia et al., 2007; Atxitia and Chubykalo-Fesenko, 2011). The third approach, a microscopic three-temperature model, derives magnetization dynamics by defining a microscopic model Hamiltonian and solving Boltzmann rate equations (Koopmans et al., 2005; 2010). A crucial process in this three-temperature model is Elliott-Yafet spin-flip scattering in which angular momentum is transferred in an electron-phonon scattering event accompanied by emission or absorption of a phonon. This microscopic three-temperature model has successfully reproduced experimental data (Roth et al., 2012), with spin-flip probability agreeing with ab initio calculations (Carva, Battiato, and Oppeneer, 2011), despite ongoing debate about their interpretation (Schellekens and Koopmans, 2013a).

Müller et al. (2009) compared the dynamics of a transition-metal ferromagnet with oxides and Heusler high-spin-polarization ferromagnets. The dynamics were reported to be slower for materials with high spin-polarization due to blocking of Elliott-Yafet spin-flip scattering, compatible with the microscopic three-temperature model (Koopmans et al., 2010). Bovensiepen and co-workers found a two-step demagnetization in the rare-earth ferromagnets Gd and Tb (Melnikov et al., 2008; Wietstruk et al., 2011), where partial demagnetization in the first 2 ps is followed by much slower demagnetization over tens of picoseconds. This two-step demagnetization has been suggested to be generic for ferromagnets with a demagnetization time that is longer than the electron-phonon equilibration time, due to large magnetic moment, low Curie temperature, or low spin-flip probability (Koopmans et al., 2010). Wietstruk et al. (2011) suggested a different mechanism while Kimling et al. (2014) emphasized the importance of the magnetic heat capacity.

In the above, magnetization dynamics was analyzed as a local phenomenon. Strong modification of dynamics, however, or even novel phenomena can be anticipated due to interfaces between layers or in laterally heterogeneous granular, chemically segregated, or patterned systems, which may introduce additional spin-flip scattering. Recent work comparing demagnetization of pure Co films to Co/Pt multilayers shows significant enhancement of spin-flip scattering driven by large orbital moments at the interfaces (Kuiper et al., 2014).

C. Laser-induced nonlocal ultrafast phenomena

The femtosecond heating and subsequent thermalization of electrons in a metal are shown in Fig. 26(a). Initially, there are hot electrons with energies far above the Fermi level (Aeschlimann et al., 1997) that decay by exciting other electrons (Knorren et al., 2000) leading to thermalization of the laser-heated electronic system on a ≈100 fs time scale, which then relaxes to the lattice temperature on the picosecond time scale (Rhee, Dürr, and Eberhardt, 2003). The hot-electron lifetime depends on spin, with majority spin lifetimes exceeding those of minority spin electrons by up to a factor of 2 (Aeschlimann et al., 1997; Knorren et al., 2000). Theoretical modeling shows a “superdiffusive” spin transport of mainly majority spins away from the excitation region (Battiato, Carva, and Oppeneer, 2010), shown in Fig. 26(b), embedded between ballistic spin motion at early time and a purely diffusive later regime when the electronic distribution is close to thermal equilibrium with the lattice (see Fig. 24). The latter process can also result in a large (diffusive) spin-dependent Seebeck effect (Sec. III.B) over large distances (Choi et al., 2015).

Figure 27(a) shows superdiffusive spin currents detected in Au films via nonlinear second harmonic generation (Melnikov et al., 2011). Ballistic Fe spins injected into an Au layer traveling close to the Au Fermi velocity arrive at the Au back interface within hundreds of femtoseconds while a diffusive component was detected at times up to 1 ps, in qualitative agreement with wave diffusion calculations (Kaltenborn, Zhu, and Schneider, 2012). The variation of Fe layer thickness shows that the active injection region is an ≈1 nm thick Fe

FIG. 25. Femtosecond x-ray pulses showing optically induced magnetization dynamics. (a) Decay of spin $S_z$ and orbital $L_z$ moments in CoPd films. From Boeglin et al., 2010. (b) Reversal of Gd $4f$ and Fe $3d$ magnetic moments in $\alpha$-Gd-Fe-Co alloys. From Radu et al., 2011.
layer at the Fe/Au interface (Melnikov et al., 2011, 2015; Alekhin et al., 2015), implying that superdiffusive transport is of limited importance for ultrafast demagnetization of significantly thicker ferromagnetic films, an observation supported by recent demagnetization experiments in Ni films (Schellekens et al., 2013). Ando et al. (2011) and Hoffmann (2013) used the inverse spin Hall effect to detect superdiffusive spin currents in nonmagnetic layers. Transient superdiffusive spin currents cause a terahertz electromagnetic pulse with polarization given by the transverse charge current in the spin Hall layer (Kampfrath et al., 2013; Seifert et al., 2016).

In a conventional spin-transfer-torque magnetic structure, a spin-polarized current exerts a torque on a magnetic layer ultimately switching its direction. The use of strong, ultrashort nonequilibrium spin currents could create new ways for spin-transfer-torque switching. Schellekens et al. (2014) and Choi et al. (2014) demonstrated spin-torque-induced precession dynamics driven by spin currents. These experiments utilize two ferromagnetic layers, one with in-plane and the other with out-of-plane magnetization, separated by Cu (Choi et al., 2014) or Cu and Pt (Schellekens et al., 2014) spacer layers [Fig. 27(b)]. Although the induced precession angles are small due to limited spin-angular-momentum transfer (several

---

**FIG. 26.** (a) Time-resolved photoemission can probe the laser-excited hot-electron distribution above the Fermi level \(E_F\). Thermalization implies that the electron distribution follows Fermi-Dirac statistics (solid line) and can be described by a temperature \(T_e\). Adapted from Rhie, Dürr, and Eberhardt, 2003. (b) Electronic scattering processes leading to decay of initially ballistic spin motion. Superdiffusive spin transport [gray shading in (a)] occurs on subpicosecond time scales during the crossover from ballistic to diffusive transport. The diffusive regime may also produce spin currents due to resulting temperature gradients (the spin-dependent Seebeck effect, associated with different chemical potentials of up and down spins).

---

**FIG. 27.** Experiments showing superdiffusive spin currents. (a) Demagnetization of Fe film by an ultrashort pump pulse injects a spin current into an adjacent Au layer with its arrival at the Au back interface detected by time-resolved magnetic second harmonic generation, discussed by Melnikov et al. (2011). (b) Femtosecond demagnetization of the bottom ferromagnetic layer with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy results in spin-torque-induced precession dynamics in the top ferromagnetic layer driven by superdiffusive spin currents, discussed by Choi et al. (2014) and Schellekens et al. (2014). (c) Optical pumping heterostructures where femtosecond demagnetization of the bottom Co/Pt multilayer affects demagnetization of the top Co/Pt multilayer for metallic (Ru) but not for insulating (NiO) spacer layers, discussed by Malinowski et al. (2008). Demagnetization also depends on the relative orientation of the two magnetic layers.
percent), such experiments present a unique tool to understand and optimize angular-momentum transfer through interfaces.

Although deemed important, the role of transient spin accumulation at interfaces is currently not clearly established. The longer ballistic mean free paths for majority electrons should lead to minority spin accumulation at a ferromagnetic interface layer upon injection of an unpolarized current from an adjacent nonmagnetic metal layer. However, reports for Au/Ni layers that this could lead to ultrafast demagnetization of 15 nm thick Ni films (Eschenlohr et al., 2013) remain controversial (Eschenlohr et al., 2014; Khorsand et al., 2014). He et al. (2013) observed that spin tunneling through MgO spacers influenced ultrafast demagnetization of adjacent CoFeB layers. Control of femtosecond demagnetization in a CoFeB-based magnetic tunnel junction was demonstrated by tuning the voltage applied to the junction (Savoini et al., 2014).

Magnetic switching by superdiffusive current was reported by Graves et al. (2013) in an amorphous Gd-Fe-Co alloy. The process depends on ultrafast demagnetization followed by magnetization reversal, as described later for all-optical switching, and is believed to depend on chemical segregation into Gd-rich and Fe-rich nanoregions on a ≈ 10 nm length scale which enables spin current to flow from one region to the other. This result highlights the importance of understanding the structure of nominally similar amorphous materials. Future advances in x-ray nanospectroscopy offer the opportunity to also determine the effects of nonlocal transport currents on local valence level populations (Kukreja et al., 2015).

D. Dynamics in coupled magnetic systems

We turn now to how optical pulses affect interlayer exchange coupling and how spins in multilayers respond to femtosecond excitations. Ju et al. (1998, 1999, 2000) observed modulation of exchange coupling on a picosecond time scale in exchange-coupled NiFe/NiO ferromagnet/antiferromagnet bilayers excited with 120 fs laser pulses by comparing the time-resolved magneto-optical response of the NiFe layer to “bare” epitaxial NiFe thin films without NiO. They observed modulation of the exchange coupling on a picosecond time scale. They also found that “unpinning” of this exchange bias led to coherent magnetization rotation in the NiFe film, with large modulation (ΔM_r/M_s ≈ 0.5) on a time scale of 100 ps. This was the first observation of ferromagnetic resonance induced in a magnetic system with a short laser pulse and is similar to the long-time behavior shown in Fig. 24(a).

Excitation of an exchange-coupled NiFe/FeMn ferromagnet/antiferromagnet structure with a 9 ps laser pulse showed reduction of the exchange-bias field to ≈50% of its initial value within 20 ps (Weber et al., 2005, 2005a, 2005b). The fast quenching was followed by a slower recovery of the bias field, with relaxation time ≈170 ps. Dalla Longa et al. (2008, 2010) used the magneto-optical Kerr effect as a function of pump-probe delay time to estimate the time scale of laser-induced exchange-bias quenching in a polycrystalline Co/IrMn bilayer to be 0.7 ± 0.5 ps. The fast decrease in exchange coupling upon laser heating is attributed to spin disorder at the interface. Permanent changes of exchange bias as a result of femtosecond laser excitation were reported by Seu and Reilly (2008) and Porat, Bar-Ad, and Schuller (2009).

The ability to locally excite ferromagnetic resonance in magnetic heterostructures (van Kampen et al., 2002) is an effective means for characterization of individual layers and the interfaces between them. Hicken et al. (2003) showed that analysis of laser-induced precession in a spin-valve heterostructure as a function of the orientation and magnitude of the applied magnetic field yields information about the g factor, demagnetizing field, exchange-bias field, and magnetic anisotropy within an individual ferromagnetic layer, as well as the coupling between layers, that is similar to conventional ferromagnetic resonance. A great advantage of time-resolved techniques over frequency-domain techniques is the ability to measure spin precession even for large damping. Spatial resolution requires combining the optical excitation with optical imaging or by using a small optical spot, enabling investigation of how damping of laser-induced precession is affected by interlayer exchange interactions and modified spin-orbit interactions at the interfaces (Engebretson et al., 2005; Djordjevic et al., 2006; Weber et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2014a). Analysis of spin precession induced by femtosecond laser excitation was similarly used to reveal a modified spin-orbit interaction and interfacial effects in ferromagnetic exchange-coupled multilayers (Barman et al., 2007; Michalski et al., 2007; Rzhevsky et al., 2007; Ren et al., 2008).

In the previous studies, interfacial effects in the exchange-coupled magnetic multilayers were due to ultrafast laser-induced heating. A way to study ultrafast interfacial dynamics without heating was suggested by Scherbakov et al. (2010) and Jäger et al. (2013). Ultrashort (≈10 ps) strain pulses injected into heterostructures by a femtosecond laser pulse propagate coherently over a distance of ≈100 μm, causing strain-induced spin precession (Scherbakov et al., 2010; Jäger et al., 2013). This emerging ability to control and probe ultrafast strain in magnetic heterostructures may reveal the physics of a broad range of phenomena such as magnetostriction, magnetostructural phase transitions, and interfacial magnetism.

Ultrafast laser excitations have been shown to trigger reorientation of spins over 90° in antiferromagnetic orthoferrites and a scenario for using this phenomenon for all-optical magnetic switching was proposed by Kimel et al. (2004). Spin reorientation of the antiferromagnet in an exchange-bias ferromagnet/antiferromagnet heterostructure would create a magnetic torque on the ferromagnet, promoting reversal of its magnetization (Le Guyader et al., 2013).

E. All-optical switching of magnetic films and nanostructures

The demonstration that light can switch magnetization without applied magnetic field is an important outcome of ultrafast optical research. In pioneering work, Stanciu et al. (2007) showed fully deterministic magnetization switching in a ferrimagnetic amorphous Gd-Fe-Co alloy film using 40 fs optical pulses. In the initial work, the final direction of magnetization was determined by the helicity of the optical pulse, as shown in Fig. 28(a), where scanning a laser beam...
have a well-defined structure (shown in Fig. 25(b)). Although these materials which are antiferromagnetically exchange coupled, forming a ferrimagnet (shown in Fig. 28(a)), the rare-earth and transition-metal subnetworks of varying composition, where the net magnetization switching focus on amorphous (a-) rare-earth/transition-metal multilayers (which are generally amorphous; e.g., α-Tb-Co, α-Gd/Fe, and α-Ho/Co,Fe$_{1-x}$) and heterostructures (Mangin et al., 2014; Schubert et al., 2014), as well as α-Dy- and α-Ho-transition-metal alloys (Mangin et al., 2014), where all-optical helicity-dependent switching appears to be qualitatively similar to α-Gd/Fe-Co, despite the significant orbital moments of Tb, Dy, and Ho (Gd has $S = 7/2$, $L = 0$), which results in increased spin-orbit interactions and increased magnetic anisotropy. Notably, all-optical switching appears to depend more on volume-average magnetic properties than specific properties of individual layers as demonstrated by Schubert et al. (2014); an α-Tb$_{36}$Fe$_{64}$/α-Tb$_{39}$Fe$_{81}$ heterostructure with zero net magnetization due to antiparallel interfacial exchange coupling exhibits all-optical switching despite not being observed for single α-Tb$_{36}$Fe$_{64}$ or α-Tb$_{39}$Fe$_{81}$ films.

Recent computational (Evans et al., 2014) and experimental (Mangin et al., 2014) work has shown that all-optical switching occurs in artificial ferrimagnetic systems that have compensation temperatures but are rare earth free. This is achieved by using the interfacial properties of thin transition-metal layers to create perpendicular surface anisotropy and interlayer exchange coupling (as described in Sec. II). By tuning layer properties, it is possible to achieve synthetic ferrimagnets with a tunable compensation temperature in heterostructures such as Pd/[Co/Ir/Co/Ni/Pt/Co/Ir]/Pd (Mangin et al., 2014).

All-optical helicity-dependent switching was also demonstrated in ferromagnetic thin films such as [Co/Pt] multilayers and granular L$_{10}$ FePt in a C matrix (Lambert et al., 2014). Shown in Fig. 28(b) are the results for a [Co(0.4 nm)/Pt(0.7 nm)]$_3$ multilayer where the final state of the magnet is dependent on the helicity of the light. Deterministic all-optical switching is observed only in the thin-film limit (less than a few nanometers) and this appears to be related to suppressing demagnetization by creating stripe domains during the optical heating and cooling process (Lambert et al., 2014). Whether these experiments can be understood without taking into account the known strong interfacial spin-orbit interaction of Co/Pt and consequent likely noncollinear spins, i.e., in the spirit of the model suggested by Vahaplar et al. (2012) is unclear. In principle, differential heating could arise from magnetic circular dichroism, thermal gradients, superdiffusive spin currents, or direct interaction with the polarization of the light. However, the simulations performed by Vahaplar et al. (2012) showed that heat-assisted switching of a ferromagnet can occur only if the effective magnetic field generated by a 60 fs laser pulse across the sample while modulating the polarization of the beam between left- and right-circular pulses yields a magnetic bit pattern. This remarkable phenomenon has been termed all-optical switching or, more precisely, all-optical helicity-dependent switching, in which the final magnetization depends on the optical helicity. In addition to providing insight into the ultrafast response of magnetic systems, all-optical switching may lead to technological breakthroughs in applications such as heat-assisted magnetic recording (Shiroishi et al., 2009; Stipe et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2013). This process appears energy efficient; an energy lower than 10 fJ is expected to be sufficient to switch a 20 × 20 nm$^2$ area of magnetic material.

Most experimental and theoretical studies of all-optical switching focus on amorphous (a-) rare-earth–transition-metal alloys of varying composition, where the net magnetization results from the rare-earth and transition-metal subnetworks which are antiferromagnetically exchange coupled, forming a ferrimagnet (shown in Fig. 25(b)). Although these materials have a well-defined $T_c$, the rare-earth and transition-metal moments have different temperature dependencies, resulting in compensation $M_s = 0$ for a rare-earth concentration $\approx 0.25$ mol/mol (25 at.%) at a compensation temperature ($T_{comp}$). Under suitable growth conditions, these alloys have significant perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. All-optical switching is generally observed in a narrow composition range where $T_{comp}$ is close to the starting temperature (Kirilyuk, Kimel, and Rasing, 2013; Medapalli et al., 2013; Mangin et al., 2014). There is also a separate temperature where the angular momentum compensates which is likely relevant to ultrafast processes (Kirilyuk, Kimel, and Rasing, 2013; Krivoruchko, 2014).

Recent focus has been on other alloys and heterostructures where optical and magnetic properties can be tuned, including $\alpha$-Tb-Co, $\alpha$-Tb-Fe, and $\alpha$-Tb-Fe-Co alloys (Alebrand et al., 2012, 2014; Hassdenteufel et al., 2013; Hassdenteufel, Schubert, Schmidt et al., 2014; Hassdenteufel, Schubert, Hebler et al., 2014; Mangin et al., 2014; Savoini et al., 2014b), rare-earth/transition-metal multilayers (which are generally amorphous; e.g., $\alpha$-Tb-Co, $\alpha$-Gd/Fe, and $\alpha$-Ho/Co,Fe$_{1-x}$) and heterostructures (Mangin et al., 2014; Schubert et al., 2014), as well as $\alpha$-Dy- and $\alpha$-Ho-transition-metal alloys (Mangin et al., 2014), where all-optical helicity-dependent switching appears to be qualitatively similar to $\alpha$-Gd/Fe-Co, despite the significant orbital moments of Tb, Dy, and Ho (Gd has $S = 7/2$, $L = 0$), which results in increased spin-orbit interactions and increased magnetic anisotropy. Notably, all-optical switching appears to depend more on volume-average magnetic properties than specific properties of individual layers as demonstrated by Schubert et al. (2014); an $\alpha$-Tb$_{36}$Fe$_{64}$/α-Tb$_{39}$Fe$_{81}$ heterostructure with zero net magnetization due to antiparallel interfacial exchange coupling exhibits all-optical switching despite not being observed for single $\alpha$-Tb$_{36}$Fe$_{64}$ or $\alpha$-Tb$_{39}$Fe$_{81}$ films.

Recent computational (Evans et al., 2014) and experimental (Mangin et al., 2014) work has shown that all-optical switching occurs in artificial ferrimagnetic systems that have compensation temperatures but are rare earth free. This is achieved by using the interfacial properties of thin transition-metal layers to create perpendicular surface anisotropy and interlayer exchange coupling (as described in Sec. II). By tuning layer properties, it is possible to achieve synthetic ferrimagnets with a tunable compensation temperature in heterostructures such as Pd/[Co/Ir/Co/Ni/Pt/Co/Ir]/Pd (Mangin et al., 2014).

All-optical helicity-dependent switching was also demonstrated in ferromagnetic thin films such as [Co/Pt] multilayers and granular L$_{10}$ FePt in a C matrix (Lambert et al., 2014). Shown in Fig. 28(b) are the results for a [Co(0.4 nm)/Pt(0.7 nm)]$_3$ multilayer where the final state of the magnet is dependent on the helicity of the light. Deterministic all-optical switching is observed only in the thin-film limit (less than a few nanometers) and this appears to be related to suppressing demagnetization by creating stripe domains during the optical heating and cooling process (Lambert et al., 2014). Whether these experiments can be understood without taking into account the known strong interfacial spin-orbit interaction of Co/Pt and consequent likely noncollinear spins, i.e., in the spirit of the model suggested by Vahaplar et al. (2012) is unclear. In principle, differential heating could arise from magnetic circular dichroism, thermal gradients, superdiffusive spin currents, or direct interaction with the polarization of the light. However, the simulations performed by Vahaplar et al. (2012) showed that heat-assisted switching of a ferromagnet can occur only if the effective magnetic field generated by a 60 fs laser pulse...
reaches 20 T and lasts at least 250 fs. The origin of such a strong optically induced effective magnetic field in Co/Pt is unclear. The strong spin-orbit interaction at the interface can increase the inverse Faraday effect, change the Curie temperature, magnetic anisotropy, and even spin texture. Elucidating the role played by the interfacial spin-orbit interaction in all-optical switching is a challenge for future studies.

The detailed processes of all-optical switching are still unclear, but it has notably not been observed in single-element films, but only in alloys or heterostructures that mix 3d and 4f elements (e.g., Fe and Gd); 3d and 4d elements (e.g., Co and Pd); or 3d and 5d (e.g., Fe or Co and Pt or Ir). Ultrafast laser-induced processes are driven by two main forces: spin-orbit and exchange interactions, and it is reasonable to conclude that interfacial and intersublattice exchange interactions and interfacial spin-orbit interactions play a critical role in all-optical switching.

Helicity-dependent switching shown in Fig. 28 results from helicity-dependent absorption, which favors one magnetic configuration over the other (Khosravani et al., 2012). Helicity-independent toggle switching is in some ways a more remarkable result and has been observed in few systems to date. It is observed in a-Gd-Fe-Co alloys where the two sublattices (the rare earth dominated by 4f electrons, the transition metals by 3d electrons) demagnetize at different time scales (Radu et al., 2011). As shown in Fig. 25(b), ultrafast optical excitation brings a-Gd-Fe-Co alloys into a strongly nonequilibrium state with nearly demagnetized Fe and hardly demagnetized Gd. The strong ferromagnetic Fe-Fe exchange interaction drives a fast relaxation from this state. Because of angular-momentum transfer between Fe and Gd sublattices, the relaxation first results in a transient ferromagnetic state where Gd and Fe are parallel. Afterward the Gd moment reemerges in the antiparallel orientation due to the weaker Fe-Gd exchange interaction, but both Fe and Gd moments are now in the opposite direction from the initial state. This toggle mode of reversal is observed even for linear polarization and appears specific to ferrimagnetic materials with two nonequivalent and antiferromagnetically coupled sublattices (Ostler et al., 2012). This switching was explained within a general theoretical framework (Mentink et al., 2012) and reproduced by both atomistic LLG (Ostler et al., 2012) and the microscopic three-temperature model with two coupled spin baths (Schellekens and Koopmans, 2013b). Further measurements on a-Gd-Fe-Co alloys support this interpretation (Medapalli et al., 2013; Mekonnen et al., 2013; Hashimoto et al., 2014; Le Guyader et al., 2015).

All-optical switching is limited to the spot size of the laser heating, too large to compete with bit densities of conventional storage. In heat-assisted magnetic data storage applications aiming for terabit/inch² densities, Au plasmonic waveguides reduce the laser beam diameter to magnetic bit dimensions (Stipe et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2013). This process was mimicked with Au nanoantennas patterned onto high anisotropy a-Tb-Fe-Co films, where all-optical switching of 50 nm bits was toggled by individual femtosecond laser pulses (T.-M. Liu et al., 2015). The x-ray magnetic holography there employed can be extended to x-ray free electron lasers offering the possibility to image all-optical switching with a single x-ray pulse (Wang and Manchon, 2012).

F. Open questions and new directions

The field of ultrafast, nonequilibrium magnetism has evolved dramatically over the last two decades. Elucidating the channels that allow ultrafast angular-momentum transfer remains central. The discovery of all-optical magnetization reversal in a broad class of metallic alloys and multilayers, but not all materials, showed that interfaces are crucial. The roles of interfaces, exchange coupling across those interfaces, spin-orbit coupling and the DM interactions induced by interfaces, and how the chiral structures induced by these interactions are affected by ultrafast pumps are all topics in their infancy. It is clear that novel experimental techniques probing new materials with well-defined interfacial structures are needed. We focus here on a few questions.

(i) Can we observe and understand ultrafast angular-momentum transfer between spin and lattice? Quantitative theoretical description of femtosecond magnetism is still embryonic, creating great opportunities for development of ultrafast magnetism theory. Are transient magnetic states fundamentally different in local-moment systems such as rare earth compared to transition metal ferromagnets? How is angular-momentum transfer affected by interfaces, and specifically does the modification of interactions, including crystal fields, at interfaces play an important role? This latter question requires ultrafast measurement of structural and magnetic response, at nanometer spatial scales, and with interface sensitivity.

(ii) How do ultrafast pumps and probes interact with interfacially induced magnetic states? Since the spin-orbit interaction is lower energy, and hence slower, than the exchange interaction, in systems where the underlying magnetic state is driven by a competition between these two energies, as in interfacially induced chiral spin structures, how will these states interact with ultrafast pumps, particularly those of defined helicity?

(iii) Can we probe and control the ultrafast dynamics associated with exchange interactions? How do interfaces affect exchange-driven dynamics? Harnessing the exchange interaction will enable the fastest magnetic switching. Experiments in high magnetic fields will enable disentanglement of spin dynamics from exchange interaction dynamics, as high magnetic fields can substantially suppress spin dynamics, leaving exchange dynamics unaffected.

(iv) What are the elementary spin-dependent scattering processes that impact superdiffusive spin transport? How are nonequilibrium spin currents affected by interfaces in the ultrafast regime, and can interfaces provide a new means for control? The effects of interfaces on equilibrium and near-equilibrium spin currents have been studied for decades (Bass and Pratt, 2007). Ultrafast measurements suggest a separation of charge and spin degrees of freedom that may affect our understanding of spin diffusion lengths and spin-flip scattering at interfaces. As the first step toward the goal of understanding the interaction of interfaces and nonequilibrium spin currents, time-resolved femtosecond x-ray spectroscopy has identified electronic states responsible for transport, scattering and spin accumulation at interfaces (Kukreja et al., 2015).

(v) Observation of phonons excited in ultrafast magnetization processes: While electronic and spin degrees of freedom have been accessible since the first observation of...
ultrafast demagnetization, we have been blind to the phonons excited in this process. Femtosecond hard x-ray scattering with x-ray free electron lasers (Trigo et al., 2013) and novel femtosecond electron diffraction and imaging (Zhu and Dürr, 2015) promise the ability to examine the phonons excited in ultrafast magnetization processes.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Interfacial effects have long played a crucial role in magnetism, both in the development of underlying scientific principles and in the many technologies in which magnetism plays a critical role. Many important effects in magnetism are either intrinsically interfacial phenomena or strongly enhanced at interfaces, for example, exchange bias, giant magnetoresistance, chiral domain walls, and spin currents with no accompanying charge current. Interfacial engineering enables potentially novel fundamental behavior by blending competing and/or complementary states, for example, topological insulators and ferromagnets. Heterostructures break spatial inversion symmetry, which combined with the time-reversal symmetry breaking of ferromagnetism (or antiferromagnetism) yields properties that had previously been seen only in very limited classes of bulk materials, but now can be explored and developed in a straightforward way by judicious choice of materials. The ability to design heterostructure interfaces enables studies of chiral magnetic states, suggests new interactions with the static and dynamic magnetic state of the ferromagnet, and inspires hope of even more dramatic phenomena such as a room-temperature quantum anomalous Hall effect and spin superconductivity. The developments discussed in this article push the boundaries of experiment and theory. The long-standing success of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, despite the empirical nature of many of its constants, particularly those associated with damping, has enabled understanding of many dynamic phenomena, but is not relevant to the femtosecond regime. Ultrafast studies of more complex magnetic structures than the simple ferromagnets studied to date are likely to lead to new phenomena. As yet unimagined phenomena will certainly be discovered as we explore heterostructures of materials beyond the relatively well-known materials that make up a large portion of existing research reviewed here.

These scientific advances are already leading to new magnetic-state control strategies that are directly relevant to the magnetic recording and memory industries. These currently involve the use of heavy metals and ferromagnets, and may in the future include antiferromagnets and topological insulators. They have the potential to enable faster, more energy-efficient manipulation of magnetic states and potentially to create fundamentally new magnetic states.

Studies of nonlinearities associated with large amplitude magnetization dynamics, including switching, could be a verdant area for future work, particularly in the low-damping regime. Ultrafast, nonequilibrium manipulation of ferromagnets has yielded remarkable but still incompletely understood phenomena and has the potential to change our understanding of the fundamental quantum-mechanical interactions that underpin magnetism, and to provide new mechanisms for magnetization control. Whether interfaces and spin-orbit coupling at those interfaces, which is somewhat understood in the static and dynamic (down to picosecond) regimes, can be used to modify ultrafast processes is an important open question.

Interfaces are critical to much current magnetism research. Open questions and promising areas for future research have been identified at the end of each section of this article. An earlier shift in semiconductor physics from the study of bulk phenomena to the understanding and manipulation of surfaces, interfaces, and inhomogeneities led to electronic devices that revolutionized our economy and our science, as epitomized in Kroemer’s “the interface is the device” Nobel Prize address. In this spirit we hope that our article modestly echoes Kroemer in asserting that “the interface is the magnet.”
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